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This dissertation is a result of a study conducted in selected sites within the City of 

Kisumu in J(jsumu District of yanza Pro ince between 1999 and 2001. The study 

entitled ingle motherhood: Implications for the education of the girl child,' focuses on 

single mothers and education of their daughters. The general objecti e of the study is to 

determine the impact of single motherhood on the education of the girl child. Since the 

focus of the study is the relationship between marital status and the educational 

performance of the girl child the units of analysis is the single mother and her daughter 

however the analyses focus on the relationship between marital status and girls' 

educational participation and performance. The key research question is: Does single 

motherhood affect the educational participation and performance of girls? And related to 

this question, what other non-mother related factors affect the performance of daughters 

of single mothers? A theoretical framework consisting of four complementary social 

change and social psychology theoretical considerations (social change anomie rational 

choice and psychoanalysis) is used to facilitate an in-depth understanding of the dynamics 

of single motherhood and its possible implications for education of the girl child. 

The study was conducted in five randomly selected clusters (urban villages) within 

IGsumu City. The study used the social survey methods to collect data. Both qualitative 

and quantitative methods were used. The qualitative methods were particularly used to 

supplement the quantitati e and to gi e the researcher an opportunity to learn from the 

voices of the people affected by the challenges of single motherhood. Both interview 

schedules and Focus Group Discussions (FGDs) were conducted with single mothers, 

married mothers and their daughters and sons. A total of 546 respondents consisting of 
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single moth rs. married mothers, boys and girls from two-parent families and girls from 

single moth r families w re interviewed using standard questionnaires. In addition 12 

FGDs 13 In-depth Interviews (IDis with key infonnants and three case studies were 

conducted. The data from the survey ere analyzed using the Statistical Program for 

ocial ciences SP ). The strength of association between ariables was measured 

using contingency coefficient while the Pearson test was used to measure level of 

significance. 

This study found that the interplay of societal, environmental and personality factors 

rather than single motherhood alone work together to determine the educational 

participation and perfonnance of the girl child. The findings show that single mothers are 

roughly six times more likely than married mothers to have daughters of school going age 

who are not attending school. Their daughters are more than four times likely to drop out 

of primary and secondary school prematurely compared to their counterparts from the 

two-parent famiLies. Daughters of married mothers are more than two times I ikely to 

perform better academically than daughters of single mothers. Age at first sex is a key 

determinant of performance. The study shows that girls who initiated sex between ages 

10-14 are more than two times likely to perform poorer than girls who initiate sex at 15 

and abo e years. In addition, the study found discriminatory practices that affect the 

performance of the girls in schools. For instance over 20 percent of the single mothers 

want to educate a boy as opposed to a girl. The study makes a significant contribution by 

adding to the body of knowledge on the sociology of the family. It is a critical attempt to 

re-define the African family and to look at the girl child from an academic rather than an 

activist perspective. 
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Th study concludes that single motherhood does affect the educational perfonnance of 

girls in many ways. It poses seriou obstacles to girls ability to perform well in school 

because of inadequacies in the pro ision of school requirements and providing sujtable 

en ironments for children's education. At the same time, single-mother families are 

viewed negatively by society. There are indeed signjficant familial, personal (mother) and 

community factors that affect the educational participation and perfonnance of girls from 

single-mother families. These negative attitudes and reactions affect the motivation of 

children especially girls from these families. Single mothers have a significant role to 

play in faciJjtating the education of their daughters. The single mother can play a key role 

in the provision of a supporti e environment for the girls' education. 

For the girl child from singl~roother families to compete effectively on a level ground 

with children from the tv a-parent families the study recommends that obstacles to her 

education that exist in her environment must be addressed through sensitization and 

dialogue with mothers and the schools, system. Single mothers should champion the 

creation of a supporti e environment for their daughters education and this must include 

communication and career guidance. The study also recommends rigorous education and 

awareness-raising campaigns among single mothers to enable them to confront the unique 

challenges that their families face. 

Samson M. Raden 

July 2003 
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I ITROD 

1.1 Background 

Single motherhood and the 'girl child are ne" concepts that ha e recently begun to 

occupy the minds of researchers and d velopment workers throughout the world. Though 

not previously considered as sociological concepts, single motherhood and the ·girl child' 

ha e recently featured in various national and international sociological fora. Available 

literature has not captured the phenomenon of single motherhood and the concept of the 

girl child to the extent that sociologists can begin to res arch on them from a sociological 

perspective. They ba e always been presented in Literature and in arious fora as issues 

of equity and addressed through human and women rights activities. The current study is 

therefore an attempt to redefine the two concepts and to draw the attention of sociologists 

to their rele ance in sociological inquiry. 

Goode 1973 defines the family as a social unit consisting of male and female parents and 

their children. This study·takes a broader understanding of the Family and defines it as a 

social unit consisting of at least a parent, children and blood or adopted relatives The 

definition includes the three popular family types that are discussed in this study: nuclear 

extended and single mother family. In the study the nuclear family means a social unit 

consisting of a man his wife and their offspring. The extended family includes man. wife 

and their children, the man and woman's consanguine such as brothers grand children 



and other r lati es. Th family also refers to female-headed hous holds where there is a 

mother and childr n ut no fath r. Head ofhousehold r ~ rs to th r sid nt breadwinner 

in the family who is also the ke decision-mak r in all matters of th household. A 

woman can head a hous hold eith r by dejure or defacto means. woman may be a 

defacto head of h us hold if and when the husband is tra eling or works away from 

home. he is a dejure head, '~hen she is the bonafide leader of the home. In African 

societies men are pr umed to b the heads of homesteads as well as households even 

though in most cases they seem to play a bigger role than men do as heads of households. 

This is illustrated by the Luo alternative ~ ord for a wife min ot- which directly 

translated means moth r of the house. It seems therefore that e en though women are 

culturally not suppo ed 10 b the head of the household socially they are by the very 

nature of work and role they play in the family. 

This study makes an attempt to correct the way some scholars ha e conceived the family 

in their sociological and anthropological discourse. Many researc ers ye 1973; 

Marsden, 1970; Goode 1973 19 9; Kayongo Male 1991 ha e failed to pay attention to 

emerging forms of families and ba e instead concentrated on the African traditional 

family and the we tern nuclear family. The failure to take cognizance of the emerging 

forms of families has lead many a researcher to take a rather lop-sided approach towards 

addressing the family as an institution. 

It is this misleading style of dealing with the family single motherhood and the concept 

of the girl child that con inced the researcher that a new approach to addressing these 
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Issues mus be e olved. In this new approach, the research takes a historical look at the 

emergence of the sing] mother family and how social change has contributed to this 

phenomenon. At the same time th res arch r takes a critical look at the girl child as 

popularly r ferred to by gender activists and analyses the specific circumstances that 

make her special or sets her apart from the boy child. Many activists have ad ocated for 

equity in formal education for girls and boys but failed to address the root of the problem. 

The root cause of th problem in the view of the r searcher is that the ocial structures 

and systems in our society, including the family are breaking down with advanced 

rapidity. Many of these social structures have by and large become dysfunctional giving 

way to high incidence of single motherhood and its engendered social problems. This 

study takes a historical look at typical traditional African sociery and in particular, the 

marriage institution, to establish the transformations that ha e occurred and the resultant 

ramified implications in modem society. Thus, for instance there is an inherent 

comparison between a typical traditional Luo community and the modem Kisumu city 

life. This comparison is used to isolate the individual changes that have occurred in 

traditional societies that explain the social phenomenon that is the subject of this study. 

1.1.1 onceptualiziog iogle motherhood 

This study defines single mothers as women who have children but do not have legal or 

resident spouses. They therefore are bringing up children in their ov.rn homes without the 

support of the children s father/s. This definition clearly departs from the more popular 

concept of female heads of household. Single mothers take charge of household 

leadership and decision-making but may or may not have children of their own. They 
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may have se ·ual panners but not legal spous 1
. woman can become a single mother 

through death of spouse, di ore or separation or by remaining unmarried and choosing to 

ha •e children outside a marital r lationship. Th re are some challenges regarding who is 

a singl mother specJalJy becaus some women rgue that they are not single mothers 

e n though they are not in a marital relationship. uch women include those who have 

sex partners and thos who have maintained links with the fathers of their children. 

It is important to look at single motherhood within the context of family structure. This 

study has made an attempt to redefme the 'family" in such a "ay as to enable the concept 

and phenomenon of single-mother families to be addressed as a sociological concept. For 

purposes of this study the family is defined as social unit consisting of at least a parent, 

children and blood or adopted relati es. The definition includes the three popular family 

types that are discussed in tlris study: nuclear extended and single mother fami ly. The 

study recognizes that women can becomes mothers by adoption, but it is important to 

state the emphasis is placed on biological motherhood since the former did not emanate 

from the intervie s. 

Scholars (Garfinkel 1986; Marsden, 1 970) and societies have viewed single motherhood 

worldwide as a diversion from the norm in general, and as an exemplification of a 

pathological family. This is because in most African traditional societies every member 

is expected to marry and ha e children of his or ber own in conformity with the norms of 

1 A spouse is a legal sexual partner. The legality of a sexual partner is confirmed through 
a legal marriage. Legal marriages can be contracted through religious, civiJ and 
traditional ceremonies and\ itnessed by persons know to the two partners. 
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th cte cone med 1arsd n 1 70· Go lib r, 19 9 . This \\as an obligation and no 

on " as excused from taking the responsibility. Men and women, " ho delayed marriage, 

" ere pressurized by both peers and relatives to mart). The ociety also used other social 

sanctions to ensur that no one acted contrary to th marriage norms. Howe er, the social 

and cultural transformations that have taken place in these s cieties ha e changed the 

value of the once highly este med social institution of marriage. Today. there are many 

\! omen \! ho live without a spouse and still derive enough satisfaction and provide an 

adequate and suitable en ironment for their children's de elopment. Thus, there should 

be a limit to which the generalization of single-mother families as 'pathological2
' shou1d 

apply. In addition, as expressed by McClelland (1 61 achie emcnt is determined by a 

myriad of factors including socialization. From th.is statement one may argue that 

perhaps single motherhood in itself may not be the problem in the education of the girl 

child, but there may be other actors related to socialization that may be important 

determinants especially in the African serting. uch determinants may include the 

cultural social and economic underpinnings. 

There has been an increase in the number of single mothers as reflected in the rise in 

female household headship in many parts of the world. An increasing number of 

households in both developed and de eloping countries depend solely on women's 

2 Many scholars view single-mothers families negati ely just as society does. They argue 
that most single mothers are poor and often involved in immoral sexual behaviors. They 
also belie e that their children are likely to follow their example and therefore become 
poor single mothers themselves thus perpetuating a cycle of problem families. But this 
srudy take a more open-minded position given that most single mothers are forced by 
circumstances to take on single motherhood. Many work bard against all odds to have 
successful and prosperous homes where children have the right amount of discipline to 
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conomic contribution. The caus s of lhis situation include divorce d ath. and the 

incr ased tendenc of' omen not to get married. The incid nee of teenage pregnancies 

worldwide has also contributed to the increase in single motherhood. According to a 

U. JCEF 1999 r pon, it app ars that bonds betv.een unmarried. pregnant adolescent 

women and their ·ual partners anywhere in the world are always typically weak. Such 

relationships [end to break up as soon as there is a stressful situation to be addressed by 

the couple. Stressful situations such as the occurrence of a pregnancy ofien lead to 

termination of such relationships. The behavior of boys and young men to dissociate 

from the relationship on learning the girlfriend is pregnant has been observed in alJ 

societies. In addition, marriages due to unplanned pregnancy can often be unstable and 

thus more likely to result in marital dissolution . CEF 1999). 

The increase in the number of single-mother households is becoming a matter of great 

concern to researchers and de elopment agencies both in developing and the de eloped 

countries CEF, 1999). Studies have shown that single motherhood is more prevalent 

in the urban areas than in the rural ones (Kayongo Male & Onyango 1991 and in some 

countries in Africa, the rates are as high as 30 percent. A recent study CEF (1997) 

found that 30- 50 percent of .first marriages in developed countries and 25 percent of first 

marriages in de eloping countries are dissolved by the time women are 40 - 49 years old 

many as a result of divorce or separation. 

study and relate normally with others in the society. 
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In K nya., ther exists onl/ cant: data regarding the prevalence of single motherhood. 

This study is therefore a significant step towards generating r I vant infonnation on 

single mothers the girl child and fonnal education. It is postulated that single 

motherhood is in fact on the increase. Hous hold based observation show lha1 many 

moth rs live in their own homes without spouses. The K n aD mographic and Health 

Survey (KDH , 1998 shows that women head 31.7 percent of hou eholds in Kenya 

Though these statistics include all women heads of household, it is believed that a 

significant proportion is composed of single mothers. This further confirms that single 

motherhood is on the increase. 

The social change theories - part of the theoretical frame'> ork used in this study -

confirm that single motherhood is likely to increase with urbanization. In Kenya it has 

been observed that a good number of women who divorce tend to remain single for the 

rest of their li es v hile most men seek remarriage. This behaYior has the propensity to 

fuel the rate of increase of single mothers. Other theories and models applied in the study 

such as the theory of reasoned action social cognitive theory social experience model 

and the psychoanalytic perspecti e attribute the incidence of single motherhood to 

behavioral and social changes occurring in society. If the picture painted by these models 

and theories is realistic then clearly the incidence of single motherhood will continue at 

an alanning rate. 

Single motherhood is a de iation from the marriage norm and is believed to perpetuate 

developmental problems for the child. It bas been associated with certain social and 
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emotional probl ms that hav ignificant negati\ e impacts on education of their children. 

Children of singl mothers are sa1 to suffer psychological, social and economic 

disadvanta,:,es as they gro" up. It is assumed that their counterparts in the two-parent
3 

families do not to experience these challenges (Rapoport 1977 . This is not accurate 

assumption gi en that many children with both parents in Kenya and other African 

countries are knm: 11 to suffer ocial and economic depri ation to the degree that is much 

worse than some children of single moth rs. 

Those who support the view those children from single-mother families perform poorly 

at school argue that the father's presence is important because of its strong influence over 

the child's intellectual ability Lamb 1976· Kahl 1953 ). However education statistics 

show that under certain circumstances such as having an educated mother, many children 

from female-headed households can perform better than those from families with resident 

fathers. This inherent contradiction has not been researched yet it touches on a crucial 

aspect of child education. 

3 This is synonymous with the nuclear type of family. The operational definition ofthe 
nuclear family is provided under U1e family abo e. In the study the two-parent family 
refers to a social unit consisting of male and female spouses and their children living 
under one roof. Ho' ever, in the analyses the two-parent and not the nuclear family is 
used to simplify the comparison with sing~e-mother family. 

The nuclear family is the smallest social unit consisting of a man or husband, his wife 
and children. It is more characteristic of the modem society where there is increased 
individualization of the farnil . In contrast the extended family is the social unit 
consisting of a man his wife or wives, and grand children. It may also include brothers of 
the man and other kin. 
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1.1.2 onceptualizino the irl hild 

The onvention on the Rights of the hild (CR ) recognizes the 'g1rl child' as a female 

child a-=>ed 1 y ars and b lo,. . This study ad pts this defimtion and refers to the girl

child as a female child aged below 1 years. The study recognizes the disad antaged 

position of female children in Kenya ~· ith re-=>ard to acce s to opp rtunities such as in 

education and later on in life employment. Even though children in general in 

de eloping countrie live in especially difficult circumstances, the study takes cognizance 

of the fact that female children are e en more disad\·antaged than the male children. 

The 'girl child concept became popular in the 19 Os after the declaration and subsequent 

adoption of the famous con ention on the Rights of the Child (CRC , the convention on 

the elimination of aJl forms of discrimination against women (CEDA W) of 1979, and the 

universal declaration of human rights of 1980. Though the last two did not have pecific 

clauses referring to the wellbeing of the 'girl child' they did bring to the fore the interests 

of women in general regardless of age. But lh CRC makes specific references to both 

female and male children. It is therefore important at this point to put the girl child in a 

sociological context and place her within a social structure. The feminists regard the girl 

child as a particularly vulnerable individual who li es under harsh social environments 

and e ·pcriences numerous challenges 1.is a is the boy child. But this study takes the 

position that the girl child is not different than the boy child. The study makes the 

assumption that the two are born and socialized within the family structure. The 

difference comes when we look at the varied socjaJization experiences influenced by type 

of family and pr ailing environments that the children go through. It is the study s focus 
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on ocialization proce s rather than the product of s cialization alone that justifies the use 

of the term the girl child . 

• t the N'orld onference on Childn:n ·ew York, 1990), the world's leaders endorsed 

the right of all children to basic human rights. They also recognized the special needs and 

rights of a girl noting her dual disad antage due to her gender and age. Thus the concept 

of the girl-child gained currency. About the same time the African barter on the Rights 

of the Child as ratified at the continental le el. This barter highlighted tradi tional 

practices that were harmful to the child and called for their elimination (Article XXI). 

For many years many women rights activists have used the concept of girl child as 

though it was anything different than the female child. The girl child has suddenly 

become the subject of di.scussion in many national and international meetings dealing 

\\ith gender issues. Many of the activists campaigning for the elimination of 

discrimination against the girJ chi ld have tended to take a radicali t rather than an 

intellectual approach. This approach has blocked and repudiated all opportunities for 

scholars to begin looking at the subject with the soberness required. In 1952 Simeon 

Ominde the late educationist and population analyst published his book 'the Luo girl. 

The book, tracing the life cycle of the Luo girl from infancy to marriage was the earliest 

focus on the girl child by a serious Kenyan scholar. ot until the 1 990s would the interest 

in girls as distinct subje<>ts of intellectual discourse gain impetus and the practice of 

submerging the identity of the girl under the generic terms woman ' youth ' and 'child 

challenged. 
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Activities seeking to nhance the status of the girl child were initially concentrated in 

South Asia, but frica soon joined the bandwagon, when it v as noted that similar cases 

of discrimination faced the girl child across th continent. By the Fourth World 

Conference on \ omen in Beijing in 1995, Africa had taken up the cause of the girl-child 

as its own and successfu!Jy lobbied for the inclusion of issues relating to her as a separate 

area of concern 1 1995). Kenyan GOs w re in the forefront in lobbying for the girl

child in the global Platform for Action (PF A). 

However it was CEF that spearheaded the campaign for the girl-child in Kenya in 

the early 1990s. In 1992 Eastern and Southern African Regional Office (ESARO) of 

CEF initiated multi-country studies on the educational situation of the girl-child. 

Kenya was one of the countries that participated in the initiative. While UN1CEF-ESARO 

sponsored case studies of Kenyan girl-children from different ethnic communities the 

country office funded are iew of literature and statistical data (Wamahiu era!. 1992alb . 

At the same time a holistic study on the situation of female children in Kenya was 

commissioned. This study based on a mix of literature re iew and field research, was 

completed in o ember 199- (Wamahiu 1992a). All three studies adopted a gender 

perspective, documenting the depth and types of discrimination faced by the Kenyan girl

child in relation to her brother(s). 

Article 10 of the CEDA W seeks to eliminate the discrimination suffered by girls in the 

field of education, from pre-school to university by urging States parties to take 

appropriate measures to ensure the same conditions for vocational and career guidance, 
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equal t hing staff, school p~ mi s and equipment. n tmportant appeal to tates 

parties is the elimination of any ster otyped concept of the roles of men and women at all 

I els of educ tion and th reduction of chool dropout rat s. 

Ho\l e er the transition from traditionalism to modernity, and the inherent natural 

dynamism of socjeties has triggered off a chain of changes in the social structure and 

systems of most traditional societies learung to the emergence of arious de iant 

behaviors. For instance with modernization and urbanization, many of the traditional 

norms have relaxed with inhabitants tending to adopt alternati e codes of conduct and 

exhibit rather liberal behaviors. In the modern urbanized society that upholds freedom of 

choice the phenomenon of single motherhood begins to occur because the traditional 

rules ba e ceased to take ffecL Many women begin to justify their status and to demean 

the institution of marriage. The incidence of single motherhood begins to rise with 

urbanization and slowly the implications come to the fore. One of the areas in which 

single motherhood is assumed to affect society is in formal education of daughters of 

single mothers. But there is insufficient literature to confirm this assumption. This study 

is an attempt to understand the complex relationship between single motherhood and 

formal education for single mothers daughters in a Kenya setting. 

The 1990 Convention on the Rights of the Child (CRC) recognizes the 'girl child as a 

female child below 18 years of age. In o ember 1979 the General Assembly of the 

United ations adopted the onvention on the Elimination of all forms of Discrimination 

against Women CEDA W). The con ention became the springboard which has since 
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catapulted \ omen's rights into the rar fied atmosphere of human rights guaranteed to all 

human b ing under the Uni ersal Declaration of Human Rights, " hich affirms 

everyone's entnlement to all rights and freedoms without distinction of any kind 

including di tinction based on sex. ince the 1979 women's onvention was adopted 

follow up articles king to enhance the position of women ha e been drafted and 

presented in various conferences. These ha e resulted in the realization that the 'girl 

child rights were equally being violated and therefore the need to focus on the 

enhancement of their intrinsic rights as specified in the CR became paramount. 

However despite the e international treaties \\ hicb are r tified and acceded to with 

alacrity by member states of the United Tations di crimination against children of the 

female sex persists. ln some societies the discrimination begins e en before birth and if 

one is fortunate enough to be hom the discrimination continues into adulthood. 

The culture of some African communities such as the Maasai amburu Kalenjin and 

Somali among others dictates that girls should be relegated to secondary role vis a vis the 

boys. They are not regarded as an asset to the family. Right from birth her percei ed role 

in life is to reproduce and attend to the needs of her male partner and family. In some 

communities in Ken a such as the Maasai Samburu and the Kalenjin, she is prepared for 

womanhood by female genital mutilation commonly referred to as female circumcision. 

Formal education for a girl is regarded as unnecessary and she may, if fortunate, be given 

only an elementary education. Inevitably she may drop out of school to care for younger 

siblings or to assist her parents with household chores. At an early adolescent age a 

marriage is arranged for her. and she continues to minister to the needs of her family. 
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There are instan es wh re gtrls ar for ed into prostitution b) economically pov erless 

par nt or employ d ostensibly as domestic workers in affiuent households with paltry 

wages for ndless hours of ' ork~ in addition to the risks of b ing abused by male 

emplo ers. Tb re are many more forms of discrimination against the girl child. The fight 

against discrimination of female children has been based more on emotion, dri en by 

human rights activists than intellectualism. 

Despite much effort towards the welfare of the girl-child o er the last six years things 

ba e not changed for the better, many of the problems highlighted in the earlier studies or 

indicated in the international fora still persist. In some cases the situation may become 

worse within the context of declining economies increasing po erty, and violence. 

Educational statistics re cal regression in school enrollment for both girls and boys ,.,rith 

relati ely fewer girls than boys completing the first cycle of schooling. At the secondary 

and tertiary le els the situation gets progressi ly worse for the girl-child. Increasing 

household po erty bas forced many young girls to commercial work including 

commercial sex, as a strategy for survi al, often with life-threatening consequences. 

Combined with poor access to health facilities and reproductive health knowledge more 

and more girls are getting infected with HN/AIDS and other Tis. Others are 

experiencing physical economic and/or social-psychological complications due to 

unplanned and often unwanted) pregnancy- and abortion. Easy access to a variety of 

dangerous synthetic drugs is posing real danger to their well-being. But of greatest 

concern to this study is the status of the girl-child with regard to fonnal education. A 

ITCEF 2000) publication reports: 
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"Fifty years after educatzon was affirmed as a right in the Universal 
Declaration of Hum n Rights. a decade after the Right was reaffirmed ... in 
th om·ention on the Rights of Ehe CJuld, and near/; 10 years after girls' 
education was identified as 'th most urgem priority' at the World Conference 
on Ed11c Ilion for All .. girls around the globe cannot e: ercise thetr rights to 
educatron as readily as can bo · . Of the more than 130 million 6 to 11 year
old out of school youth in the developing world, nearly nvo thirds are girls. 

In Kenya there are gender disparities with regard to school enrolment and completion 

rates. Fewer girls are enrolled, retained and complete education at all le els (KDH , 

1998). It is hypothesized that poor economic conditions play a key role in diminishing 

the participation and performance of girls in-school. It is also beli e ed that most single 

mothers are economically disad amaged arsden 1970). Thus the girls from single 

mothers families may be e en more disadvantaged. 

This study attempts ro establish the role of marital status plays in the girls' enrolment and 

performance within the formal education system. The study is an attempt to grapple with 

the issues around education of single mothers' daughters especially the societal factors 

which tend to reinforce the girl s educational performance and those which tend to 

militate against it These are important in the promotion of the female child s education 

efforts. 

1.2 Problem Statement 

Many people ask themsel es why there seems to be an increase in the number of single 

mothers in the society and what happens to their children. Ho' do they turn out? The 

researcher is one of the many people who for years asked themselves these questions. 
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The effect of ingle-mother families on educational achi rnents of their daughters is 

one of the major con ems of researchers and educationists in Kenya toda . The 

researcher has taken a step to provide some ans\! ers to orne of these questions 

commonly asked b researchers regarding relationship between single motherhood and 

child educational achi ement. 

In traditional African societies the concept of single motherhood' did not exist Goode 

1989· Kayongo Male and Onyango 1991 . The society expected e eryone to marry and 

e ery widow to be inherited. Divorced and/or separation was prevented under all 

circumstances but CYen if it occurred the divorcee was expected to re-marry. A marriage 

arrangement was made to facilitate this process. These conctitions made it extremely 

difficult for single motherhood to exist. Everyone as socialized to uphold marriage, and 

the marriage institution was one of the most respected. Therefore it was a case of social 

deviance for a man or woman to remain single. Such a person would be considered a 

public ricticule to his family and the entire clan and would be treated with askance by the 

society. The rules go erning marriage and/or re-marriage were very well laid out in the 

society's code of conduct. There was no argument and no justification for wanting to be 

different. 

The emergence of single-mother families is presenting new challenges to research on the 

sociology of the family. If these families are not considered normal' as found in some 

literature (Garfinkel 1986· Marsden ·1970), then researchers ba e a duty to establish how 

these families affect the general welfare of children. This study focuses on an aspect of 
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these famili s - education of girls and attempts to establish the relationship between their 

aca erruc achievement and the fact that the mother is single. 

ost single mothers in Kenya are discriminated with regard to matters of culture, health, 

education, training and employment. This study is particularly interested in education. 

which is believed in Kenya to b the key to success and prosperity. The study seeks to 

understand the interplay betwe n the experiences of th single mothers and the education 

of their daughters. Enrolment of female children in schools is still generally lo er than 

that of boy at all le els in U1e educational spectrum CEF 1989 1992 1998 and 

2000). In a recent document produced by PANOS (2 00) it is estimated that just over a 

third of the girls and o er half the boys who enroll in Primary school Class One complete 

eight years in school. In another publication by the ational Women's Bureau (2000) 

completion rates have generally increased at both primary and secondary school levels 

but the gender clisparities are still in fa or of the boys. It is conjectured that the situation 

could be worse among girls from single-mother families who experience a myriad of 

financial problems. Most African societies generally ha e a negative attitude towards 

single mothers and children born out-of-wedlock. Such attitudes are likely to affect the 

educational ad ancement and perfonnance of children especially girls from such 

families. Children are likely to suffer loss of self-esteem and reduced sense of 

commitment and motivation to academic work. However due to other constraints that 

face the girl in society, she is more likely to be affected than the boy. 

In Maasai amburu and Kuria communities of Ken a, where formal education of the 
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women is not valued, th girl child is likel to ha • low achiev m nt motivation. There 

are no role m dels to motivat h r to pursu higher ducation ( inistry of Education -

OE. 1994). In single moth rs' homes where the mother hers lf is perhaps less 

educated the stimulus for her daughter's education may be less appealing. Thus the girl 

may be forced into a c cle of semi-literacy. But this may not nee ssarily be true of all 

single-moth r homes. There ha e been many reports in the Kenyan media suggesting that 

some of the girls who performed 'i ell in national examinations came from such homes. 

Therefore til r must be other critical factors railier than the family set up which the 

current study attempts to investigate. 

It is belie ed that with social change taking place in most societies, some of the negative 

attitudes towards single mothers and their children are changing. There is increased 

freedom of choice and self-determination for all sexes including the choice to or not to 

get manied and ha e chiJdren in or outside marriage ( melser 196 7). These changes 

may also ba\e impro ed the status of the girl child, but it is unclear how the change in 

attitudes has affected the formal education ofthe girl child. 

tudies from other parts of the world show that many of the problems related to fonnal 

education for the female child arise from lack of adequate supervision and guidance of 

the child and that female children who lack parental supervision are likely to engage in 

early sexual acti ity (Garfinkel 1986). Such studies show that these girls are also likely 

to get pregnant out-of' edlock and hence drop out of school. The extent to ' hich these 

positions are true in the Kenyan situation is a matter of conjecture. While parental 
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sup r>ision of femal children has been found to b an important asp ct of child 

d \'elopment jau. 199.>; Rad ny 1993) its r 1 vance to formal education for girls in 

single-mother families is not ob,·ious. ingle mothers are assumed to b too busy to 

pro ide adequate supervision giv n that they are the only parents and have to ' ork hard 

to sustain the family (Garfinkel 1986). Parental supervision of the fonnal education of 

the girl child in single-mother families is therefore a crucial interest in this study. 

lt is a common practice in many African families that whenever there is too much 

household work for the single mother. she tends to delegate some of the work to her 

daughter s). E en in families that are relati ely liberal and boys participate in household 

chores girls carry a heavier burden. Girls often ha e to take the position of the mother 

when she is not at home and do all the work that the mother is supposed to do. That 

means that occasionally they have lo be absent from school to carry out household 

chores. It is conjectured that this situation may contribute to reduced educational 

commitment and girls' poor performance at school. The effect of household participation 

on education of the girl child is therefore an integral part of this study. 

Gi en this background and the fact the relationship between the mother's marital status 

and the educational achievement of the girl child in not quite clear the study is guided by 

the following questions: 

l. What is the effect of different single motherhood on educational participation 

of the girl child? How exactly does the absence of the father impact on the 

formal education of a girl? 
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Ho v does single moth rhood affect th ucational p rformance of the girl 

child? For instance why do some children in spite of ha,·ing a father 

continues to perform poorly; why do some children from single mother's 

families perform better than their counterparts from two-parent families 

despite the popular belief that they would often perform poorer? 

3. What parental factors are essential in the education of the girl child? Is it 

possible for a single mother to pro ide the necessary support and environment 

to facilitate the educational performance and achieYement of her daughters? 

4. What role does the mother s education play in the educational performance of 

the girl child? 

Thus the study is an attempt to investigate thee ·tent to which marital status (and absence 

of father figure and societal attitudes affect the educational achievement of the girl child. 

1.3 Tb e tudy Objecti es 

The general objective of the study is to determine the impact of single motherhood on the 

formal education of the girl child. The specific objectives of this study are: 

l. To establish the factors that determine the level of school enrolment and 

participation of girls from single-mother families. 

2. To establish the causal factors relating to school drop out among girls from single

mother families. 
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3. To assess the effect of ingle motherhood on the educational perfom1ance of the 

girl child. 

4. To establish the factors that affect the educational participation and performance 

of girls from single-moth r families. 

1.4 he cope of the tudy 

The present study focuses on the education of girls brought up in families headed by 

single mothers in Kisumu City. Quite a few studies have been conducted on the 

education of girls in general and there is a gap in kno\ ledge on the situation of daughters 

of single mothers. Education is a ery broad concept that cannot be dealt with effectively 

in one study. Thus this study focuses specifically on the formal education of daughters 

of single mothers. 

To gain an in-depth understanding of the subject of inquiry single mothers and their 

daughters is the subject of inquiry. The study focuses on the relationship between marital 

status (married or unmarried mother) and the educational participation and performance 

of girls. The unit of analysis therefore is the single mother and her daughter. However 

4 The unit of analysis according to Trochim (2000) is the major entity that a study is 
designed to analyze. A similar definition is made by Schutt (1996:88) who describes 
units of analysis ·as 'the level of social life on which the research question is focused." 
The nature of analysis one conducts determines the unit of analysis. For instance if one 
is comparing children in two classes on achie ement test scores the unit of analysis is the 
individual child because there is a score for each child. On the other hand, if one w re to 
compare the two classrooms on climate the unit of analysis would be the group because 
there is only classroom climate score for the class as a whole and not the indi jdual. In 
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to control for int n· ning factor , par nts from t\ o-parent families and their children are 

incorporated mto the study This is th r fore a comparative study. 

1.~ The ignificaoce of the tud) 

Formal education, panicularly for \\omen., is an important indc: in the national 

de elopment of any country. Conditions that impede the education of women therefore 

are seen as impediments to a country's de elopment. In Kenya. it is popularly believed 

that formal education 1s the key to prosperity OE. 1994). That is why this study 

focuses on formal education of the girl child. tudies ha e shown that female educational 

participation is still a problem in many parts of Kenya especially. the rural areas 

CEF. 1999 1998). Most studies on formal education have looked at enrolment 

rates discrimination, subjects, teacher-student relationship and cost of schooling from a 

general perspecti e. A review of literature on trus subject shov s that pr ious studies 

ha e not focused on the effects of the fathers absence on education of the girl child. This 

study therefore presents an opportunity to find out whether or not paternal authority and 

absence influence the formal education of the girl child. Thus it adds to the scanty body 

of knowledge that currently exists on the subject of single motherhood and girl child 

education. 

Female household headship especially by single mothers, and the concept of the girl 

child are new sociological concepts. The concept of girl child has for a long time been 

our case the unit of analysis is the single mother and her girl child. Howe er the 
analyses and conclusions of the srudy focus on the relationship between marital status of 
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famous among g nder and human rights actiYists. Th con ention on lh Elimination of 

All form of Di crimination ag inst Women ( ED W) adopted in 1979 saw the 

emergence of the first generation of women and human rights activists creating much 

pressure for the Kenya go ernment to enforce and revise laws related to women rights. 

ince then the rights of the girl child have been discussed in arious national and 

international fora including the Women's onference in Beijing (1995 and the 

International onference on Population and De\ elopment (1994 . Despite all the 

acti ism and lobbying that has taken place no studies ha e been conducted to establish 

the actual situation of the girl child. Thus, many of the arguments put forward by the 

activists are likely to be an e pression of their own pre-conceived ideas and feelings or 

based on mere reports from communities. It is against trus background that the current 

study seeks to establish the relationsrup between single motherhood and girl child 

education. The study pro ides an opportunity for women and human rights acti ists and 

professionals to infuse research findings in the design of ad ocacy strategies. 

In many African societies single motherhood is not acceptable because it is believed to 

create constraints, especially in the development of children. Howe er the phenomenon 

has increased tremendously and t!Us study is a significant step towards finding solutions 

to the common obstacles to educa ·anal participation and performance of girls 

particularly those from single-mother families. 

the mother and educational participation and performance of the girl child. 
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In addition to breaking new groun in sociological r earch. the study makes significant 

contribution to so iology of d velopment by analyz.ing the rete ance of the modernization 

paradigm psychoanalytic perspe tive, the Lheory of reasoned action social cogniti e 

theory and social e perience model in explaming the relationship betwe n single 

moth rhood and education of the girl child. It adds to the existing body of knowledge on 

the subject of single motherhood and challenges researchers to re-think their approach to 

studying the famil~. 
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LI T 

2. Introduction 

In this chapter the author undertakes a careful re iev and analysis of existing lit rature on 

the family and the effect of change marriage patterns and marital dissolution single 

motherhood and child rearing and education of the girl child. The aim of this chapter is 

to establish what i kno' n and what is unknown about single motherhood and education 

of the girl child therefore helping to identify gaps in knowledge for which the current 

study could mak a significant contribution. This is an important chapter because it 

pro ides a background for our analysis and further justifies trus study. It enables the 

author to put all issues related to this study in perspecti e and to build a basis for a 

theoretical framework which analyses and explains the effects of single motherhood on 

girl child s education. 

-·1 onceptualizatioo of tbe frican famil 

It is important to clearly. understand the concept of family especially in the African 

setting. A family at its simplest level includes a husban~ a wife and their offspring ye 

1973· Goode 1989). This is what is commonly referred to in western literature as the 

nuclear family. It fails to desc1ibe the arrangements found in most African societies, 

where families go beyond the nucleus to include others such as brothers and some times 
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in Ia\\ s and poly_ynous arrangem n where one man is married to several wive . each of 

who ts up her 0\m family. Recent developments in lifestyles ha e however, made it 

mtsleading to define the family as husband wife and children instead of man and woman. 

There are for instance, many marital unions that are not legall defined, but \! hich 

loos ly qualify to be called families as expressed in the following quotation: 

... The nuclear family does exist in most cultures during particular stages 
in the family's life cycle but other types of structures such as the extended 
family are also common during other stages. Over the life cycle a family 
may change from nuclear to extended family form and back to nuclear 
again. The structure of the family in terms of the number of individuals 
can be expanded in many ays. For instance, children may grow up and 
start their own families but decide to li e with their parents. Whene er the 
parents, their children and their children s children li e together in one 
housing unil this is referred to as an extended family. The term 
extended' can also refer to families that include cousins in the nuclear 

family or other relati es who may not necessarily be members of the 
nuclear family ye 1971: 21). 

This quotation captures quite clearly the African extended type of family. In the African 

family set up the household typically has relatives besides those of the nuclear family 

such as brothers of the father or mother. A family can also be called extended if the ties 

v:ith relati es outside the nuclear family are maintained through isiting or economic 

support ye 1971). 

It can also be noted that African families can be looked at in tenns of both the classical or 

more traditional forms as well as the more modern forms. It would help to give an 

illustration and examples of what is traditional and what are modem forms of African 

families. From existing literature traditional African families have been seen to exhibit 
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cenain fi tur . Th y have often had bride wealth. pol. gyn and patrilocal residence as 

significant fi ature (. 1biti, 1969 . The transfer of bride wealth, in form of cattle, at 

\'arious stages, formalized the marriage and gave the man and his clan ownership of 

children. Ea h wife ha~ her own hut, farmlands and cattle. Although the pattern of 

residence was patrilocal .no familiarity was allowed between the sons wives and the 

father in law. The most significant feature of the African family life is the importance of 

the larger kin group beyond the nuclear family. Inheritance was commonly the communal 

variety and the entire clan or kin group owned the land. The importance attached to 

children was another feature. Children were so important that husbands were allowed to 

marry a number of wives to guard against being childless, e en if they were practically 

not able to support all ofthem. 

In most African societies kinship patterns form the n1ajor part of the whole social 

structure. By contrast the fan1ily is only a small part of social structure of modern 

industrial societies. It is nevertheless a key element in them especially linking the 

individual with other social institutions such as church, the state or the economy. Most 

imponantly, it is \! ithin the family that the child is first socialized to serve the needs of 

the society and not only its own needs. A society will not survi e unless its needs such 

as production distribution care and support of the sick are met. Only if individuals are 

motivated to serve society needs will the society continue to operate and 01e foundation 

of the motivation laid by the family (Goode, 1989). The family therefore is part of a 

larger social network. Famjlies are not isolated self-enclosed social systems. E en in the 

industrial societies, where it is supposed that people live isolated and anonymous li es, 
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most p pi ar in continual interaction with other famit • memb rs. 

Th re is certainly no doubt that much has changed in the Afncan traditional family life. 

Goode ( 19 9 identifies the follov ing features that characteri7.c typical modem African 

family: indi idualized nucleated family arrangements, monogamy, modem marriage 

ceremoni s and altemati e modes of bride wealth payment such as use of money. At 

marriage the couple tends to make their o·wn decision regarding where to li e. Though 

the couple maintains close ties with their parents and consult as much as possible they 

reserve the right to make important family decisions. Th refore, nowhere in the world is 

traditional African famil system intact. lt has undergone tremendous transfonnation 

~ith shifts towards the ~estern nuclear type of family and other liberal urban-oriented 

forms of families such as single parent and same sex families. It would therefore be 

wrong today, to refer to any family set-ups in Africa as purely traditional but rather as 

societies in transition because significant changes have occurred and many modern 

lifestyles and codes of beha ior ha e been adopted. There are today fewer traits of 

traditional family attributes epitomized by sbon-lived allegiance to family relations and 

participation in family ceremonies. 

2.2 1arriage in traditional frican ocieties 

In this section an attempt is made to put single motherhood within the context of the 

African social structure especially withjn the family institution. To do that an attempt is 

made to trace the arious stages of African family life ranging from contracting a 

marriage to its dissolution either through death or separation. 
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2.2.1 nderstanding Marriage in the rican conte ·t 

Marriage is perhaps th most central institution for the stablishment and r inforcement 

of social relations among kin and non-kin members. askia (2000 notes that marriage as 

an institution is old. caught up in real and imagined traditions and these features conspire 

to create a deceptive image of constancy. However th socio-economic de elopments of 

the past decades have left their marks on this institution. 

African societies had some fonn of ceremony to mark th transition from childhood to 

adulthood. A person who did not undergo the initiation rites was regarded as a 'child ' 

even though he was physically mature. Generally the rites were associated with the onset 

of sexual potency. The young people were made aware at this time of the responsibilities 

as adult members of the community. They Learned to endure hardship. They recei ed 

explicit instructions on sexual beha ior through family life education by grand parents. 

For some communities public circumcision of males and female genital mutilation 

clitoridectomy) for females often accompamed the initiation rites. These were regarded 

as surgical preparation for marriage life (Holway 1976) 

All African communities agree that marriage is the norm of adult life and celibacy is 

shunned and considered unnatural. Marriage is the focu of existence and the duty of 

producing children is a social obligation in the African context (Holway, 1976). A person 

who has no physical descendants becomes forever dead. According to the Meru people 
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of K nya. people who b_ d no children of their O\\n Nere derogatorily r ferred to as 

·mbura - lli -fuga, • which means people who do not matter. Among the Luo a woman 

v ho could not ha e children was called 'Lur, • aneth r negative word for barren. Such 

people w re shunned and ignor d b society. After death they were ofien thought to 

become evil spirits (Harris, 1954 . It was belie d in most communities including the 

Luo community where this study was done that a person v ho had children somehow 

continued to li e through them and achie ed physical urvival after death, though perhaps 

not eternal life. The importance of children ' as further illustrated in the society's 

adoption of altemati e arrangements for impotent men and barren women to sire children 

through proxy. For impotent men among the Luo and Akamba people another man, in 

most cases a relati e would be asked to sire children for him, while for v orne~ the 

practice of woman to woman marriage was encouraged. But the children born out of 

these arrangements would belong to the man (husband of the barren woman). 

2.2.2 ontractioo . 1arriage 

Within African traditional and modem societies marriage is a great investment not only 

for the couple but also for the kin and entire community. There \! ere different fonns of 

contracting the marriage but one of the most common is marriage by arrangement. There 

were many different' ays of arranging partners for marriage. Less than a generation ago

and in many rural traditional communities this is still the case- parents would choose a 

marriage partner for their children. The head of the family decided when his sons were to 

marry and he would both be materially and morally responsible for the procedure. It was 

the task of certain elders within the family to judge whether the girl proposed by any elder 
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farni1y memb r \ ·ould make a good wife ( ask.ia. _Q 0 . In a t rpical African marriage a 

numb r of things had to b established. For instance among ommunities living in 

Bamako, Mali the mother of the girl had to be married. rhe eld rs inquired how the girl s 

mother bad beha e throughout her life. The beha ior of the other family members was 

also in estigated. Finally they del ed into the family roots. After all these were approved 

of, the girl's hand was asked whether or not the husband to be knew her. In this kind of 

arrangement, men did not marry girls because they were pretty or elegant. 

In some communities, parents made the choice and this was done e en before the 

children were born. In many Kenyan communities such as the Kuria and Maasai infant 

betrothal was common (Middleton 1953). But this is not to suggest that young people 

could not make their choice of spouses. In some cases they did (Hol ay 1976). In other 

communities such as the Mijikeoda Luo and Akamba, the man selected a bride but then 

the parents had to arrange the marriage "vith the girls' parents. Parents invested heavily 

on their children's marriage to ensure they lasted and remained stable. 

The marriage institution has changed much and arranged marriages are today the 

exception rather than the nonn in contracting marriage. The couple rather than the 

parents or kin members make the choice of a marriage mate. The ceremonies involved 

ha e also changed. Most .marriages today are conducted through religious ceremonies in 

churches or through the legal system civil marriages). These new forms of marriage 

have increasingly transferred the burden and responsibilities of the marriage to the 

couple many of whom ba e the freedom and the flexibility to make their own choices 
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and decisions regarding the marriage. 

Ho' ever th re are still some r stricrions though. In most communiti s, it is still a 

pr requisite that relati\'es from both sides agree to th marriage. And parents are still 

officially in charge of the marriage procedure even though they may not physically pay 

for it. Parents may encourage certain unions and forbid others. In Kenya, marital unions 

between certain ethnic groups uch as Luo and Kikuyu ha\'e been the most problematic. 

Parents from both communities hold ery strong feelings against their sons or daughters 

marrying from the other community. Though the reasons for such strong parental 

opposition to marriage outside one's community are not obvious, one v ould imagine that 

community identity and affinity are key factors. In traditional African societies people 

were socialized into the culture of their ethiric group. The culture determined and 

regulated people's behaviors regarding marriage kinship and initiation riles, among 

other things. The culture defined the appropriate requirements and procedures for 

marriage such as age the ideal partner couning, and v edding ceremonies. In almost all 

communities, marrying outside one's community was one of the proscribed practices. 

ince cultural beliefs and practices take time change, such beliefs are still common in 

contemporary society. 

There were varied range of prohibitions regarding inter and intra-clan marriages. In some 

communities, a system of clans existed and men could not marry from outside the clan. 

In others a man could not marry a woman with whom he bad any detectable blood 

relations, no matter bow remote. Among the Luo parents of both girl and boy had to 
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trace the family lin age s era} generations back to rule out an)' kinship ties and affinity. 

The inquuy v ould go like this: In wuod or nyar nga? Ma ka ng 'a? Ma ka ng ·a? Ma ka 

ng 'a? This translates to· you are son or daughter of? on of? Son of? on of? on of? 

:\nd so on and so on until the gtrl or boy was unabl to tell the nex1 p rson in the lineage. 

Even then the parents went ahead to establish the remaining bit of the lineage from 

people ' ho knew the family. 

Holway (1976) notes that traditionall ' there were many forms of wedding procedures as 

there are Afiican peoples. In general, there were fewer ceremonies surrounding the actual 

wedding day because getting married was considered a process rather than an e ent and 

extended from the initiation rites to death. The idea of marriage by capture v as 

perpetuated in the mock fight and carrying off of the bride among the Kikuyu Luo and 

Taita The girl was carried off either by the man's female relatives or by his age-mates. 

But among the Akamba, the bride was fetched by the groom and taken quietly to his hut 

in the e ening. Virginity on the' cdding night was highly prized in communities such as 

the Luo. But in others it was expected that the couple would have had sex previously but 

not necessarily benveen themselves (Holv ay 1976). 

Bride wealth was an important part of the marriage process. Bride wealth is the payment 

made by the groom's family to the bride's family (Mjddletton 1953). It was considered a 

form of indemnity. The man s family compensated the girl's family for the loss of a 

family member who from then on ' ould render domestic senrices in the new home. 

Bride wealth also served to ensure good behavior of both husband and wife. If the man 
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maltreated h1s ,.. ·ife sh could run away and be ,.. ould not recei ·e his brid \ ·eaJth back if 

he \\as found guilty. But the kin group would ert s ci l pressur to bear upon the 

spouses to k ep the union going. 

From the abo e discussion one could observe that marriage was and still is taken 

eriously in most African societies. In traditional Afiican societies in particular much 

effon was put in th process of contracting the marriage to ensure that is lasted forever. 

Today. the situation bas changed as there are cases where marriages are contracted 

without the involvem nt of the wider clan or even the parents of the couple concerned. It 

is for this reason that marriage dissolution is on the increase in Kenya and other African 

countries. There are fc\ er mechanisms to resolve marital conflicts and fewer concerned 

persons to reprimand a spouse who breaches the maniage contract. 

2.2.3 Marriage and Pol gyny in traditional African ociety 

Polygyny' as very much part of the African marriage pattern. Polygyny is sociologically 

defined as the practice in v hich a man marries more than one wife. It is often mistakenly 

referred to as polygamy which refers to both the marriage of more than one wife and 

husband. The former is not common in African societies. ost Africans still consider 

plural marriages as a right. In Kenya today, it is estimated that 16 percent of cunently 

married women are li ing in polygynous relationships. There are regional variations with 

Tya.nza province leading with 24 percent and central having onJy 4 percent. Older women 

are more likely to be in such relationships (KDHS 1998). 
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Tr ditionall_ it was b lieved that the more wives a man ha the more child n h " ·as 

lik ly to have and th r for the greater his pow r of 'immortality' outhall, 1961 . lt 

was al o belie ed that polygyny reduc sexual immorality on the pan of the polygynous 

husbands. Thus. polygyny w Fecundiry was an important feature of an African marriage. 

Fecundity is demographically defined as the biological ability ro reproduce. It had 

important implications for the tatus of women. The proof of fecundity for example the 

binh of a child, ' ould be used to seal a marriage bond. The in fecund union was soluble 

on that account A woman s reproductive services were crucial fo r her social standing 

not onJy among her husband's kinsmen but also among the larger community (Ssenyonga, 

1972). But despite the many ways of justifying plural marriages, polygyny is fast losing 

value in the modem African society 

Polygyny is still supported by some schools of thought on grounds that demographically 

' omen outnumber men and since celibacy was and is treated as 'social anomalies' in 

frica the best solution was to marry many wi es and balance the population equation. 

Tbe 1998 KDH established an in erse relationship bet\ een female education and 

polygyny. The proportion of currently married women in a polygynous union decreased 

from 29 percent among women with no education to 11 percent among those with 

secondary education. Based on the KDHS findings and analysis of trends in the last two 

decades it is ev]dent that polygyny is declining in Kenya The proportion of women in 

polygynous relationships fell from 30 percent in the I 977/78 Kenya Fertility Survey 

(KF ) to 16 percent in the 1998 KDH . Though there is no research evidence to explain 

the declining trend in polygyny it can be conjectured social and economic factors have 
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pla ·ed a key role. The rising cos of li\ing bas forced man men to marry fc wer wives 

and ha e fewer children that the are economical! abl to take care of. At the same time 

increas d formal education for more Kenyan men has e posed people to cultures where it 

1 prestigious to have one wife. Finall . Christian religion has played a key role in 

reducing polygyny. Christianity leaches against polygyny and in some churches men who 

marry more than one wife are punished or shunned and isolated or e en ex

communicated. 

1.2.4 Di orce in traditional frican ociety 

In traditional African societies di orce was uncommon. In fact anthropologists and 

linguists have failed to find any terms in local languages that described divorce or a 

di orcee. Almost nothing ' as so serious as to justify divorce. The infertile women 

needed not be divorced because her husband cou ld still take on another wife. But the 

situation was tricky when it as the man himself ho was infertile Southall, 1961 . In 

many cases it was onJy women who were suspected to b infecund. However hen it 

was pro en beyond any reasonable doubt that it was the man a secret arrangement would 

be made for another man (usually a rclati e, among tile Luo to have sex with his wife 

and give him children (Holway 1976). Everyone worked really hard to make sure that 

marriage stayed. But when marriage broke for instance on ground s of infidelity again 

usually on the part of the woman a proportion of the bride wealth was returned to tile 

man s family. In some communities nothing was returned. In many respects traditional 

marriages were discriminati e against women and men had more leeway for extra-marital 

affairs and authority to make most family decisions. 
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Th provisions described above in traditional African society ensured that single 

motherhood did not anse becaus a woman had divorced. The society played a key role 

m sealing all possibl a enues that would necessnate the separation of a couple. As 

already pointed out, the situation is different. Studies Garfinkel 19 6; Kayongo Male 

1991 ~ Panos 2000) have pointed to the increasing incidence of marital dissolution through 

di orce and separation even though actual statistjcs are hard to come by. 

2.2.5 Treatment of widows in traditional ricao ociety 

Another African alue that kept the institution of marriage going is 'widow inheritance.' 

For many years, this has been referred to as wife inheritance' and it is only recent! in 

the late 90s that the language begun to change. Many scholars argue that the woman was 

not inherited. In the Luo community it was a way of pro iding support to the widow. In 

any case the person to pro ide this support was appointed by the elders and had to be a 

respectable person who could actually support his and the new family. He would not take 

the woman into his horne (Holway 1976). Therefore, it was not an issue of inheritance 

per se. Many scholars have began to use the tenn 'widow guardianship' to depict what is 

belie ed to be the original intention of the practice (Panos 2000). However much has 

changed in the family lifestyles and the tradition of widow guardianship has change too, 

thereby raising questions as to whether or not this practice should be continued. There 

has risen a ne class of 'professional widow inheritors' who do notrung else but to look 

for women whose husbands have died. Obviously most of such men are not out to fulfill a 

cultural obligation but either to benefit from what is left behind by the djseased or bave 
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se. uaJ relations with th widow. It is no longer the brother or cou in of Lhe diseased but a 

willing man Tuju. 1 96). This has raised controverst s especially ' ith the rising 

incidence of Hl and AIDS. Widm inheritance is becoming less popular with increased 

literacy and with v omen becoming less economically d p ndent. However, traditionally 

the practices served to prevent widm ed women from li ing a single life, re-marrying 

from outside the kin network or lea ing the marital home to return to her people. Widow 

inheritance ~ as therefore yet another mechanism for pre enting the occurrence of single 

motherhood. 

2.3 IUegitimacy in African Familie 

Goode (1989 defines legitimacy as what is acceptable within the culture or social system 

of a group, family or society. All social units develop their own understanding of what is 

legitimate and v hat is not with regard to cultural practices and choices. Howe er, in 

many cases families abide by the rules of legitimacy that are set by the wider society. The 

family is a crucial part of the society and must play its part in upholding the alues and 

ideals of society. Goode (1989 obsenes that many scholars iew legitimacy from a 

narrow perspective, only as it related to children. Howe er, legitimacy relates to many 

things such as marriage child rearing, sexual behaviors and customs. For our discussion 

legitimacy relates to issues of pre-marital sex and motherhood. 

African societies were traditionally mainly preoccupied with birth-related legitimacy. 

Today, with the influence ofwestern culture and moral codes of conduct society is much 

more liberal and illegitimacy is not considered a serious breach of norms as it was 
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lradllionally. e ual permisstv n s i a common fl ature of the industrial society and 

this has fast diffused into frican lifestyles. The human community and its culture come 

to depend on the effectiveness of socialization ' hich equips the child wnh alues 

attitudes and behaviOr of community and family. This way the community takes active 

control of behaviors of its members such as selection of mates and subsequent family 

beha ior of the couple. When this fails, illegitimacy takes the center stage and single 

motherhood becomes an acceptable phenomenon. 

Traditionally one form of community control was the disapproval of casual sexual unions 

that resulted in premarital births. Bearing in mind the definition of family in the African 

set up such a child would be considered iJlegitimate. The society expected those who 

entered into se>..-ual unions to be mature enough to support tbemsel es and their children. 

If they were ery young, they would ha e to form part of the extended family network so 

that they could recei e support from the wider kin network. ln almost all African 

societies, parents iewed their children as part of their continuing identity after death. In 

many regions children especially sons played an important role in the ceremonies after 

the death of a parent. Children were expected to become part of the social insurance on 

which parents relied in old age. It ' as emphasized that these and other benefits were 

typically obtained only if the child formed an official part of a publicly recognized family 

line (Goode 1989). 

Most African societies maintained that no child should be brought into the world without 

a man assuming the biological role of a father (Malinowski 1966). Realistically all 
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cbildr n h ve biological fathers, ven if the child or moth r is not aware of it. It was 

universality b Ji \ ed that children must be born within a marriage. E\'en in the sexually 

permissi e industrial ci ti , having children outstde marriage is not approved. 

Marriage therefore, bestows legitimacy on the par nts. This implies that motherhood and 

fatherhood outside a marital association were equally disappro ed. 

Howe er single parenthood has become a common tr nd in frica. In fact single 

motherhood presents a nev challenge in the sociology o th family, especially because it 

has been viewed as a deviation from the normal conjugal marital relationships that were 

the nom1 in fiican societies. It is a challenge that is forcing scholars ven to redefine 

and to search for theoretical considerations related to the famil . 

2.4 Tbe phenomen n of single-: mother families 

Single - mother families are families or household headed by a single mother. The 

con entional definitions by most family scholars do not recognize these as complete 

families. But single mother families are common and many are functional. Ther is 

therefore need for re-definition of types of families to include them. Household or homes 

headed by women are referred to as female-beaded households. In such households 

women take absolute responsibility for decision-making in their families. The term is also 

used to refer to households headed by single mothers. There are basically two types of 

household headship described in Latin as dejure and defacto. The latter referring to 

somewhat temporary headship in the abs nee of a husband who may be away for work 

stUdies or other busin ss. The fonner refers to complete headship by a woman who does 
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not current! ba\·e a spouse. 

Households headed by single moth rs have increased in the recent past. Th 1998 Kenya 

Demographic and Health urve (KDH gJYes an indication of the proportion of single 

mothers in Kenya today. The KDH indicat s th t 9 percent of Kenyan ' omen of 

reproducti e age (15- 49 years) are ~ idowed divorced or no longer living ' ith a man. 

Of course the figure is expect d to be higher if women aged more than 49 years are 

included in the analysis. This is an indication that the marriage institution is undergoing 

serious tension and transformation. The DHS also shows that a woman heads one in 

three Kenyan households. Female household headship is higher in the rural (34 percent) 

than in the urban areas (23 percent . Possibly most rural female beads of households are 

not single mothers but rather de facto heads. In Kenya it is common practice that many 

people live their wi es in the rural homes as they seek employment or work in the urban 

areas. But our ability to determine how much of the 34 percent are actually de jure heads 

or single mothers is quite limited. On the other hand the 23 percent female household 

heads in the urban areas could be a closer indication of the pre alence of single 

motherhood in Kenyan towns. There should be a or of caution though because there 

are many women living separately from their spouses probably in two different towns. 

Howe er the common practice in Kenya is that most \1 om n beads of households living 

in towns are lik. ly to be single mothers. 

The African soci ty expects e eryone to marry and ba e children but many men and 

' omen today are not follov.ring the norm. Perhaps the structural and social changes 
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taking place in various s tors of socie ~ · baYe created r lief to man people who can 

now chose what the please and not [I el intimidat d by the demands and r quirements of 

the socier:y. The normality and 1dealness of the nuclear family two parents and children) 

bas become debatable today by those who demonstrat that many forms of functional 

conjugal unions that can be described as families exist. Today there are same sex 

marriages single parents and extended family arrangements. As di orce rates rise in all 

societies of the world single par nthood. especiall motherhood is likely to become e en 

more common fann, 1983 . Today. many mothers who separate or divorce can choose 

to remain unmarried and so are the widowed. imilarly unmarried women who desire to 

have children can choose to have children outside marriage. All these contribute to the 

rise in the proportion of single mother families. 

Kayongo Male and Onyango 1991) observe that in Africa single parents are normally 

women just as is common elsewhere. These families are popularly known as single 

mother families. urprisingly, national leaders ha e not oiced concern over the issue 

creating ambi alence among the youth who may not adhere to traditional codes of 

conduct. Kayongo-Male 1991 argue that traditional African societies negatively 

sanctioned members of the society who failed to play their roles and obligations. 

Marriage and child bearing were such obligations. All members of the community were 

expected to marry and have children to preserve the name of the clan. According to data 

collected from various sources, Buvinic 1978) notes that estimates of female-beaded 

households are up to 30 percents in some parts of Africa, especially in major towns. 
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rudies on incid nc of single motherhood are ry scanty, especially in Africa. But a 

number of studies ha e been conducted in the west, where cases of divorce and separation 

ha\ e always be n common. Bruce et at ( 199-) notes that studies of female head d 

households in selected less develop d countries conducted after the ~ orld conference of 

the international ~ omen's year in 197 5 reported that 1 0 - 46 percent of' omen over the 

age of 20 could be labeled ·11ead of households" on the basis of data on divorce 

separation, widowhood, and single parenthood in their countrie (Buvinic er at 1978). 

Bu inic notes that more recent data reveal a rapidly rising proportion of female-headed 

hous holds in both developed and developing countries. 

Kayongo Male and Onyango (1991 observed that unmarried mothers are becoming more 

common in Africa today than in the past. In traditional African societies strong sanctions 

guarded against anomie actions. The authors add that women who gave birth to 

illegitimate children either were forced to get married to polygynous men as an 

exemplary punishment or were physically beaten. In some cases a death penalty was 

preferred Jjke in parts of West Aiiican states. Thus, unmarried mothers were almost 

unheard of. But unmarried motherhood is not new in the world's history, nor is interest in 

the problem of illegitimacy unique to the 20th century scholars. Rapid social change has 

created new developments in fami ly life. Industrialization, for instance has contributed to 

the weakening of traditional bonds and breakdown of traditional morality giving way for 

liberalism in traditionally uncommon practices. Though statistics on the actual incidence 

of single motherhood in African societies are scarce most western writers assume that the 

proportion of single-mother households is increasing just like in the de eloped world 
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Bruce, e1 a/. 199 ) h is th refor imponant that future studie att mpt to e tablish the 

trends in this phenomenon. 

Goode ( 1993 not s that marital dissolution through abandonment, separation, di orce, or 

death of a spouse is common throughout the world including the le s developed countries. 

He points out that about 40 - 60 percent of ' omen in their 40s in the Dominican 

Republic, Ghana, Indonesia and enegal reported in recent Demographic and Health 

urveys that their first marriage had dissolved. Goode (1993) notes that a growing 

proportion of di orcees invoh e couples v. · th young children thereby increasing the 

likelihood that marital dissolution will lead to single parenthood, and consequently to 

single motherhood. Existing data indicate a trend toward increasing di orce rates in Jess 

de eloped countries. Though rates ary widely from eight divorcees per 1 00 marriages in 

Italy to 55 per 100 in the United tates in 1990 rates have increased in every country, 

more than doubling in Canada, France Greece the etberlands the United Kingdom, 

and former \Vest Germany between 1970 and 1990. 

Many single mothers especially teenage girls have children outside marriage and thus 

contribute to the incidence of single motherhood. In Kenya, it is estimated that by age 19 

years about 21 percent of teenage girls ba e become mothers. The situation is more 

serious in places like coast and orth-eastern provinces which report about 28 percent 

(KDHS, 1998). Many of lhe teenagers who get pregnancy outside marriage eventually 

become single mothers. Data on reproducti e age of\ omen 15 - 49 years) collected by 

Demographic and Health Surveys bet\i een 1986 and 1992 indicate that a substantial 



port& on of nev r married ·omen were sexually acth e estoff et a/. 1994). Westoff 

add that notable proportions of these never married women have given birth in some 

reg10ns: more than 20 percent in s en countries in sub- aharan frica adagascar. 

rarnibia, Botswana, Cameroon Kenya. Liberia, and Tanzania) and 10 percent or more in 

three Latin American countries (Boli ia Colombia, and Paraguay). ln some countries 

the proportion of women who haYe had a premarital birth by the age of 20 is high: more 

than 20 percent in Kenya and Liberia, and 43 percent in Botsv ana (Bledsoe and Barney 

1993 . 

A ariety of demographic social, and economic factors contribute to the high and 

growing proportions of female-beaded and single parent households. These include 

mcreasing le els of migration and high, and in some places increasing levels of marital 

dissolution and non-marital childb aring . 

•. 4.1 au es of inole motherhood 

One of the most ine itable and inescapable causes of single motherhood which does not 

involve the will or d cisions of indi iduals is death. Women whose husbands have died 

become single mothers at least for sometime before they remarry as some do or are 

'inherited.' But one can observe that with increased shift towards modem lifestyles many 

" omen today do not remarry when their husbands die. Gi en that women usually have a 

higher life expectancy than men and women are usually younger - sometimes 

considerable younger than men they marry it is a demographic certainty that a far greater 

proportion of women than men are left without a spouse. The population of widows in 

many countries is not insignificant. A study conducted in India in 1991 showed that there 



were about 30 million widows ( hen and Dreze, 19 2 . Chen and Dreze add that in 

developing countries such as Bangladesh, Ghana. Morocco, 1 igeria, and Sudan, among 

other , where spou al age difference are traditionally large ranging between 7 to l 0 

years, and marital fertili continu s late in life. " rido~ s are often left with children to 

support. The loss of income and emotional support from one parent can be de astating to 

the children. 

In the African society widows are treated differently than other single mothers (Panos 

2000. WidO\ s ha e more access to support systems even in the industrial world. They 

are viewed rather sympathetically by society and their children arc not likely to suffer as 

much as children of di orced or unmarried single mothers. lt can be observed, in 

addjtion, that in the Luo community widows were inherited but today this practice is 

becoming less common. Instead families especially relatives of the diseased husband 

offer moral and financial support to the widow in all areas of family life. Thus in trus 

study widowed mothers wi11 be treated as a special category of single mothers. 

The inhabitants of African urban industrialized locations have come from communities in 

which elders were once po~.: erful. Marriages were arranged and illegitimacy was rare. 

The authority and le el of control that elders previously bad is less intensively felt. 

Today elders are not greatly respected, especially in the urban areas and therefore their 

ability to exert social control and pressure in matters related to marriage has dwindled. 

Social control is therefore likely to be reduced to the formal controls of the outside 

society (Goode 1973· rnelser 1967). The increasing prevalence in mother-only-families 
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m the Kenyan so i ty can be attnbuted to changing social norms about pr -marital 

sexualiry out-of-\ edlock births and the acceptability of single motherhood for ne er

married women. Indeed the social controls that depressed such behavior have been 

weak ned by the impact of industrialization. The so ial stigma pr iously associated with 

pre-marital sexuality and out-of-wedlock births has weakened resulting to increased cases 

of premarital births. ingle motherhood bas thus become an acceptable alternative family 

type. It is belie ed that the waning stigma attached to single motherhood and the absence 

of social sanctions in most communities has contributed to the incidence of sing 

motherhood. 

Buvinic (1978) notes that here is consensus among scholars in Africa that the changes in 

social nonns are attributable to the o erall decline in the functional importance of the 

fami ly and the engendered increasing emphasis on individual rights and fulfillment. For 

instance, norms regarding acceptability of di orce and single motherhood have drastically 

and radically changed giving way to rampant marital dissolution and increasing 

incidence of female headed households. In Africa and e erywhere in the world, children 

are alued as an economic asset. The desire to give birth to and raise a child is a social 

obligation that every individual bas whether or not he or she is in a marital relationship. 

The strong desire to lo e someone is often reflected in women s decision to raise children 

outside marriage. 

Blake and Pinal (1981) attribute the increase in single mother households to the value 

human beings place on children. They emphasize the fact that people are likely to see 
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reproduction being ocially in trum ntal wh n their alternative means for achieving 

social goals ar the most limit d Mamdani 1973). In Afiican cultur s children are 

'alu d and many people will hav them e en wh n they are least capable of bringing 

them up. Children are considered social in estm nts and a hedge again t loneliness. For 

some communities having children is an indicator of s cia! status. The status of a mother 

is respectable one and many single women may try to acrue e or acqujre such statuses by 

having children. According to Mamdani s study in India's Khana village the importance 

of children can e'identlybe supported by the following responses of villagers: 

... It is strange they offered to give free medidne to top women from bearing 
children but had nothing to help those who could not bear children. That is 
where medicine could be useful to us. (Mamdani 1973:147) Mamdaru also 
reported a farmer saying as he softly caressed bjs son's hair: 

... These Americans are enemies of the smile on the child's face. All they 
are interested in is war orfamily planning. (Mamdani, 1973:147) 

Many social scientists argue that single motherhood is a functional response to adverse 

conditions like poveny and unemployment. For many young women this living 

arrangement pro ides a 1e e1 of fiexibility and adaptability in the face of economic 

change (Panos 20 0 . 

s noted earlier divorce rates are increasing in both developed and de eloping countries 

and a good number of di orces in ol e couples with yow1ger children. In orth America 

and orthem Europe, 30 to 55 percent of marriages end in divorce. In Jess de eloped 

countries an a erage of25 percent of first marriages have dissolved, many as a result of 

divorce or separation by the time women are 40 - 49 years old (Bruce et a! 1995). The 

rupture or attenuation of parenting partnerships generally worsens the economic condition 
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of the mother and her children. paration or divor e may stigmatize a mother. reduce 

her cia! status and shrink her support network in cas s wher community members or 

her partner skin reject her. 

The expenences and knowledge of marriages that did not work may be a factor 

inOuencing the incidence single motherhood. All\: omen want and need satisfying sexual 

relationships. Most v omen probably also want to have a close pannership with a man 

and want to have children. But many women worry about the lGnd of relationship sh will 

have with her husband and the kind of life she \: ill live in that relationship. Some with 

negative memories and experiences from other families or couples, may consider 

remaining single. Women s weaker bargaining power in the arena of sexual 

relationships, childbearing and rearing is the difficulty. Women's lack of control over 

their own sexuality and fertility remains one of the most threatening aspects of their lives 

(Bruce et a/ 1995). Men and omen including husbands and wi es, often hold very 

di ergent views about sexually transmitted diseases and unwanted pregnancy (Papanek, 

1979). These circumstances pose a great difficulty to young women who desire to marry 

and have children. Howe er strong negative feelings and attitudes towards marriage can 

easily overtake that desire. 

Although the pre alence of single motherhood in Kenya's rural areas may not be as high 

as in the towns, the phenomenon is becoming more common in the rural areas (Mbabu 

1982). Some evidence of single motherhood by the ne er married and the di arced ba e 

been recorded, for example, in researches done in Nyeri and Makueni (Mbabu, 1982; 
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Lik-u~ 19 7 r sp cti ly). Changes ass ciated with the modernization process ha e not 

spared th rural areas. Urban life styles have penetrated the rural folk, leading to adoption 

of urban b havior. 

The other possible cause of single motherhood relates to the demographic realities. As 

mentioned earlier demographers report that there are more' om n than are men. At birth 

the ratio is the same but then there tends to be a higher mortality for male than for female 

children. The life expectancy for women is also higher than for men in most countries. 

Thus, the population of\ omen is always higher than that of men. Hence, it is possible 

that many women who desire to get married and have children within a marital 

relationship may not be able to because the men are fe, er. This argument was used in 

traditional societies to justify polygyny (Holway 1966 but it can equally explain single 

motherhood, especially in the modern society where polygyny is becoming less popular. 

Finally, the increasing gap between childhood and womanhood caused by rising age at 

first marriage and declining age at first sex have immensely contributed to premarital 

motherhood. According to the KDHS 1998) the mean age at sexual debut for boys and 

girls is 16.2 and 16.8 years respectively and by age 19 years about 50 percent of girls 

have had a child. et the mean age at first maniage for girls is about 21 years. This 

means that many premarital pregnancies occur. Though the exact number of teen mothers 

who end up in marital r lationships is not a ailable, it is possible that a good number of 

these girls remain unmarried and become single mothers. 
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Bu' mic (197 note that fathers of children born outside w dlo k tend to k pout of 

stgh t to a remarkabl extent. ry fi w take financtal r sponsibility. Th others abandon 

the young moth rs either during the pregnancy or at the birth of the baby. These beha\ iors 

ha\ also been observed m the K nyan scene \Vh re young men promise to marry the girls 

but never keep their promise. c raJ reasons can b suggested to explain why the young 

m n do not take responsibility for pregnancy. The changing social structure in most 

. frican cities has become such that a great deal of youth socialization takes place out of 

the range of parental guidance (Bu inic et al 197 ). In addition one can observe that 

young people are also aJ lowed a great deal of freedom of movement, and parents are ery 

often not aware of their children s especially their son's \ hereabouts. Consequently 

parents v ould not be able to tell whether or not lh boy is responsible for the pregnancy. 

econdly, faced with the rising cost of conrracting a marriage and the economic crisis 

which hits young people particularly many of these young men may not be financially 

ready to bear the responsibility of a household of their own. Another complicating factor 

is that the spread of choice marriage can make them more selective and the criteria for a 

Jove relationship may differ from the criteria for a suitable \l ife. The young mothers 

themsel es may not necessarily be happy with the thought of marrying their lovers 

Saslcia, 2000). One can also observe that the failure of young me to take responsibility 

for pregnancies they have caused is one of the major factors influencing the increasing 

incidence of infanticide and child abandonment in many cities of Africa. Hardly a week 

passes without a news report indicating that babies have been found abandoned or 

dumped in places including toilets and even the roadside. 
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-A.2 Poverty in iogle-. lother amili 

lt is generally taken that families headed by single mothers are by any standards the 

poorest and often in depend m situations (Mbabu, 1982; Marsden, 1970). There are 

exceptions to this position as evidenced by the large number of single mothers who 

occup higher socio-economic groups or classes for instance professional women. The 

generality of poverty situation in single mother families probably comes as a result of the 

fac t that, being single, the may not be able to fully provide for the requirements of the 

family, especially if a\! oman does not hold a well paying job. In th two-parent families 

lhe t\! o parents the couple) often combine their incomes making it possible to provide 

many more things in the family. which an ordinary single mother without external support 

would not. The implication thus is that such families will inadequately cater for the needs 

ofthe children and the family in general. 

Potash (1986) points out that single motherhood, especially widowhood, can have serious 

financi al consequences for women~ who may Jose property as well as spousal income 

when their husbands die. This situation is common in much of sub-Saharan Africa 

wido·ws often do not inherit from their husbands regardless of the age and number of 

children or the closeness of the marriage (Sask:ia, 2000). After the husband's death it is 

not uncommon for his kin to take away key possessions. One may observe that this 

practice in not unjque to Kenya including the area' here this study was conducted. Many 

women suffer at the hands of the husband's kinsmen after he dies. These cases have been 

reported in the media and were a great concern during the Beijing conference in 1995. In 

many cases the woman is left barely with anything to fall back on. Many women ha e 

been denied access to property when their husbands died. Some have been thrown out of 
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horn that the;. tbemselYes, ha\' conuibut to .vhen they were being built. In such 

situattons, "idows ar left in v ry poor state than any other category of single mothers. 

Even worse the are treated as strangers as captur d in th following quotation: 

... In some pans of parts of. frica and lndta.. a " oman is seen as the cau e of 
her husband's death and is tr ated as a "stranger" b her deceased husband s 
family. Further more. restrictions on residence, ownership and employment 
place wido'> s in a situation of acute depend nc on economic support from 
others, yet such support may not be forthcoming or regular. This situation 
may ad ersely affect the development of their children (Potash 1986: 14). 

But one may observe that this is not always the cas in all situations. There are many 

widows who have inherited their husbands' property while others have been the 

custodians of family property even before the death of their husbands (Panos, 2000· 

\\ omen's Bureau 2000). As ' e have already obs f\·ed widows in many societies 

particularly in Africa, are treated with sympathy and her relatives are more likely to offer 

their support. This may not happen to all but the general trend is that society will tend to 

be supporti e thereby gi ing them a little financial cushioning. This support is 

ma.rllfested in the practice of \ 1do" inheritance '' hich ' as pre\'iously a common 

practice among many African communities including the Luyja and Luo of Kenya. 

Poveny among single mother families may cause certain negati e behaviors. Kayongo 

1ale and Onyango ( 1991) argue that po erty in single-mother families is responsible for 

social problems in society such as abandoning of babies along the roads, in bushes, in 

toi lets or rubbish bins and in hospitals. This may be arnore common among teenage 

mothers rather than all single mothers. Due to economic deprivation many unmarried 

mothers have also left their children under the care of their own parents. Such children 



alway tend to sufTer developm ntal problems becau of both early eparations from the 

moth rand ab ence of a fath r (Le11and, 1974· Lamb, 1978 . The early part of the child's 

developm t, which requires th pres nee of the mother, goes unattended as the child is 

depri ed of parental warmth {Rap port 1977). This might affect the way the child rums 

out and e en his or her perfonnance in various aspects of life. The third hypothesis for 

the study is based on this assumption. The hypothesis reads: there is a po iti e 

correlation between single mother's income le el and the girl child s educational 

performance. 

In a nutshell it can be noted that single motherhood has become a reality in society. The 

incidence of single-mother families will continue to grow as long as the arious social 

economic and de elopmental factors discussed in this section impact on African societies. 

Studies on African families need to include singl -mother families and treat them as any 

other type of family. Researchers need to mo e from the position of condemnation to 

treat these families as social entities that ba e been created by changes in lhe social 

structures of societies including the African society. 

2.5 iogle motherhood and child education 

ccorcting to the Freudian scholars (Freud 1974; Luella 1959· Lamb 1976· William 

1969) child's identification with a nurturing father hastens the adaptability of the father's 

characteristics such as the instrumental competence that should foster intellectual 

functioning. Thus the father's authority over the family is in many cases a kind of 

inspiration for the child especially the son, to be like his father. This often involves the 
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imitation of the father" s work, occupation and achiev m nt . Th child wants to achieve 

as much as the fath . This moti ates his intellectual abiljty. The second hypothesis is 

based on this argument. (The hypothesis reads: there is a positive correlation betv.reen 

marital status and educational performance of the girl child.) However scholars who bold 

the vie' that fathers ha critical influence in the intellectual development of the child do 

not take cognizance of the fact that the mother takes much mor time with the child in the 

early developmental stages than the father and therefore she is likely to equally influence 

the motivation of the child. Furthermore. research has shown that achie ernent motive 

exists in everyone but in varying degrees. AU it requrres is someone to provide a stimulus 

and the individual \1 ill acquire a higher moti e for achievement. If the mother is an 

achie er the child v ill ha e no difficulty being an achiever especially if she uses her 

potential to moti ate the child. It does not take a great deal of imagination to assmne that 

if a number of people with high achievement motivation happened to be present in a 

given culture at a gi en time things v ould start to hum. They might as well start doing 

things better or even more importantly they might start doing them differently by trying 

to get achie emenl satisfaction cC1elland 1961). 

There is a good deal of evidence suggesting that the father may exercise a strong 

influence over his children s intellectual capacity in facilitating cogniti e development of 

the child from infancy. This kind of paterna~ motivation is lacking in fatherless children 

whose aclrievement is therefore taken to be weaker. Paternal encouragement even for 

females (young girls) is correlated w1th higher achievement motive for children (Biller 

1974· Lamb 1976· Williams 1969; Lelland 1974). In this respect, the mother's role in 
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motivating the hild to perform · II i often as urn d. These holars as ume that the 

moth r is oft n too busy with the family work to upervise ducational activities of the 

child. This is not exactly true. There are fathers who, for instance. pay no att ntion to the 

educational acti ities of their children. uch fathers do nothing to motivate their children . 

. t the same time. there are mothers vho spend so much tim super;ising their children's 

educational activities. Thus, both mother and father are important in this respect. 

Kahl 1953 points out that a close father-child relationship and the characterization of 

the father as both dominant and democratic are associated with high achievement 

motivation. in both boys and girls. This may not ah ays be the case because these father 

characteristics may fail to impact on the child's performance and motivation to achieve. 

There is more to this that ,. ould stimulate th child to achic e. One of the more 

consistently reported effects of fatherlessness on boys is a deterioration of school 

performance and intellectual capacity. The effect. it has been found is not as great for 

g1rls as it is for boys (Lamb 1976; Kahl 1953). Perhaps, this is with reference to the 

observation that boys may ha e no on to act as a model and to play the role of the 

absent father. Howe er there is e idence that paternal encouragement of intellectual 

performance is positively related to achievement. Thus paternal rejection and absence 

can be detrimental to children's achievemem (Biller 1974; Lellaod 1974). 

orne scholars ha e argued that the importance of fathers in fostering academic success 

particularly in their sons is clearly rele ant to the attempt to improve intellectual 

performance in deprived children, that is fatherless children (Biller, 1974; Lamb, 1976). 
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These srudies suggest tha children (boys and girls from single mother families are thus 

disad ·antaged intellectually unlike their counterparts from h o-parent families whose 

cognitive de elopm nt often proceeds normally und r nonnal family conditions. This 

argument assumes that it is the fath r who plays a major part in guiding and supervising 

th child's academic v ork. Whil this may be true in some situations, it may not be m 

others. It is important to note that different famil en ironments \ ill affect the cognitive 

de elopment of the child differently. Howe er, existing evidence suggest that this may 

not necessarily be the case as many mothers spend more tim and are key detenninants of 

their children· s achievement Bruce et a/, 1995 . This of course \ ill depend on a number 

of factors such as social class, income and education of the mother. They also assume that 

in a single- mother family especially among the v orking clas , the mother has less time 

and presumably less energy for monitoring and supervising the children. This may be true 

given that the mother is the only parent and bas a variety of roles to perfonn in the 

household. 

In adolescence single motherhood is more damaging to offspring. This is a time of 

increased sexual stimulation and ad entures a time when adolescents are faced with 

problems, which need important decisions and coping (Luella 1959). They need the 

guidance of both parents more at this time. This is the time when teenagers have 

fantasies, which maybe misleading if proper guidance is not provided. They may be 

experiencing certain emotional and physical changes in their bodies which might create 

demands and desires such as the desire to be in a relationship with the opposite sex. The 

presence of enabling parents can make a significant difference in the life of a teenager at 



tlus point. Ho\\ ver it should not be miscon lJ'U d that par ntal sup mston and 

guidanc ar only possible in the pr sence of a father. It is true that some smgle mothers 

aware of the limitations, will try their best to pro id a conducive environment for th ir 

children to gro~ up. Ho~ e er, this may only be pos ible with some but not all aspects of 

the emironm nt required for the healthy development of the child. For instance the 

single mother may not easily pro ide the personality aspects of child development, which 

require the presence and invol ement of a nurturing father. E en the alternati es the so

called uncles may not provide this necessity for the child. 

upervision of adolescent boys an girls is an important part of raising children. It has 

implications for academic performance of children at this stage. Garfinkel 19 6) argues 

that adolescent girls from single mother families are more likely to engage in 

uncontrollable dating frequency and become pregnant before marriage. It is against this 

argument that our first hypothesis is based. The hypothesis says: the mother s marital 

status is likely to determine whether or not the girl child drops out of school. But this 

argument is based on the thinking that perhaps these girls are exposed to less guidance 

and limited supervision and therefore have more freedom for sexual engagements. The 

situation may be worse if the mother is employed and has to be away most of the time. In 

such situations girls may turn to their peers for information and gu:idance. Research has 

shown that though peers are good at communicating certain messages in the absence of 

reliable and accurate information they can mislead each other with very disastrous results 

Erulkar 1998 . Ho\! e er Garfinkel s position should be taken with caution. The 

destiny of children especially girls from single -mother families is not pre-determined 
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JUSt becau e th · do not haYe resident fathers. Mothers can play a key role in guiding 

their daughters in matters related to sex. In fact it has been observed that most fathers 

hay 3\! ay from discussing sexual matters with their daughters and would rather have 

their mother do so jau 1993 . 

Garfinkel 1986) uggests that employment of the mother outside the family reduc s her 

participation in the child's educational acti ities as well as her monitoring and supervision 

of th child's extra-curricular activities). The latter has important implications for the 

child's educational performance. This is normally a problem for most single mothers ' ho 

in turn blame the child for poor performance. One can observe that in Africa it is an 

ambivalence too difficult to resolve. The single mother is not entitled to any welfare 

benefits like her counterparts in America and other developed or welfare states 

(GarfmkelJ 1986· Bruce, 1995). African single mothers thereforeJ have to work and if 

possible seek extra sources of income to avoid abject poverty. Howe er, it is important 

10 note that many women choose to be single mothers and they have the economic 

capability to pro id for the basic needs of their households. 

Garfinkel (1986) note girls who grow up in single mother families are more likely to 

marry early and have children early both in marriage and out-of-wedlock. They are also 

more likely to divorce than girls in two-parent families and are comparatively less 

successful on the a erage " hen they become adults (Garfinkel 1986). Most girls who 

drop out of school due to pregnancy do not return after they deliver their babies. Only 

very few of such girls go back to school, and majority tend to discontinue their studies 



- Jau, 1993· Khasiani. 19 - ). E isting evidence point to the fact that girls from single 

mother families may ha e early se. ual exposures leading to unplanned pregnancies as 

the mothers may have the tend ncy to keep lo\ ers or boyfriends (Okumu and Cbege. 

1994~ oung 19-4; Ochola- yayo 1992). This may be true especiall of the girls who 

drop out of school and do not pur ue any opportunities for training and future career 

development. uch girls will tend to have fewer opportunities for employment and if the 

mothers are poor they may not ha e access to business capital to initiate income

generating acti ities for themsel es. 

Children s educational achlevement may be affected by the economic situation at borne 

(Garfinkel 1986 . As observed before, poverty seems to be a general condition affecting 

most single mother households. ost of these families have either no or little money to 

111 est in the education of their children. Further the chi ldren may not get a chance to 

participate in extra-curricular activities which are known to have positi e correlation 

\ ith the child's performance OE 1994). Thus such children may drop out of school 

and assume adult roles prematurely or seek employment to support the family. In Africa 

there are many cases of child labor where small chi ldren often school dropouts are 

employed. Besides. children from single mothers families in school may often experience 

numerous forms of instability and chronic stress resulting from negative attitudes of other 

children and the environment at home, which may lead to poor academic performance 

and thereby undermine their achie ement motivation OE 1994). Such arc the 

characteristics of the harsh educational environment experienced by female children 

particularly daughters of single mothers. 
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From this discussion one can obs rve that ind d ther are certain challenges to the 

education of children from single-mother families. Howe er. these challenges do not 

affect all single-mother famili s. Therefore one should be car ful not to over

generalization the effect on child education to all single-mother families. It has been 

obs rved that some single mothers can pro ide an optimum environment to support the 

intellectual growth and academic p rformance in th ir daughters and sons. Howe er 

these mothers may not be able to provide for all the requirements such as male parental 

involvement, and therefore the children may stiJI experience challenges in coping with 

this gap as they grow. 

1.6 ducation of the Girl hild in Kenya 

Education, especially that of women is an impot1ant index of type and quality of 

development of a state. Low level of education and literacy tends to depress the standard 

of living and mobilization capacity of Lhe population ( ollaborative Center on gender and 

de elopment, 1998 . This study obser ed that in Kenya, the regions where li teracy le els 

are low also happen to be the areas where po erty and morbidity are rampant. 

orrespondingly the areas with low literac levels also ha e lo\! school participation of 

girls in the entire educational spectrum. In general, more boys than girls are enrolled in 

Kenyan schools with the trend becoming worse in secondary and institutions of higher 

learning CEF 1999,1992· jau and Warnahiu 1994). Hove er, there are regions 

such as Kuria, Suba, Garisa, Moyale and Samburu districts where fewer girls are enrolled 

in school due to discriminatory practices against the girl cbjJd (MOE 1994) 
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. alysis of se.· composition indicates that the proportion of females decline at each 

succeeding class. There are higher rat s of female' tage within each particular stage of 

schooling and th re also tends to be sharper chool drop out rates between the Je els. 

Female wastage is estimated to be at least three times the male \vastage at the primary 

chool level and is somewhat higher at the secondary le el Central Bu.reau of Statistics -

CB 1972· UNICEF, 1999). 

The dominance of research on school participation is p rhaps provoked by the very high 

astage of children from the Kenyan education system. uch wastage is higher for girls 

than boys: ational statistics from inistry of Education OE 1994) show fewer girls 

enter the education system and fe er still complete primary school than boys \1 ith the 

gender gap increasing as one ascends the educational ladder. In sp cific regions like the 

districts of orth Eastern Isiolo and arsabit in Eastern, Kwale and Tana Ri er in the 

Coast, uba in • yanza. to nan1e a fC\ the situation is much worse. There is little 

research to show the percentage of the girls who actually participate in an alternative fonn 

of education system. Some girls are further disadvantaged by the circumstances in which 

they were born or grew up. Such girls include those who drop out of school due to 

pregnancy or other causes, the street girls child workers child brides abandoned and 

neglected girls drug users and traffickers children of imprisoned mothers children 

displaced by and caught in ethnic strife child prostitutes and AIDS orphans, and many of 

the disabled. With the exception of a couple of studies on street girls (Wattimah 1997· 

1isiati 1997) the other categories of disad antaged girls have remained invisible to 
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educatJOnal r ear hers. 

In the districts where participation of girls is low such as Kwale, IGiifi, Kuria and Mount 

Elgon, education of girls tend to b affected by such cultural factors as early and arranged 

marriage (U EF 1989). Early marriage has been found to affect the education of girls 

from the single-mother families. tudies from other pruis of the world show that girls 

from single-mother families lack parental supervision and are more likely to in olve in 

uncontrolled dating pre-marital sex leading to school drop out due to unintended 

pregnancy and early marriag (Garfinkel 1986; Schlesinger, 1970). It has also been 

suggested that when confronted with the constraint of limited opportunities or resources 

for primary schooling, parents have generally favored the education of male children 

giving earlier or higher priority to the education of sons (CBS, l 978). Though this 

attitude may be changing in Kenya today in some regions such as Kuria amburu and 

1arok girls are still denied access to education and forced to marry so that their brothers 

can have education. Obonyo (1994) and Olielo and Ouma (1993) observe that in such 

districts especially in the rural areas girls education is still iewed negatively as a waste 

of resources. Those who hold this view argue that girls' education will only benefit the 

family where she is married and not her parents. Thus it becomes an unworthy 

investment for parents of girls. Many parents are still looking at children as social 

insurance to be depended upon in old age or as investment to be re]jed on in times of 

need. They do not look at children s education as a contribution towards the country's 

economic development. Based on this argument one may observe that daughters of 

women with low or no formal education may equally end up with little education. They 
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may e unable to p rform "ell tn chool becau e th y ha e no role model or someone at 

home to in pu them to p rform well. It is against this argwnent that our fourth and last 

hypothesis is based. The hypothesis reads: ther is a positive correlation b tween single 

mother's le el of ducation and the girl child's educational performance. 

In an inter-ministerial consultation held in Mauritius in 1994 FA WE argued that the cost 

of not sending the girl-child to school was higher for the indi idual household, 

community and the nation in the long-term. Parental perceptions of the higher costs of 

girls education botb in terms of hard cash and opportunity cost, is both short-term and 

short-sighted jau and amahiu 1994 as investment in the education of girls has been 

found to be the single-most profitable investment that one can make in terms of 

de elopment. orne parents also look upon their daughters as commodities to be 

exchanged for cash and/or kind through early marriage and as domestic and plantation 

orkers (MOE 1994). This trend denies the girl the opportunity to be educated and to 

de elop a career for her future. 

There are other factors which affect girls' education. ome of them can be referred to as 

the push factors. A study in two girls' schools in yamira District yanza Province) 

confirmed that girls were not necessarily safe from intellectual and emotional abuse and 

disempowerm nt in single-sex schools (Obonyo 1994 . Both male and female teachers 

were perpetuating gender stereotyping and discrimination. Obonyo's findings are 

supported by a rapid assessment undertaken by the Co1laborative Center on Gender and 

De elopment 199 ). The report of an intergenerational dialogue initiated by Kenya 
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. lli an e for th dvancement of Children (K.. R and the Forum for frican Women 

Educationali t F WE as a preparatory acti ity for the Beijing onference and GO 

Forum in 1995 pro ides similar insights into pupils' perceptions of the gender attitudes of 

female teachers in Tairobi chools Wamahiu. 1995). 

Qualitative studies conducted b arious researchers ha e also drawn attention to sex-ual 

harassment and abuse among girls in- and out- of- chool and to the issue of schoolgirl 

pregnancies Wamahiu and B nnaars 1993; amahiu and Kirea. 1996· Population 

Council/MOE 1997). A study of sexual harassment and abuse (SHA of schoolgirls in 

urban public transportation howe er used participant-observation as a key data 

collection tool Chege, Rimbui and Olembo, 1994 . The Annual Report on the Legal 

tams of Kenyan Women 1997) also revealed more discriminatory practices including 

sexual harassment early marriage and rape (FIDA-K 1997 . Discrimjnatory practices 

can be a source of frustration an disinterest for girls leading to either drop out or poor 

academic performance. The en ironment for girls education must be void of such 

practices and be made truly sup ortive in order to increase girls participation and 

performance in school. 

For many girls especially from single-mother families the famjly economy as we ha e 

pointed out before may greatly affect their educational participation and performance . 

In a country where at least 47 percent of tbe people are estimated to li e below the 

po\'erty line (GOK. 1997) many girls are likely not to enroll in school or drop out early 

because the paren s cannot pay school fees or afford basic requirements. This trend is 
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presumably more preYal nt m single-mother famili v here the mother, alone, may not 

ah ay manage to meet all th family needs, especially if she is not v ell educated and 

do s not ha e a weU paying job. Because the mother may not afford to employ a house

help. the girl child may be required to perform arious domestic chores such as nursing 

the baby in the mother's absence, working on the family garden working in the family as 

mother substitute to clean the house fetching fire\ ood and \ ater and cooking for the 

younger and elder (brothers) sib}jngs. These duties do not fit well with the educational 

work of the girl as they often entail ~ack of adequate sleep and physical exhaustion, both 

of which adversely affect the child's educational output. (Olielo and Ourna 1993 . 

From the above discussion one can observe that irrespective of the community a girl's 

roles in domestic chores deny her the time to study at home, and physically exl1aust her. 

This is usually not the case for boys whose roles are often seasonal and sporactic and take 

much less time than the work that girls do. The heavy workload for girls transcends the 

home to the school where they are expected to perform a variety of non-school related 

tasks including smearing houses with cow dung, cooking for teachers and fetching water. 

In some cases, girls are also expected to take on the roles traditionally performed by boys, 

e.g. cattle herding (MOE 1994 . This increases their burden and leaves them with much 

less time than the boys for academic work. 

While we acknowledge the fact that the situation is rapidly changing, especially in U1e 

urban areas of Kenya, there is no doubt that in a number of Kenya's rural communities 

such as the Luo. Kuria, Luyia, among others child labor is still a major hindrance to the 
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educat1on of th girl child. [n the rural communities, r Ia tv s employ fatherless female 

childr n as ayahs when there is no one to pay their school fees OE, I 94). This often 

happens to children born out of w dlock and ~ hose mothers are livinb separately. As 

such, most tudies on causes of non-panicipation (non- nrollment and dropout) link it to 

household po erty OE 1994· Population Council, 1997). Few researchers ha e 

however gone beyond identifying po erty as a factor to actually count the cost of 

sending the girl-child lis a vis the boy child to school at the micro-le el and to attempt to 

establish other (especially the pull' factors such as the cultural and those r lated to the 

social structur personality de elopment and achie cment motivation. TI1es factors are 

equally important in determining girls ' enrollment, participation and performance. 

2.7 Conclu ion on literature r e\iew 

Evidently there is paucity of literature on the whole subject of education of children from 

single mother families. This re iew shows that plenty of infonnation exists on various 

aspects of single motherhood su h as po erty single mothers and work, divorce, 

separation, teenage pregnancy and motherhood. Ho e er most of this infonnation and 

data relate to the western world situations and therefore their applicability to local 

situations is debatable. The western literature places o erburdening blame on single 

mothers. It would be unethical to imagine that all the literature will apply to our African 

or Kenya situation. Very little of the western literature describes the situation in Africa 

and Kenya in particular. Many western scholars and researchers (Trent· 1990· Garfinkel 

19 6· 1ye 1973· Marsden 1970· and Young 1954) have paid much attention to the 

economy of these families and the impact of poverty on family life. In Kenya a few 
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studies (Liku, 19 7; Waiyaki, 19 5· and fbaabu 19 2) looked at single mother families 

and bow th y cope with economic difficulties. Thus. ther are some ob\ ious gaps ' hich 

lh current stud. has undertak n to fill. Most of the pr \ tous studies hav not entured 

into the area of ch1ld education. E en though there is much literature on education in 

general. none of these looke at education of childr n from single mother families. 

Similarly none of the studies ba e looked at the impact of father's abs nee in cognitive 

de elopment and educational performance of children. The current study panicularly 

attempts to add to the body of knowledge on the relationship be~veen single motherhood 

and the education of the girl child. Some scholars ha e previously focused on the impact 

of father's absence on the male children. It is equally important to establish the effect on 

female children. Though this is a broad subject that may go beyond the scope of this 

study an attempt is made to shed some light on this gray area. 

Another area that is not addressed by existing literature is societal perception of single 

mothers and their families. The researcher belie es that community attitudes can affect 

both single mothers and their children. Very little is known about ho\ much community 

attitudes affect children from single mother families and how they cope with these 

attitudes. The whole area of socialization of single mother children is also silent. In the 

absence of the father, who is the substitute and how does this work out. Definitely this 

study does not ans\ er all these questions. That is why there is need for more research on 

single motherhood and education so as to increase understanding of these very 

challenging issues. 
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h or tical ram ' ork 

The frame\ ork for understanding single motherhood and how it affects girl child 

education is based on group of complementary and mutually inclusi e sociological and 

social change theoretical perspecti' es. The theoretical frame ork e plains the incidence 

of the phenomenon of single motherhood from the perspective of changes in the social 

systems caused by rapid modernization, urbanization industrialization and other forms of 

technological advancement. Theories of social change. anomie the rational choice and 

psychoanalysis are analyzed to demonstrate ho\ single motherhood can result from a 

variety of interactive pro.cesses including cultural and en ironmental changes personal 

choice and personality de elopment. The framework also explains the effect of single 

motherhood on the educational participation and achievement of girls. 

Using a single theory would not provide adequate understanding of the phenomenon. 

Thus the framework used in this section takes into account the combined effect of social 

change and the indi ·dual f1 ctors in the incidence of single moth rhood. 

2.8.1 The ocial hange beorie 

A couple of social change theories are used in this section to explain the phenomenon of 

single motherhood on gjrls' education. These include moderniza6on evolution and 

structural functionalist theories. 
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M emization is a central concept in the sociology f d elopm nt. It refers to the 

intera ti e process of onomic growth and so ial change: a process in which historical 

and cont mporary und r-de eloped societies become d eloped or progressive. 

Huntington 2000) de cribes mod rnization as total transformation of traditional or pre

modem societies to technologically advanced, economical1y prosp rous and relati el 

politicaUy stahl nations. He further summarizes the nine charactensti s of the process of 

modernization as follows: e olutionary complex. systemic, global lengthy phased 

homogenizing irreversible and progressive. orne of these characteristics such as 

homogenizing process are contro ersial. One can observe that the transition from 

o-aditionalism to modernity may not necessarily create a situation of con ergence. The 

pace of change may be different and the coping mechanisms may vary from one society 

or community to another creating varied responses. 

The proponents of the modernization theory such as David McClelland eil melser 

Alex Inkle · Reinhard Bendix and Rostow W. W. among others argue that the society 

evolves into modernity through stages characterized by a certain level of social 

differentiation and integration. melser (1967) identifies four distinct but mutually 

interrelated areas encompassed by economic de elopment or modernization. These 

include the realms of technology or industrial growth urbanization advancement in 

agriculture and ecology. A modernizing country therefore typically displays a 

multiplicity of changes in the political religious, educational familial and social 

stratification spheres. The modernization theorists further argue that pre-modem 

societies will inevitably become modern like the industrialized societies of the world as 
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thet r institutions and value syst m are re-defin d to corre pond with modernity. Thus, 

lh theorists see modernization as a process of social chang from an undesirable state 

pre-modern) to desirable mod m tate of society. 

Evolutionists such as Charles Darwin described change as evolutionary unidirectional, 

from a primiti e to advanced stage thereby implying that the fate of human evolution is 

pre-determined. The th ory is based on the biological premise that ocial change occurs in 

the same way as biological objects gro' and are transformed into more superior and ell

adjusted beings (Rojas 1996). The problem with this argum nt is that it is based on 

imposed value judgment. In other words it imposed judgment on the e olutionary 

process. The mo ement towards the later stages in the process is good because it 

represents progress hum~ity and ci ilizarion.. Howe er these three benefits are defined 

with western European cultW'al parameters. It is assumed that U1e rate of social change is 

slow gradual and piecemeal. The th'eory howe er has a critical relevance to the subject 

of this study in the sense that as changes occur in an e olutional fashion many forms of 

behavior emerge to cope with the emerging social order. 

Other theorists of social change iew change as a process that takes several phases or 

steps. The structural functionalist Talcott Parsons identifies four stages while Rostow 

W.W recognizes fi e distinct stages that lead to modernity. Parsons theory shares the 

analogy of biological beings. The theory says that society is like a biological organism 

with di fferent parts corresponding to the different institutions that make up the society. 

Each institution performs a specific function for the good of the whole. According 
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Par ons 2000 there are four crucial functions that c ch institution must p rform to 

mainram the social fabric. The first 1s adaptation to the en ironment This function is 

performed by the econom r but not an · economic system, onl capitalism can adapt lo the 

cmironment. The second function is goal attainment, which is performed by 

go\ emmenl, pursuing liberal aims as defined main!) by ' estern standards The third is 

integration (linking the institutions together , \ hich is performed by the legal and 

r ligious institutions. The last function is latency (pattern maintenance of valu s from 

generation to generation which is performed by the family as ahistoric basic human 

orgaruzation and education. 

From the above one can observe that the society can actually maintain social harmony and 

order if each institution performed its functions effecti ely. The society will tend to 

harmony, stability equilibrium and the status quo. Any behavior jeopardizing these 

conditions will be considered anti-social and therefore unacceptable and punishable. 

Ho' ever more often than not some institutions will fail to perform tbeir functions 

appropriately thereby creating social dysfunction and disequilibrium in the society. When 

that happens the social harmony and order in society may no longer be maintained. If for 

instance the institution that should maintain latency fails the transfer of social norms and 

morals,. iU be interrupted and this will create avenues for manifestation of anti-social and 

morally unacceptable behaviors such as pre-marital sex celibacy and single motherhood, 

among others. 
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F r Ro tO\\ \. W. ocial chan;:.e seem d to be a stmpl pr c ss m ohing five distincti e 

stages. Rostow (1964 uggests that all so ietles can plac in on of fi e categories 

or tages of economic growth. Rostow belie ed that it wa possible to identify all 

societies in their economic dimensions as living v ithin the traditional society the pre

conditions of take off, the take off, the drive to maturity and the age of high mass 

consumption. Rostow d cribes the first stage (traditional society) as one v ho e 

srructure is de eloped within limited production functions. The output is limned because 

of inaccessibility of science and technology. Values are generally fatalistic and political 

po,. er is non-centralized. One would observe howe er, that the last two characteristics 

may not necessarily be tru of a traditional society, e cept when th parameters are 

defined by someone ' itbout the inside perspective. For instance traditional African 

societies political systems were indeed centralized and there was no fatalism about their 

perspective of life. 

The second stage (pre-conditions to take-off) involves clusters of new ideas fa oring 

economic progress. ew le els of education, entrepreneurship and institutions capable 

of mobilizing capital arise. In estment increases especially in transport communication 

and raw materials v.ith a general clirection towards commercial expansion. The third 

stag (take-off) in olves commercialization of agriculture, growth in productivity, 

because that is necessary if the demand emanating from expanding urban centers is to be 

met. ew political groups representing new economic groups push the industrial 

economy to new heights. During the fourth stage (drive to maturity) between 10 and 20 

percent of gross domestic product is invested and the economy takes its place in the 
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international ord r. T hnology becomes more compl . and th r is a mo,·e away from 

h a' industr). Pr duction is no longer the outcom of oci 1 neces tty but of the need of 

maximizing profits to survive in a competttwe capnali t mark t. During the final stage 

(mass consumption the I ading economic sectors spe ialize m durable consumer goods 

and services. At this stage economic growth makes sure that basic needs are satisfied 

and the social focus changes to social welfare and security. 

Rostow's theory makes th assumptwn that modernization or social change is a phased 

process and the stage in this process are common to all societies which is not true. The 

theory ignores historical developments that have shown that some societies did not 

de elop in the Resto ian fashion. It also assumes that modernization is an irre ersible 

process. In other words it assumes that once, third' orld societies come into contact with 

western European and American societies they will not be able to resist the impetus 

towards modernization or social change. Howe er even if they were not lo resist the 

environments found in these societies may not be similar or conduci e to the process of 

economic growth in all societies. However Rostow s theory has great alue to the 

understanding of ingle motherhood. At each stage there are new changes occurring 

most of these changes affect the traditional social structures and systems. and as a society 

nears the fourth and final stage institutions such as the family become so individualized 

giving way to personal choices and creating an environment where previously unheard of 

beha iors take root. 



The social hange theorists make th general a umption thar modemi7.ation typically 

proc eds in lin ar fashion. This may not necessarily be the case. It is unrealistic to 

assume that the path to mod mity is one. While many modem societies may ba e 

achieved modetruZation in this format. this may not necessarily be the case evei)" here. 

ln Africa. for example. there ha ·e b n major calamities and armed conflicts in various 

regions, which rc ersed the progress to modernity. ost of the regions in question 

destroyed the gains made towards modernity had to begin a re-building process. Thus, 

modernization can also take a fon ard-backward swing. and can be marked by long spells 

of stagnation. 

Most contemporary scholars who subscribe to the gradualist approach to modernity ha e 

opposed the social change theorists who uphold the dualist approach. The structural 

functionalists contend that even though pre-modernity has to gi e way to modernity, it 

has to happen in a gradualist adopti \ e process in which the structures of the society such 

as the family strive to adapt to the social changes taking place, in order to continue being 

functional. 

The various social change theories dJ cussed above explain how modernization affects 

the arious sectors of society. At the famil)• level the structure and functions change, as 

its activities become more concentrated on emotional gratification and socialization. The 

authority patterns also change as elders who previously were powerful lose their authority 

and control to the nuclear family. The nuclear family becomes differentiated from the 

extended family and other kin net\ ork., and marriage norms change as emphasis is placed 
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on person 1 ch01ce and love, and " omen b come more indep nd nt conomically and 

SOCially. 

lndustriaHzation adYancements m industnal technology similar those identified by 

Rosto'" (1964) as characteristic of the take off stage) and subsequent urbanization the 

trend towards urban settlements as people seek employment opportunitie and better 

living standards open the job market to both men and women. As worn n move out of 

their homes to look for work, they become more independent and experience more 

freedom than before. They are free to choose whether or not to be sexually involved and 

who to be involved with. In the city no one controls her sexual behavior. he can decide 

to get pregnant outside marriage. 

lndustrialization typically leads to migration of labor force from the rural to urban 

centers. Such migrants are often m n. They are unskilled and relatively uneducated 

people whose incomes are likely to be Jo, . For that reason. they cannot afford to keep 

their families in the city and will tend to leave them in the countryside. This practice 

tends to encourage marital problems as husbands and wives may be involved in extra

marital affairs leading to separation or di orce. 

In the realm of education, women's status becomes more established as more women go 

to school and colleges. The traditional conception of women and their role in society 

begins to shift as society takes on a more progressi e attitude towards women. More and 

more educated worn n begin to join the male dominated labor force in senior positions, 
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1hus improYing the status of'' om n in society. \i ith g in m education and status, the 

women b orne mdepend nt and ha,·e the freedom to chose and adapt s ·uaJ b ha\ 10rs 

con em nt to th m. imilarl , th y can decide wheth r or not they want to ha\ e children 

wnhout a resident partn r. But mor important} their impro ed tatus and 

empowerm nt enable them to decide \i hether or not to stay in marriage or se k di orce if 

th ar not satisfied with the relationship. 

Further more. it bas been ob erved that formal education prolongs the period before 

marriage for women. Traditionally in Africa for example women would be married at or 

soon after puberty. But with formal education and the des1re for academic excellence, 

most women are marrying at much later ages. This prolonged period increases their risk 

of pregnancy before maniage, and chances that more \i omen will become single mothers. 

Consequently women take overall responsibility forth running of their own households 

bring up their children without a spouse and pro iding for the needs of the family. They 

ha e to make decisions o er household issues including children s welfare and education. 

Being alone, and having to e ·ecute the roles of father and mother, she may not have 

enough time to spend on guidance and motivation of her children in their education. 

2.8.2 Th theory of nomie 

The theory of Anomie has been widely used as a theoretical consideration for family 

studies. Anomie is essentially an adjunct of the social change theory. Mann (19 3 has 

defined anomie as a state in society where substantial disagreements exist o er 
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appropriate nonns. ociologicall~·· anomie refi rs to a state of relative ·norrnlessness.' 

Th1s does not suggest the absolut absence of norm in a particular soci ty. Rather, it 

uggests that the previously highly esteemed noons and values take less eminenc and for 

most m mbers of the society thes nonns may not even be understood. It is ho\ ever not 

possible to h ve a society that is completely oid of nom1s. ertain aspects of nonnative 

s stems are retained even in extreme situations of change. 

The proponents of Anomie were Robert Merton and Emile Durkbeim, the latter also a 

structural functionalist. Durkheim (1968 argues that Anomie results from the 

incompleteness of the shift from mechanic to organic solidarity. He gives tbe example of 

division of labor in society and argues that Anomie occurs when the division labor in 

society has progressed faster than the moral basis on which it is based. Thus, certain 

segments of society become poorly adjusted and inadequately regulated leading to 

various social vices. Di ision of labor refers essentially to the amount of differentiation 

of roles and tasks within smaller groups occupations, and interest groups within smaller 

social groups such as family or modem bureaucracies. The social vices occur because lhe 

society bas not defined a new cod of conduct, giving indi iduals leeway to define and 

execute their own codes of behavior. ingle motherhood may result from this situation 

because women have the freedom to detennine the behaviors that would best serve their 

need and goal in life. While Durkheim essentially relates Anomie to the changes laking 

place in the en ironment, Merton and olber have extended the concept to refer to the 

condition of individuals. Merton 1965) argued that the sociological concept of Anomie 

presupposes that the salient environment of individuals can be usefully thought of as 
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In\'olvmg the cultural structure on the one hand. and th social structur on lhe other. 

Furth r, when the cultural and lh so ial structure are inappropriately integrated, with 

cultural structure calling forb havior and attitudes which social structure pr eludes, there 

is a strain towards the breakdown in norms. onsequently traditiona11y powerful or 

esteemed nonns begin to breakdo' n new ones em rg . But these tend to be liberal, 

fashionable and often associated with the younger generation. For example social 

structure and norms in traditional society was very well defined and e eryone was 

expected to operate within the boundaries of the structure to maintain social harmony. 

However when new social structures associated with the shift to organic solidarities 

developed new social norms and codes of conduct emerged to cope with the emerging 

structures in society. 

The major works ofDurkheim 1969 1968) expound on the relation between division of 

labor and subsequent structural changes in society. He points out that division of labor in 

society is a result of certain segments of the society losing individuality and becoming 

more permeable or penetrable. The members of society begin to look upon themselves or 

their families and not the society for protection and re titution on matters pertaining to 

law, norms rules and aspirations. Durkheim explains that the speedy growth of the 

division of labor gives way to intimate relationships among and between segments of 

society and individuals that previously were not close. 

In the book ''Division of Labor, ' Durk:heim outlines ideal types of societies as 

characterized by either mechanical or organic solidarity. Mechanical solidarity is 
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ch ra t ristic of folk oci ti ~ ·hile organic solidari y refers to large-scale urban 

s 1 t1es. Simpl or low division of labor characterizes mechanical solidarity while 

organic solidarity typtcally has hi~hly compte. . \: ell-de elop d division of labor. 

Organic solidarit. ncourages autonomy and indep ndence for social institutions and 

individuals which may ncourage b haviors that arc traditionally p rceived to b against 

the nonns of society for example. celibacy and smgle parenthood. An indi,iduaJ's 

autonomy takes precedence over pre iousl partriachal powerful authority of the elders. 

This state of society broadens the indi idual s self-directing powers, will and conscience 

and subsequently the individual adopts an indirect relation to the dominant authority such 

as government or oU1er reguJatory powers through intennediary social institutions which 

faJI outside the control and influence ofthe local authority in society. 

In essence the theory of anomie suggests that societies tend to shift towards the state of 

organic solidarity. While this is a desired shift-. it is potentially disorganizing and from a 

remote point of view may seem to bring confusion in society. Howe er, it is important to 

note that anomie may not only result from the shift towards organic solidarity other 

situations such as anned conflict and migration could equaJly play a part in creating a 

state of relative normlessness. The tunnoil that has gripped most African countries in 

fonn of wars and famine has created situations of disorder lawlessness and social 

dysfunction. With widespread displacement of families and death of parents guardians 

and care givers many young people have been left to fend for themselves. In the field of 

survival of the fittest many young people take to anti-social behaviors to cope witll Ole 

stresses in their fluid environment. Social norms are not likel to be observed, because a 
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,. uurn has been created in th nforcement of such n nn . 

Anomie is a rele,·ant th ry in our conceptualizatton of single-mother families. It 

de cribes the emergence of the e families as a result of the weakening role of traditional 

norms and the shift towards \ hat erton 1967) calls a state of relati e ·nonnlessness.' 

Cnder the liberal organic society characterized by autonomy and individualization the 

autonomous man or woman emerges (Smelser, I 967 . Based on this argument one may 

observe that the indj idual can do as it pleases him or her, without fearing any 

onsequences from the tTaditionally restrictive social controls of society. The rules and 

norms wruch previously regulated the behavior of men and \! omen in society become lax 

and the elders abandon their one pri,ileged watch dog position to new and subsidiary 

institutions which are not concerned with pri ate li es of inruviduals. Further more it 

can be observed that young men and women will ha e a greater freedom to marry or not· 

delay marriage; enter into temporary unions· separate from a relationship· ha e children 

or not; and control the spacing of the children. This situation would be conducive to 

mother-only family set-ups. arriage becomes a personal choice rather than a family 

affrur and the choice to have children with whoever one chooses becomes a reality. 

In a nutshell one may observe that the shift from mechanical to organic solidarities may 

create a state of relati e 'normJessness' if the transition is not appropriately adjusted as 

happened in most developed and de eloping societies. The state of anoroje may easily 

give way to inruvidualized liberal and highly self-seeking society which may create a 

conduci e environment for traditionally unacceptable phenomena such as single 

motherhood; same sex marriages and relationships and abandoillDent of children among 
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many others. 

2 .. 3 Rational hoice h o 

eorge Romans fonnulat d the Rational Cho1ce Th ory (R T) in 1961. Howe\'er, 

classical scholars such as Blau ( 1964 and Coleman 1973. 19 e 'tended and enlarg d 

h1s framework in order to d 'elop more formal, mathematical models of rational action. 

Rational choice theorists are mor mathematical in their orientation than logical . The 

theory assumes that complex social phenomena can be explained in terms of the 

elementary individual actions of which they are compos d. The theory according to 

Elster (1 989) holds that the elem ntary unit of social life is the incli idual human action. 

He argues that to explain social institutions ar~d social char~ge is to show how they arise 

as a result of the action and the interaction ofindiyjdual. 

The rational choice theory assumes that individuals ares co to be motivated by the war~ts 

or goals that express their preferences. They act ' ithin specific parameters given the 

constraints and on the basis of information that they ha e about the conditions under 

which they are acting. ince it is 1mpossible for individuals to achie e aU the various 

things that they want, they must also make choices on the basis of both their goals and the 

means for attaining these goals. ol man (1973) says that the rational choice the is based 

on the premise that indi iduals must always anticipate the outcomes of alternati e courses 

of action and calculate that which will be best for them. In effect the theory believes that 

rational indi iduals choose the altemati e that is likely to gi e them the greatest 

satisfaction. Given this premise, one can observe therefore that the theory starts with the 
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a tions of the individual and tnes to judge oth r cial phenomena as reducible to 

indJ idual actions. 

Th rational choice theory b licves that human behavior, like animal beha,·ior, is not free 

but det rmined (Biau 1964). It is shaped by th rewards and punishments that are 

encownered. People practice things or behaviors that lead to re\ ards and avoid what is 

punishable. Therefore, reinforcements through rewards and punishments, is the 

determining factor in human behavior. The behavior can therefore be studies in purely 

e temal and objective terms - that people learn from past experiences and that is all one 

needs to know in order to explain behavior. This argument ignores the crucial role that 

the environment does in determining ones behavior. 

In social interaction ( oleman 1990) argues, individuals are involved in mutual 

reinforcement. Each participant beha ior rewards or punishes the other and their join 

behavior develops through this exchange of rewards and punishments. Coleman notes 

that while any behavior can, in principle reinforce the beha ior of another approval is 

the most fundamental human goal. pproval can reinforced a variety of specialized 

activities. Therefore individuals are likely to adopt beba ior which they think will be 

approved by others. What this theory does not explain is how some individuals decide to 

b ha e in ways contrary to others, even when thy know that their beha iors are not likely 

to be approved by others. It does not take into account the fact that individuals 

sometimes decide to beha e in ways contrary to the popular norm e en when they clearly 

understand the consequences of doing so. 
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Th rational ch01c th ory has very dir t r levance to th ubj t of this study in the 

sen e that it pomts to the indi\ idual and personality factors that encourage people to act 

on the basis of rationality. If human beings are rational then they can b expected to use 

their senses. facts and experiences to make deliberate and rational choices in life. In this 

regard women can make rational choices to become singl mothers. 

The theory of rational choice has some inherent weaknesses in that it denies the existence 

of any kinds of action other than the purely rational reactions. All social action according 

to the theory can be seen as rationally motivated, as instrumental action howe er much it 

may appear to be irrational. The theory does not lake cognizance of the equally important 

determinants of individual actions or behavior such as the environment, gender and 

culture. 

For our purposes it suffices to note that single motherhood can be a matter of personal 

choice just as much as it can be a conditional choice. Under certain circumstances before 

becoming single mothers many young women take time to evaluate the implications of 

being this kind of a mother. But some are simply caught up in the situation and because 

they ha e no choice decide to be single mothers. But those who take time to evaluate 

their situation forecast on the futur and basically weigh the pros and the cons of 

becoming a single mother. While doing so they rely heavily on their perceptions and 

attitudes, and experiences they have gone through themsel es or heard from their friends 

and consciously reach the decision to become single mothers. In such a situation such 
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women rna) be se n to ha e tak n rational ch 1ces. om of lh m rna 1 be using their 

personal experiences" ith boyfri nds or ex-husbands or even curr nt husbands to make 

the decision to become sing! mothers. At this point th y will not b taking the values 

and norms of society into consid ration. but their own personal values and those 

mruntained by their role models significant others and clo e asso iates. any' omen 

are therefore belie ed to ha e become single mothers because they have made a choice do 

so even though the choice may b a result of pressure rrom peers and/or significant 

others. 

It should not be assumed rational choice is the only factor that explains single 

motherhood. As already explained before women can become single mothers due to 

many other reasons. The P TH ay to single motherhood can be as diverse as the 

reasons for taking the decision to become a single mother. Therefore, it is important to 

bear in mind all the factors, some of which may be voluntary, conditional or 

unconditional. 

2 . .4 The Psychoanalytic P r p ctive 

Sigmund Freud bas been given much credit worldwide for being the first psychologist to 

fonnulate a comprehensive theory of human development. The psychoanalytic 

perspective is one of great significance to sociologists and so ial psychologists as far as 

its explanation of personality de elopment is concerned. 
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F ud I 974 observes that identification is the basis of superego fonnation. He sees the 

sup rego as the basis of the process of assimilation of one ego to anoth r with one 

coming to resemble the other. The result of this proce s is lhat th first ego adopts th 

beha ioral charact ristics of the second. This often inYol e cognitive de clopment and 

"moti ation to achieve. ld ntification is a ery important form of attachrn nt to omeone 

else probably the ery first ro matter in the child's life. The de\·elop d sup rego in 

Fr ud's iew is as a result of the successful identification with the parental agency. Freud 

also d scribes the rol of the father in facilitating the de elopment of appropriate sex 

orientation and roles. His theory emphasizes the crucial role of identification with the 

parent of the opposite sex and the resolution of the Oedipus complex at the appropriate 

time. He argues that failure of girls or boys to resol e the Oedipus complex might lead to 

failure in both boys and girls in later life to relate sexually with a person of the opposite 

sex. Instead such people may want to relate with someone of the same sex thereby 

promoting homosexuality and/or bisexuality. 

The initial attachment of child to mother has led many a scholar to argue that the father 

does not play a significant role in the child's life. Fathers ha e often mistakenly been 

viewed as being less important in the child's life, as they spend little time with children 

and may serve no appreciable function in the child's life as long as there is somebody to 

adequately take the place of the mother in her absence (William 1963). One may obseiVe 

in addition that fathers play a key role in children s development in both direct and 

indirect ways. The presence of a father in a home alone is a good reason for a child to 

feel secure and th re develop in a secure environment. His in olvement in 
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communication with the child is absolutely crucial in spurring lh tran fer of posith e 

p rsonality ttributes and sumulating cognitive development. 

Recent researches ha e proved such assumption wrong as the role of father m child's 

cogniti e development has been disco ered to be significant Lamb, 1976. 197 · 

chlesinger. 1970· \1 illiarns 1969 . Identification or modeling theory suggests that girls 

b orne feminine by imitating the behavior and attitudes of their mothers whereas boys 

become masculine by imitating their fathers. Imitation or identification ith the parent of 

th same sex is one important mechanism through which gender appropriate beha ior 

may be acquired. Therefore. it would be erroneous to suggest that the role of father is 

insignificant in the child's development. Even prior to this later attachment to parents of 

same sex the father is significant as far as the resolution of the child's oedipal complex 

stage is concerned irrespective of the sex of tbe chjld. Thus, identification with both 

parents is very crucial both for cognjtive development and acquisition of appropriate roles 

and behaviors in children. 

The absence of a male model for girls may have considerable effect Later in life in male

female relationships, especially when it come to courting and choice of a marriage 

panner. ccording to the proponents of psychoanalysis, the girls that ha e been brought 

up in the absence of a father image may ha e the propensity to engage in early dating 

early marriage and unstable relationships leading to increased incidence of marital 

breakdown illiams 1969· Luella, 19 59 . The girls may also get pregnant pre-maturely 

and thus drop out of school, and consequently become single mothers. However one 
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needs to b caution wnh Utis kind of argument gi\'en that it d not necessarily apply to 

all daughters of sing! mothers. On the contrary, some single mothers m y be aware of 

the possible probl ms their daughters may experience and work hard to avert them. 

While the trend se ms to suggest that many girls from single mother families become 

pregnant at early ages, there are a good number who r cei e adequate preparation and 

guidance from their mothers and other significant others to pre ent premarital 

pregnancies. 

The psychoanalytic theory has been criticized by contemporary writers on two premises: 

the lack of emphasis on en irorunental factors \' hich are essential to social change and 

human de elopment· and its analysis of familial antecedents in a narrow way that ignores 

the significance of the broader societal context (Williams 1969). Williams (1969) 

observes that en ironmental factors, which the theory is si lent about, are necessary 

determinants of personality and that not only clinical evidence should be adduced to 

support the theory. The en ironmental factors referred to here refer to the society as a 

\' hole. He feels that certain en ironmental conditions such as social class culture and 

historical e ems should be in estigated. Brown (1973 , points out that \' hen the micro

sociological understanding of familial life is di orced from the broader social context as 

it is true with most Freudian literature in the form of a historical conceptualization, then 

the psychoanalytic perspective loses its meaning and substance. In understanding the role 

of psychoanalytic perspecti e in explaining consequences of father-absent socialization 

we should extend our analysis to include not only the family and the indi idual factors 

but also the larger society. 
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2. . umrnary and conceptual frame\\ork 

There is significant evidence suggesting that single motherhood and the incid nee of out

of- vcdlock birth are results of rapid social change that has tak n place in most African 

octeties in the last two to three decades. The shift from traditional ociety to mod mtt) 

in African ocieties under industrial de elopments uiggered off a chain of 

transformations in various structures in society. The transformations range from the 

smallest social unit, the family, to the entire society. Many of the changes ar occurring 

so rapidly leaving many gaps in different sectors of society and basically threatening the 

functions of most social structures. The result is arious anomalous beha iors that do not 

onfonn to the ideals of society. As we have argued before decision to become a single 

mother can also be a matter of rational choice. Individuals can weigh their options and 

make the most sensible choice, which might be to become a single mother. There are 

therefore social, structural and personal determinants of single motherhood. 

The psychoanalytic perspecti e is heavily criticized on grounds that its development was 

based on clinical trials and treatment for mental patients. However it is important to note 

that aspects of the perspective are useful and can be used in sociological cliscourse. The 

p rspective though not a theory by itself proYides an understanding of certain human 

beha iors. In fact, it has been said that e ery human being has a certain le el of insanity. 

The insane too have some amount of sanity. Therefore even though the perspective is 

based on clinical studies of mental patients there is much about them that makes them 

respond as normal human beings. Secondly in de eloping the perspective, the 

psychoanalysts relied on patterns lhat were observable from a reasonable sample over a 
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period of time. Therefore, though it has its own \ eakn s es it is so far among th be t 

th oretical considerations in studying cogniti e and personality de elopm nt. This study 

uses only the rele ant sections of the perspecti e and not th whole. rtainly, ther ar 

various parts of the perspecti e that, used in the correct conte t could provide d ep r 

understanding of the controversial issues related to child de\·clopment and single 

moth rhood. 

ost family theories including social change theories ba e been de eloped outside Africa 

and perhaps from observation of situations or social contexts that are not common to 

Amca. The same case applies to the other theories adapted for this study such as the 

social experience model social cognitive theory and theory of reasoned action. Usually 

there are two typical responses among scholars wishing to apply these theories. Some 

people ha e rejected these theories as irrelevant while others have taken them 

wholesome. Our approach in this study is differen~ we have tried to establish some 

middle ground by critically analyzing the theories taking ,. hat is applicable to our 

situation and repudiating \i hat is irrele ant. 

Theories alone cannot adequately and effecti ely explain all social phenomena 

Therefore a conceptual framework is used to illustrate the relationships between society 

single-mother families and education of the girl child. The framework on the next page is 

developed based on the theoretical framework, literature review and the key findings of 

this study. It illustrates the causes of single motherhood and how it can affect the 

education of the girl child. The framework shows that some popular believes about single 
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mother and th ir daughters' educational performance. as well as other behavioral 

outcomes are not necessarily a result of single motherh od. lt al o shows that daughters 

of single mothers can turn out to be v ell adjusted and cap ble of satisfactory academic 

performance. 

One of the interesting observations to note is the possibility of some of the girls from 

single mother families becoming single mothers thernseJ es, an observation that many 

scholars had made before. The framework suggests that some of the factors that may 

affect the education of the girl child may not necessarily be emanating rrom the mother 

rather they may be society driven. 

orne of the causal associations indicated by the arrows may not be obvious but they 

suggest that one variable may indeed have some effect on the other. There are direct 

causal lines between the child's work and the family, the schools and lhe child's personal 

characteristics. These direct lines simply tell us that any of these factors could affect 

children s acrue ernent independently or in conjunction with other factors. Many factors 

and not merely marital status of the mother affect the educational performance as well as 

gro\\1h and development of daughters of single mothers. 
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nder tandin tb Implication of ingl totb rh d on tb irl child ducation 

and 0 nt - A one ptual Fram ''ork 

(Aurhor: Radeny. . _003) 
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2. b tud · Hypotb e 

The following are testable hypoth ses for this study: 

11 I· The mother's marital status i likely to determine wh ther or not the girl child 

drops out of school. 

H.. There is a positive correlation between marital status and educational perfonnance 

of the girl child. 

1-1 . There is a positive correlation between single mother's income level and the girl 

child's educational performance. 

H4. There is a positi e correlation between single mother s le el of education and the 

girl child s educational performance. 

2 • .1 Operationalizatioo of ariables 

a) Dependent ariables 

School dropout: Means discontinuation of participation in school prematurely. This 

is determined by termination of the childs education. The 

indicator of this variable is number of girls dropping out of school. 
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Educational perfonnance: 

Refers to how well a child is doing in class. The indicator of 

perfonnance is class positions of the girl for at I st four 

succeeding tenns and also her invol ement in non-e aminable 

activities such as sports. debates. and theatre or drama. 

b independent ariable 

The independent variables in this study are marital status education and income le els of 

!he mother. 

Marital status: 

Education le el : 

Level of income: 

Marital status is an indication of whether or not one is 

married. For single mothers marital status is broken down into 

e er married, divorced separated or widowed. These are the 

indicators of this variable. 

Refers to the highest education level attained. It is detennine by 

last class in school or level in college attained. The last completed 

class in school is the indicator of this variable. 

Refers to money received during a certain period as wages or 

salary. irrespective of source. The indicator of income is the 

amount of money earned in a month or year. 
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E HOD 0 

.J Intr d u tioo 

1n the pre ious chapters. the study looked at rele\ ant literature and the theoretical 

ori ntations that not only help to put the research questions iuto perspccti e but also 

establish th social connections between the phenomenon of single motherhood and its 

concomitant implications on girl child formal education and perfonnance. These chapters 

basical ly ar a reflection and synthesis of what exists and how they relate to the curr nt 

research topic. In this new chapter, the study presents the methodology that is used to 

ani e at the key findings and to justify the conclusions and recommend lions. Babbie, 

1995) defines methodology as the science of finding out. It is a branch of epistemology, 

which the same author describes as the science of knowing. In other \l ords methodology 

can be defined as a scientific procedure that guides the collection and analysis of data 

from research subjects. It is a d scription of bow a study is conducted: how the data ar 

collected how they are analyzed and how they are presented. These three 'hm s' are ery 

rucial in social science research because they help the researcher to make conclusions 

based on the study questions assumptions and hypotheses. The methodology also h Ips 

to justify the validity of the findings and facilitates replicability of a similar study in other 

en ironrnents. 
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Th1s is chapter represents an imponant pan of the study, as it pr nts the vanous st ps 

and means th research r used to collect. analyze and pr s nt data. s most rc carch rs 

(Babbie 1995; Moser 1971 · Schutt, 1996 sa . the quali of a study lies not on the scope 

and quantity of the data collected but on lh accuracy of the metho s and efficiency of 

the tools used to collect the data. 

In this study both qualitati e and quantitati e methods are used in data collection and 

analysis. This is a cJear departure from the conventional approaches that are purely based 

on either quantitative or quantitati e methods. The combination of qualitati e and 

quant itative methods was deliberate gi en the nature of the study topic. tudying single 

motherhood requires the use of creative methods if one expects the research to make 

substantial contribution to the field of sociology. Previous stuclies on other aspects of 

unm arried mother families (Liku 1987; Mbabu 1982 report that most single mothers are 

quite uncomfortable being questioned. Most of them feel intimidated and interrogated 

hen researchers ask questions that relate to their pri ate life. However, these feelings 

are likely to reduce significantly when the mothers are 'interviewed" in groups. They are 

more Ukely to speak up about their experiences than when they are interviewed 

individually. 
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.2 D cription of tbe r earch ite 

Kisumu ity
5 

\ as selected purposi"el. as the site for this study. It was s lected for being 

a small enough city that would not overstretch the logistics capacity of the research team. 

The municipal and administrative boundaries are few and relatively w II demarcated 

unlike those in airobi and Mombasa. which make sampling and identification of 

households a tedious task. Unlike other major tovms in Ken a. Kisumu has not been 

over-researched. In addition, preYious studies sho' that single motherhood resulting 

from di orce or separation, and women choosing to remain unmarried is associated more 

with the urban than the rural communities. Such women are likely to receive more family 

support from relatives and friends. This makes them different than the single mothers in 

the urban areas, most of whom are likely to have ran away from the rural areas to avoid 

community or public ridicule shunning and pressure on them to get married. 

Kisurnu is one of largest the nine districts forming yanza Province. It lies within 

Longitudes 33 20'E and Latitudes 0 20 outh and 0 50 outh. The district is bordered 

by Rachuonyo District to the south west Kisii District to the south, andi District tot he 

north east, Bornet District to the east, Vihiga District to the north west and iaya District 

to the west. The district co ers a total are-a of2 660 sq. km of which 567 sq. km is under 

water. istrict D elopment Plan, 1997-2002. 

The district can be divided into 3 topographical zones namely the Kano plains, the 

" ln 2001, President Daniel Moi upgraded Kisumu to city status during a public function 
in the lakeside town. 
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upland area of ,yabondo plat au and th midland areas of 1aseno. The Kano plains lie 

on the floor of the Rift alley, which is a Oat stretch bordered to th north and east by the 

e carpment ' •hile the upland area comprises ridges which rise gently to an altitude of 

I ,835m abo e sea level. 

The mean annual maximum temp ratures range from 25 to 30 degrees centigrade while 

the mean annual minimum temperatures range from 9 degrees centigrade to 18 degrees 

centigrade foUowing the altitude variation from 1 144 meters abo e sea level on the 

plains to 1 525 meters above ea 1 vel in the Maseno and lower . yakach areas. This has 

influenced the type of rainfall recei ed in the district. 

JUsumu District is divided into eight administrative di isions, fifty-one locations and one 

hundred and fifty-eight sub-locations. The divisions are Winarn Maseno, yando, 

Muhoroni Lower yak.ach, Kadibo Miwani and Upper yakach. The divisional 

h adquarters are fairly accessible in terms of telecommunications and the road network. 

There are seventeen electoral wards in the City of Kisumu, twenty-eight in the County 

Council of Kisumu and six in Ahero Urban Council. The City of K.isumu, which is 

situated in Winam Di ision is the largest and most important urban center in Western 

Kenya being the nerve center of arious commercial acti ities. 

The district presently has five constituencies namely: Kisumu City, Kisumu Rural 

Muhoroni yando and yakach constituencies. Except for Kisumu town constituency, 
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wh 1ch o ers inam Division and Klsumu rural con tituency, which co ers Maseno 

Dt\ tsio~ aJJ Lhe other three constituencies cover two di"is10n ach. 

Th district's population in 19 9 was 664,086 people. Given an annual growth rate of 

3.35 percent it is projected to rise to 868,167 by 1997. to 92 3_0 by 1999 and to 992,647 

in 200 I. In 19 9 there were more females than males. Th1s was particularly so in ages 

I 0-29 years and 45-49 years. 0 er the plan period. the fi maJe population is projected to 

continue to dominate especially in the age groups indicated. The youthful population 0-

19 years comprised 57.3% ofthe total population in 1989. This youthful population will 

continue to dominate the total population over the plan period. The increase in youthful 

population is attributed to improved health, which has reduced infant mortality as well as 

improved living standards: 

Winam Division had the highest population in 1989 foJlowed by Muhoroni!Miwanj and 

Maseno, while upper and lower yakack had the least population. 0 er the plan period 

the first three divisions will continue to lead in population sizes " hile the other two will 

have the least. The high population of Wmam is attributed to urbanization. Kisumu 

TO\.\'ll, the third largest town in Kenya is found in this division. The town attracts people 

mostly from yanza Western and Rift Valley Provinces. This population is expected to 

increase more during the plan period as more industrial activities are undertaken. Maseno 

Division has also high popularion, as it is an educational center. This is also expected to 

increase as more educational facilities are put up. 
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The district had an overall population density of 317 p rson 'km 

proj tcd to incr eto41-. 3and4 inl97 , 19 and2 

i ision lea s the district-in popuJation densities follow d b 

uared in 1 9 9 and is 

I r p tively. Winam 

aseno. Upp r yak ch 

and Lower yakacb. uhoro · 1ifh\'ani had the least population density in 1989. 

Th high population densi for \ inam Di' ·sion is attributed to th urban statu of the 

divisiOn and its b ing the ctistnct and provincial headquarters. The low population 

densities for Muhoro · • ~warn are attributed to the large-scale sugar farms in the 

di\'i ions. The increasing population densities are a threat to the available resource , 

sp cially land wrucb will requires rational utilization to sustain the population. 

The district had an urban population of 214 699 in 1989. It is projected to increase to 

273,590 290 685 and 308 844 in 1997, 1999 and 2001 respecti ely (Kisumu Dislrict 

Development Plan, 1997-2002). Kisumu is the largest urban centre in the district. Other 

urban centres are Ahero, Kombewa, Muhoroni Sondu, Chemelil and Maseno. It has 130 

primary and 27 secondary schools. Most of these especially primary schools are public 

and are run by the municipal council. Most schools are day with a fe\ girls and boys

only boarding schools . 

. 2 Re earch etbodolo 

This study adopted a social survey design with control and experimental groups . 

. !though there are many other e en better methods, this design was taken not only 

because of the universality of survey methods, but also a well-designed social survey can 
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enhance ones und rstanding of just about any soctal. chutt, (1996: 266) a scientific 

pr cess in which informatiOn IS obtained from a sample of mdividuals through their 

responses to questions about them elves or others. ocial sun.cy can be designed to 

mvestigate a caus -effect r lationship (like in cluld-singl mother) or to shed fresh light 

n some aspects of a sociologtcal theol) • oser. 1971 . 

This study takes a significant d parture from the conventtonal methodology in social 

science research by combining qualitative and quantitative approaches to data collection 

and analysis. The major advantage of this approach is that the qualitati e data illuminates 

quantitati e data and therefore enhances the quality of the study (D bus, 1996). Instead 

f purely statistics-based (quantitati e approach to surveys, this study adds a dialogic 

angle to data coUection and analysis. In collecting data the researcher not only entered 

into dialogue with the subjects of the research but its participatory nature allowed them 

(subjects to synthesize the rele ancc of the discussions to their lives and to interact in a 

personal way with the researcher and amongst themsel es. The conventional research 

methodologies ha e al\ ays assumed that subjects are ignorant people who cannot 

partictpate in their own research and use the research to change their lifestyles (Amfed 

1994· Walliman, 2001). In the current study the subjects were able to Jearn through the 

focus group discussions and the cas studies. The discussions were done openly and in a 

transparent way with the objecti e of helping the participants to benefit. Amfred (1994) 

argues that by incorporating qualitative methods into quantitative research, the positions 

of the researcher and the subjects (researched) are open and shifting. The researcher 

becomes a kind of mediator in a mutual learning process in which the participants find a 
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shared focus and a common language. 

ince the study adopted a survey design it focused on part sampl of the population of 

single and married mothers and their daughters in IGsumu ity. ccording to Babbie 

( 19 · :126 a sample is defined as a special sub-set of a population observed for purpose 

of making inferences about the nature of the total population. ampling is therefore an 

important concept in soci~ research. It is based on the premise that in doing research, it 

is impossible to interview all the subjects; you have to select som of them who would 

repr ent th entire group. The theory of probability requires that each subject in the 

populati on must ha e an equal chance of being included in the sample (Schutt 1996; 

Babbie, 1995 · Blalock, 1981). Probability sampling methods make it possible to calculate 

th size ofth sample in order to give results with maximum prec ision (Moser, 1971). 

3.2.1 ources of data /units of analysis 

The main sources of data for this study ere single mother married mothers and their 

sons and daughters. The mothers provided information regarding their role in either 

motivating or depressing the education of their daughters while the girls provided 

information relating to how they percei ed their own educational performance in 

comparison to that of girls and boys from two-parent families. Howe er schoolteachers 

were incl uded in the study and provided supplementary information based on their 

experiences ~ ith the daughters of single mothers. The reachers were useful in confirming 

and!or clarifying some of the information and data collected from the girls and their 

mothers regarding the girls academic performance vis a vis girls and boys for the two-
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parent famihes . 

. 2.- ampling proc dure adopted b the tudy 

Th r spond nts in this study were selected from Primary and econdary schools, and 

mothers li ing within the City of Kisumu. multi-stage sampling method was used to 

identify the children and their mothers. ulti-stage sampling refers to the sampling 

procedure in which the researcher uses multiple stages to identify the sample Babbie. 

1995:21 ). For instance, the researcher may begin by selecti e a fe~ clusters also called 

cluster sampling stratifying each, designing a sampling frame and using either simple 

random or systematic methods to select study respondents. 

The first stage in olved selection of five clusters (estates) from the ity using a simple 

random method. Kondele Manyatta yalenda, Pand Pieri and Mi limani were selected. In 

each estate, the number of primary and secondary schools was enumerated. chools were 

of particular interest to this study because it was there that the study subjects were 

sampled. Each of the clusters bad about 10 primary and 2 secondary schools. From each 

cluster two primary and two secondary schools " ere selected. (Ho\ ever Pand Pi ri had 

no secondary schools. Thus a total of 10 primary and eight secondary schools were 

selected as shown Table I. 
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able l: i t f ampl d chool 

Primarv schools Secondarv school 
1. Kudho 1. New Kisurnu Hieh 
2. Kisumu union 2. Kisumu bovs 
3. lake 3. Kisurnueirls 
4. Kosawo 4. Lions hie.h 
5. Joel Ornino 5. Joel Omino 
6. Kibuve mixed 6. Kodial!a 
7. Highwav 7. St. Teresa's 
8. Manvatta Arab _8. Kisumu Day 
9. Central 
1 0. Ae.a khan ! 

ut of about 130 primary chool Out of27 ecoodary chool 
(1.1 percent) (29.6 oercent) 

In each of these schools girls from both two-parent and single-mother families in classes 

e en Eight and Fonns Three to Four were identified for intervie\ . The reason for 

choosing these four classes was because it was believed that at this stage the students are 

capable of responding competently to interview questions. Students in these classes were 

also assumed to have stayed in their schools long enough to allow for a realistic analysis 

of the performance and educational experiences. The choice of this group enabled the 

researcher to get a good record of the students academic perfonnance for a period of not 

less than a year. In each school 10 girls from single mother-families and about eight 

from the two-parent families including boys v ere selected using simple random 

sampling method. The names of the girls and boys were listed and entered into a lottery, 

from which the required number as selected. A total of children from the two types of 

families to 312 were selected. The inclusion of boys and girls from the two-parent 

families was done to provide for control against which the results of the study would be 

compared. 
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The s I tion of moth rs was conducted through th ir children who were identified and 

. 
interviewed in sch ols. Each stu ent interviewed in school was given a lett r to take to 

his'her mother requesting her to attend a meeting at an identified place. The meeting 

places included church compound, homes and social haiJs where they \ ere interviewed. 

orne of the interviews with mothers were conducted in the schools during weekends 

wh n the schools were not on session. The researcher decided not to intervie\i par nts in 

schools or -v hen they \ ere on sessions to avoid any suspicion or humiliation as would 

have happened if the mothers were called to and interviews held at the school. The 

response rate for mothers was rather low. As a result only 17 single mothers and 41 

married mothers were interviewed. The 41 mothers from two-parent families were the 

control group. 

In each school one teacher, either the bead teacher or in his/her absence the career or 

guidance and counseling master or mistress was interviewed. The schoolteachers 

interviewed were 15. The complete study sample\ as distributed as follov s: 

Ta Je 2: The urvey ample 

I Target erouo Male Female Total 

I I . Children - Exoerimental - 173 173 

l 2. Children-control 69 70 139 
1 

3. Mothers exoerimental - 178 178 

4. Mothers - control - 41 41 

5. School teachers 7 8 15 

l Total 76 470 5_46_ 

Since the study included qualitative methods of data collection and analysis some of the 

mothers who were interviewed using questionnaires were recruited for Focus Group 
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D and in-depth inten iews IDis To acilit t th arrangement of the 

fl cus gr up discussions, about 14 mothers were invited each day to participat in the 

FG s. 

Data oil ction techniqu u ed by the tud 

Both qualitatt e and quantitative methods of data collection "·cr~ us d. The quantitati e 

methods relied mainly on questionnaires interview schedul s) ' hile qualitati e methods 

included Focus Group Discussions6 (FGDs) in-depth interYie\ s IDis/ and case 

studies . The researcher conducted data collection with the help of four research 

assistants. The four research assistants all from K.isumu City were trained for a week on 

research methodology: data collection and recording. orne of them bad participated in 

data collection before but it was essential to train them again because the subject they 

were going to handle was a unique and sensitive one. 

3.3.1 Inter iew cbedul for collecting quantitati e data 

ince this was a social survey, two standard questionnaires one for mothers and the other 

for their children were used as the main tools for data collection. The questionnaires 

administered mainly through personal interview schedules by both the research rand the 

~> A focus group discussion is the use of group interaction to produce data and insights 
!hat ' ould be less accessible without tbe interaction found in a group organ 1988: 12) 

Ul in (2002:46 defines in-depth intervi was an information gathering process in which 
the researcher establishes a one to one relationship with the informant or respondent. In 
an in-depth interview, information comes from the thoughtful reflection of one person, 
aided by exchange with the interviewer. 

For the purposes of this study a case study may be defined as a systematic 
documentation of a situation experience or process meant to provide lessons to inform or 
guide a particular course of action. 
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r s arch assistants. 

Th questionnaires contained both open and closed- ndcd and typ s qu sti ns. Walliman 

(20 I) r ommends the use ofboth types of question tog ther in th same qu stionnaircs 

to am e at more detailed g neralization. Mo er 19 1 pomts out that wrule using a 

combination of open and· closed ended questions re earchers hould alwa 'S ask a erie 

of questions beginning witb open types and gomg o er to pre-coded ones as the subject 

becomes more clearly structured. enabling more specific questions to be asked. Open

ended questions \ ere used to obtain data on the opinion of the respondents and to probe 

for furtb r details . 

. 3.2 ocu roup Di u ion for collecting qualitative data 

Founeen (14) FGDs were held with singJe mothers from Kisumu City. A FGD guide was 

deve loped for this purpose. The mothers were selected from the group that attended the 

me ting at the church school or social haJJ. The mothers were recruHed into discussion 

groups according to the · venues where they were interviewed. However before the 

in tervie\ s and FGDs mothers' consent was sought. Most of the mothers did not object 

to the interview or discussion. Only a few declined because they had other pressing 

commitments. A focus group discussion guide was used during the group discussion to 

nhance consistency and to capture the key issues that the study sought to in estigate. AJ] 

the GDs were tape recorded to ensure that the note takers captured all discussions. The 

tapes" ere consequently transcribed to strengthen the band written notes. 
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e. informant int n ie\\ for n rating qualitath·e data 

Thirteen 13 in-depth 1ntervi '' IDI ) were also conducted with school teachers, 

specially the care r masters or mistresses. Other in-depth inter\ ie' s v ere conducted 

with selected key informants such as guidance and counseling teachers mothers and 

religious leaders. Appropriate qu stion guides were used for this purpose. The researcher 

conducted all the in-d pth interviews. An in-depth question guide was used for this 

purpose. During the interviews, the interviewer used a tape recorder to ensure that the 

whole ctiscussion v as captured. 

3.4.4 a e tudi for generating qualitative data 

During the fieldwork three single mothers were interviewed in depth over a couple of 

days. Their responses were recorded as case studies. The case studies provided 

additional insights on experiences of single women with regard to the education of their 

children. The decision to include case studies in this study was influenced by the 

assumption that single motherhood had arying effects on the education of the girl child, 

and perhaps a case study would be a powerful tool in detennining the aspects of single 

motherhood that greatly affected girls ' education. As ' e ha e pointed out before, 

interview schedules tend to be in asive of interviev ees' privacy but a case study 

conducted appropriately creates a good atmosphere for the researcher and the respondent 

t de elop rapport thereby enabling the respondent to provide infotmation in a relaxed 

manner. 
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b le : shows the number ofFGDs IDis and case studies conducted in this study. 

Table 3: F D and IDI ample 

Tan~et FGD IDI Case stucti es 
1 Seoarated women < 30 vears I --
2 Seoarated women> 30 vears 2 -- --
3 Never married < 30 vears 2 --
4 Never married > 30 vears 2 -- -
5 Widowed women < 30 vears 2 -- --
6 Widowed women> 30 vears 2 --
7 Widowed women- 40 vears -- 1 --

18 Mixed groun 2 -- --
19 Communitv leader (female) -- 1 
[10 Communitv leader (male) -- 1 --
I 11 School teachers 1 10 --
112 Case studies (female) - - 3 
I Total 14 13 3 

3.4 Data Analysis 

Data from the study's questionnaires were cleaned and entered in the computer. They 

were subsequently analyzed using the Statistical Package for Social Scientists (SPSS) 

version 8.0 for Windows Program. This program was used because it makes data entry 

less tedious and allows for multiple analyses such as test of significance, independence, 

correlation, and regression, all of which were crucial to this study. For qualitative data 

manual transcriptions rather than computer software was used because of the relatively 

smaU amount of data that was collected. The case studies were described according to 

emerging themes and analyses of the key findings completed and compared to the survey 

fmdings. 
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D ript1ve meth ds of data anal is for instanc • pro ni n , ercentagc mean and 

rat1 w r u d and findings pr sented in tables, charts, fr qu ncy distnbutions and 

graph . uantitali e non-parametric test methods of dat analy is " r used to test the 

hyp theses. The study hypotheses were tested using th chi- quare t st of ind p ndence. 

The chi-square ( 
2 9 test enabled the researcher to establish wh ther or not two variables 

are independent. Two variables are often by definition independent if the probability that 

a case falls into a gi en cell is simply the product of the marginal probability of the two 

cat gories d fining the cell. A statistic often used by researchers to t st the hypothesis 

that the row and column ariables are independent is the Pearson chi-square. It is 

calculated by summing o er all cells the squared residuals divided by the expected 

frequencies. 

Certain conditions must be fulfilled for the chi-square distribution to be a good 

approximation of the distribution of the statistic. The data must be random samples and 

the expected alues must not be too small. While it has been recommended that all 

expected frequencies be at least 5 studies show that this is probably too stringent and can 

be relaxed. For that reason P S displays the number of cells with expected frequencies 

less than 5 and minimum cell value SP S manual, 1993 . It also provides the minimum 

expected frequencies that must be observed in all cells for the analyses to be statistically 

meaningful. To measure the strength of association between variables the contingency 

9 In a covariate or multi ariate analyses the chi-square test is used to determine whether 
or not the variables are independent. It is always assumed that the variables under 
in estigation are independent. For this to be true, the pearson (P) value m ust be equal or 
more than 0.05. If it is less (P< 0.05) then the association between the variables is 
considered significant (SPSS 1993) 
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co ffici nt 1 wa us d. 

3. Diffi ultie e ·perienc d durino field' ork 

Wlule the study\! as generally su sful. a few difficulti s \\ r experienced. 1ost of 

these difficulti s were anticipated and attempts \ ere mad befor hand to deal wnh them. 

Th first challenge\! as in the identification of children from single - mother families. The 

researcher used an anonymous method askino children to indicate yes or no to three k y 

questions on a piece of paper: "Do you li e with your moth r and father? Is our mother 

currently married? Is your mother currently single? Thes thr e questions were used to 

identify girls from single-mother families. Howe er in some schools, most children 

indicated that they came from single-mother homes which ' as not necessarily true. It 

was learned that around the same time some organizations had been to these schools 

trying to identify orphaned children who need to be supported in their education. Despite 

the clear explanation of the purpose of the study, the children obviously though that the 

researcher was acting on behalf of one of the agencies. While it was possible to tell who 

was not from a single-mother home by the way the childr n answered the questions it 

caused lhe research team twice the amount of time th y need to spend in each school 

because they had to redo the sampling in such cases. 

The number of widowed mothers was far greater than single or separated mothers 

contrary to the researcher's expectation. While the reality is that there are many widows 

10 ontingency coefficient measures the strength of association between two variables. 
For a perfect positi e association the coefficient value must not be Jess than 1. A alue 
of 0 means there is no association while any alue bela 1 means a weak association 
( p 1993 . 
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in the area as a result of the HIV and AID scourge this \\as to the disad\·antage of the 

tud)' since it overshadow d th other types of single mothers. The res archer assumed 

that tber would e more or less a similar numb r of the various rypes of sing! mother. 

Ho\\c er, this problem did not affect the analyses of the study since this v as don with 

the proponion of each category of single mothers in mind. 

ln a couple of instances respondents asked for payment before or after they were 

interviewed. They told the researcher 'you are going to be paid a lot of money for 

collecting information from us. Since we won t see you again, you should pay us. ' 

The researcher had difficulties convincing them that he had no money to gi e away. The 

researcher told the mothers that he was a student and that the research would not only be 

useful in his education but would also be used by the govemment and concerned 

development agencies to ad ocate for implementation of activities aimed at improving 

the status of single mothers. The more understanding mothers helped to con ince their 

colleagues. 

Finally a couple of times mothers failed to honor appointments even though there was 

enough proof that they had recei ed invitations. Apparently most did not attend when 

the} learned that the would not be compensated in any way for their time. This problem 

forced the researcher to extended the period of fieldwork much longer than was origjnally 

planned. This was the most challenging difficulty. In an effort to correct the situation 

the researcher send children with another letter asking their mothers to confmn their 

a ailability before the date of the interview. This helped a great deal as it enabled the 

researcher to plan better knowing how many appointments he made had in a day. 
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PT 

0 PRE T TIO 

-tO Intr duction 

In this chapter Lhe findings of the study are presented using a variety of m Lhods. Both 

quantitative and qualitati e data, including case studies, results of FGDs and IDis are 

presented. The qualitati e data is presented alongside quantitative data. ualitative data 

are used to shed additional light on the emerging themes or key findings or to confirm 

quantitative findings. The findings are organized appropriately according to emerging 

themes and presented in frequency tables and graphs. Appropriate measurements such as 

percentages :fractions and ratios are used to present the data. The primary source of data 

were the single mothers. Howe er, supplementary data was collected from their children, 

teachers as well as married mothers. The findings presented in this section relate to socio

demographic characteristics of mothers and their children child enrollment participation 

and performance in school. An attempt is made to identify cor determinants of these 

variables and to determine to v hat extent they effect the education of th girl child. 

4.1 ocio-Demographic haracteristic of other 

The study undertook to identify certain socio-demographic characteristics of respondents 

that could have effect on the educational enrollment and performance ofth girls. These 

include age, marital status ethnicity occupation income, and education. These 

characteristics for both mothers and children are described in this section and used for 
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anaJysis m subs qu nt s tion of th · th s1s. 

-U.l Moth r age 

During the survey, _19 ' omen were int rvie' ed. Their ages ranged from 20 to 60 years. 

Ho":..e er mo t 35 perc nt) of thos who participated in the study were ag d ctv ecn 3 

and 44 years with the majority faJling \Vithin the age group 30-34 years (23.3 percent . 

Table 4 sbov s the distribution of mothers by age. 

Table 4: Di tributioo of mother by age 

Age (years) Freouencv PercentaQe Cumulative freauencv 
20-24 17 7.8 7.8 
25-29 32 14.6 22.6 
30-34 51 23.3 46.1 
35-39 42 19.2 65.4 
40-44 34 15.5 81.1 
45-49 22 10.0 91.2 
50-54 12 5.5 96.8 

55-59 6 2.7 99.1 

> 60 3 1.4 100 

219 100 

Respondents of focus groups discussions (FGDs) \ ere di ided according to two age 

groups: those ho were younger than 30 years and those abo"e 30 years. Most of the in-

depth interviews IDI) participants \ ere more than 34 years old. The mothers were 

elected for interviev through heir children and the researcher did not play a role in 

determining the age of respondents. However, as expected most mothers v ith children in 

class Five and abo e were likely to be at least 30 years of age. This shows that single 

mothers are mainly younger women below the age of 40 years, an age when most of 

' omen bring up their children. This could ha e implications on the way they bring up 

their children. 
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4.1.2 thnicit. 

The study sought to establish th effect of ethnicity on child education. Th majority 

3 .6 p rcent) ofth re p ndents belonged to the Luo community. The ity ofKisumu is 

located \ ithin Kisumu District, which is inhabited mainly b the Luo. ther r pondents 

belong d to Luyia 7. percent • Gusii (3.2 percent) Kal njin (1 p rc nt) and other 

communities (4. p rcent . Equa!Jy. participants in the FGDs and IDI were mostly from 

the Luo community. This implies that most of the conclusions that will be drawn from 

the study will apply mainJy to the Luo community rather than single mothers in general. 

4.1.3 Mari tal tatu 

Marital status is among the key independent variables of this study. The effect of marital 

status of the mother on girls' educational participation and perfonnance is a central 

question for the study. The majority of respondents were widows (37.4% , followed by 

l.he unmarried mothers. Table 5 indicates the clistribution of all respondents by their 

marital status. 

able 5: Di tributioo of r pondents b maritaJ tatu 

Marital status Frequency Percenta_g_e 

~ever married 47 21.5 

Divorced 10 4.6 

Senaratcd 39 17.8 

Widowed 82 37.4 
11 Married 41 18.7 
Total 219 100 

11 
he sample of married women should not be compared with other status since the 

methodology used to identify them was different (see methodology in chapter 3 for 
details) 
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The high proportions of the widows and ne\'er married mothers are particularly puzzling, 

especially \) hen one compar s it with the other groups of mothers. Perhaps thts is a 

reflection of the realities in society where more\ omen and choosing to remain unmarried 

and deaths, specially among men, is increasing as a result of the AID pandemic. These 

resu Its show that indeed single motherhood is today \\ idespread in Kenya. In the 

tradi tional African society single motherhood was rare of because strict mechanism for 

controlling behavior and enhancing social harmony were enforced by the society. ocial 

de iants were either punished or isolated. Even widows were re-married to a oid single 

motherhood. But today the control mechanisms ha e relaxed and liberalized. Cenain 

behaviors such as celibacy and single motherhood, \ h.ich v ere traditionally unacceptable 

are today being accepted and justified. Indeed, the use of the new concept 'single-mother' 

fami ly has become so common that one might think it has been in existence for as long as 

human history. The changes taking place in society are so rapid that they have ramified 

impl ications on the family institution. Con entionaJJy, the family is defined as a group or 

social unit composed of a husband one wife and their children. It is characterized by 

common residence, economic cooperation and reproduction ye, 1973; Goode, 1970). 

This is a typical western definition and disregards the Afiican traditional family system . 

. frican traditional societies believed that individuals belonged to families and families to 

community, and therefore the nuclear type of family made absolutely no sense to them. It 

is also believed that an individual is raised by the community and not by individual 

parents only. 
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Tbi study looked at four typ s of ingle moth rhood (basically those lh t em r0 d from 

the sample . These include n ver married, separated. dh arced and widow d moth r . 

There was a higher incid nee of ne er married and widO\: ed mother. number of 

factors can be used to explain the incidence of mothers who choos never to get married. 

First it is important to take cognizance of the fact that some of these mothers ar still 

looking for a husband. Perhaps, also, because age at marriage continues to increas 

(KDH 1998 and women tend to stay longer in their parents' home for much longer 

' hile pursing a career or higher tandards of education they are more e ·posed to the risk 

of pregnancy outside marriage. Also the demographic reality ,. hich is confirmed by 

Population ensus dala, the population of women in Kenya is slightly higher than that of 

men. Thus if more men continue to many only one wife then we shall continue to 

wi tness an increase in the number of never married single mothers. 

The other factor that bas contributed to the incidence of never married mothers is teenage 

pregnancies. Many studies ha e shown that unintended pregnancy is common both in 

and out of school Fergusson 1988· Okumu and Chege 1994; Erulkar 1998). Kenyan 

youth are se ually active. By age 20 o er 60 percent of the youth have initiated coital 

activtty (Ajay 1991). Most of the youth have no or very little knowledge regarding 

contracepti es and therefore do not engage in protected se . In a study in Kenyan 

primary and secondary schools by Fergusson 1988) it was estimated that about 10 000 

students dropped out of school due to teenage pregnancy. Once pregnant most of these 

girls stay home and hope to get married. Unfortunately most of the time the men who 

impregnate girls reject them forcing them to take responsibility for the pregnancy and 
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baby all by th m lves. Traditionally, girl who got pregnant before marriage would be 

manied to old r men as young r v i es, but today polygamy is becoming I ss common 

and the economic hardships prevailing in Kenya have discouraged m n from bringing up 

children rbat they ha e not father d. These changes in society ha e occurred as a result of 

modernization or transfonnation. orne women become single mothers because they 

were tricked into a relationship that did not work. orne women are k.nov n to have 

entered relationship and \\'lllingly got a pregnancy with the understanding from the man 

that it " as only a matter of Lime before they got married. But young men are known to 

make such irresponsible statements and never keep their words. When they finally Jearn 

that the girl is pregnant they suddenly change their mind and look for excuses. Tricked 

and rejected the girls ha e to accept the reality and bring up their children to the best of 

their ability. 

As explained by the social change theories that have been used in this study, it should 

also be borne in mind that the traditional mechanism for maintaining morality and 

controlling sexual behavior of members of society ha e also been rendered redundant 

with modernity. Thus other forms of authorities such as churches and close family 

relati es have replaced the traditional mechanisms but these are not as strict and effective 

as the ones enforced by clan elders in traditional African societies. This gi es society 

room to in ol e in liberal behavior that is likely to lead to personal rather than 

community sanctioned choices. In a modernizing society, women increasingly acquire 

the freedom and inherent rights to make personal choices. They have the right to self

determination, v hich may include the choice to remain/become single mother. This 
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argument is supported b the mod mi1..ation paradigm. anomie and th theol') of rational 

choice theory, ' hich ar u ed m the tud as part of the theoretical framework. 

The study also observed a surprisingly high incidence of widowed mothers. The reason 

for this incidence is a matter of conjecture, because as much as we v ant to believe that 

certain reasons c uld e plain the ne trend these may not be conclusi e. In the last 

decade the incidence ofHIV/AID has been rising steadily in Kenya. It is estimat d that 

about 2 million Kenyans are living with the AID irus and that about 5 0 people are 

dying everyday from the disease COP, 1999). 

The high number of widows in the sample could be associated with the incidence of 

ffiV I AIDS in the area. Kisumu District is among the areas in Kenya registering very high 

rates of pre alence of HIV/AIDS. Sentinel studies in selected heallh facilities show that 

K.isumu has the highest rates among women attending antenatal clinics ASCOP, 1998). 

The puzzling question is why men are dying lea ing spouses b hind rather than both 

dying at the same tim or almost the same time. There are three possible explanations for 

this trend: First the FGDs showed that most of the men who ha e died leaving their 

wives behind were pre iously working away from borne and that they were infected 

earlier than their spouses. econdly demographic trends indicate that women generally 

li e longer than their male counterparts (husbands). IfHIV/AID is the cause of the high 

number of widows then it will sadly be a matter of time before most of the widows die. 

However, there are chances that some of the men died of other causes than HIV/AIDS. 

tudies on sexual health (KDHS 1998· ASCOP 19998) sho' that men are more 
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exually cti\ than \\Om n and th r for th ir chances of infection ' ith HIV and AID 

are much hi r The mod mization persp ctive of change conceives single moth rhood 

a by-product of industnal grO\\ h. Klswnu City has become a major urban town and 

ltk other upcommg cities. is experiencing social and snuctural changes. some of which 

re ect in the increase m number of single mothers. 

The AID pr alence varies from one region to another. orne places or regions such as 

yanza and Western ha e reported the highest prevalence rates. Sentinel studies in 

elected sites in Kisumu District for example have revealed catastrophic rates of 30-40 

percent among pregnant women. As to why it is the men dying and women arc left 

behind is yet another point for conjecture. It is believed that it is the men who infect the 

women. How true this point is we cannot tell. Infection of IDV can come from either 

woman or man. It all depends on who got it before the other. However, culturally and 

consistent with partriachal attitude existing within the Luo community men arc free' to 

ha e extra marital affairs and marry more wives if they have a reason for doing so. Of 

course the reason can be as simple as this sister or daughter of so and so is so beautiful." 

It ' as always beauty not love. Thus when a sexually transmitted infection was 

disco ered in the family - when a woman was infected - it was always belie ed that the 

man was responsible. The\ omen were traditionally submissive and because they were 

overburdened \1 ith work, they hardly got any time to ha e e ·tra marital affairs. But 

thing have changed and \1 e can confidently say that a numb r of HlV infections reported 

in Kenya today are caused by women as well. But let's assume for a while that the men 

are mostly responsible for new infections (of their spouses . lf that assumption is true 
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then it is possible that the men will have the virus earlier than !heir wi ·es and will 

probably die soon r. It has also been observed that many men leave their wi es at their 

rural homes whil th y s k employment in town. Most of these men ha e been reported 

to engage in ' tra marital affairs putting themse] es at risk of infe tion. inc some of 

them only return home rarely, they infect their wi es much later and so they are likely to 

dte earlier because of re-infection and increase ofthe viral load in rheir blood. 

The second point is that women are genetically believed to be much stronger and more 

inununed to illness than men. That is why demographically they tend to live longer than 

men do. A tudy conducted in airobi among commercial sex \i orkers a couple of years 

ago found that even though some commercial sex workers were not using protection they 

were not infected with the HTV. This suggests probably that women ha e a strong 

immunity against disease than men. Thus, when they contract HfV or any other illnesses 

the are likely to live longer than men are before they die, even if they contracted the 

dis ase at the same rime. All these factors could explain why there was a higher 

incidence ofwido' ed mothers in the study sample. 

Today there are other forms of family arrangements that have emerged as the African 

traditional society becomes further liberalized (Goode 1993 . Single sex families (men 

marrying men and women marrying women) are becoming common and so are families 

based on temporal living arrangements. All these new developments have made the 

single-mother families become "socially acceptable" as results of liberalization process. 

They ha c not. however, become morally accepted because of the deeply rooted values 
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r garding expect nons of marriag and famiJy in most African ieties. he re ons 

\\ hy worn n b come single mother ar ' ell known to us. There are both deliberat and 

non-delib rate re ons. D libcrat r asons include women deciding not to get married at 

all but to have childr n, divorce and separation. One rna argue that in many cas s 

d1 orce and separation may be the only option a woman has at her disposal and thus it 

might not be a deliberate choice. But morally, it can be argued that if t\ o people ha e 

agreed to marry and li e together because they lo ed each other then the solution to their 

marital problems cannot be found in di orce or separation. The answer can be found 

through partner communication. We should not, bm: e er diffuse or belinle the fact that 

many' omen have had to put up with abusive and overly aggressi e husbands. ln such 

cases it is justified for one to call off a marriage and e en seek legal redress for the law is 

against any form of violence whether at borne (domestic) or otherwise. on-deliberate 

causes of single motherhood include death of husband leading to widowhood, and 

desertion, which may also lead to separation and divorce. Whether de li berate or not, 

single motherhood is something that researchers and society as a whole must talk about 

and support as it fonns a recognizable part of our society. The incidence of single 

motherhood in Kenya can be attributed to changes taking place in all rubrics of society 

but particularly within the institution of the family. The modernization paradigm and the 

th ory of anomie clearly illustrate the particular social and structural changes occurring in 

so iety that encourages the incidence ofsingle mother families. 

4.1.4 umb r of children 

The burden of childcare was an area of interest for this study. The study was interested in 

determining the effect of number of children on mother s ability to take care of their 
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chlld.I' n. The number of worn n having more than 3 children (boys or girl ) is much 

lower than Lhe number having less than thr . 0 er 86 percent of the mothers had four or 

less children. Table 6 sho~ s the number of children mothers had by gender. 

Table u mb r f cbildr o b. g nd r 

1'\umber of children Bovs Girls 
Freauencv Percentaee Freouencv Percentaue 

l\one 36 16.4 17 7.8 
1 58 26.5 72 32.9 ., 58 26.5 66 30.1 
3 35 16.0 37 16.9 
~ 20 9.1 13 5.9 
5 7 3.2 9 4.1 
6+ 5 13 5 2.4 

The data in the table corresponds \! itb the national total fertility rate for a v oman in 

Kenya which now stands at about 4.7 children per women according to the Kenya 

Demographic and Health survey (KDHS, 1998) The mean number of chi ldren according 

to the table is 4.5 (about 5 children)
12 

4.1.5 fother I vel of education 

Another independent ariable this study focused on is education of the moth r. The study 

sought to e tablish the effect of mothers education on girls' school performance. The 

education level of most mothers is surprisingly higher than one would expect though a 

majority possesses at least Form Four level of education. A trend similar to that 

observed in income levels emerges yet again; that most mothers 71.7 percent) had low 

12 This is obtained by multiplying number of children by number of mothers the 
summation for all is then divided by the number of mothers with children (boys and girls 
separately ranging from 1-6 
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le I of educ tion. Less than 15 percent of th mother h d attain d ab vc coll g 1c ·cl 

of ducation s shov.·o in the Table 7. 

Table 7: Di tribution of re ponden by level of edu ation 

_Ed ucatio n Freauenc\ Percenta~e 

Standard 8 and belov .. 84 38.4 
Form 4 73 33.3 
Form6 4 1.8 
Teacher colleee 27 12.3 
Dioloma colleee 21 9.6 
Universitv 10 4.6 
Total 219 100 

This pattern is almost similar to that for FGD respondents most of whom had form 4 and 

belov le e1 of education. The proportion of graduate single mothers is small but perhaps 

mdicating the emerging role of economic autonomy in increasing the incidence of single 

motherhood. It is interesting to note that all the mothers bad some formal education. 

This shows that literacy levels are improving e en for women who have ah: ays had lower 

literacy rates than men . 

. u . Moth r occupation and month I income 

Mother' occupation and income were important variables that this study undertook to 

analyze. Their effect on girls education is a central concern in the study. The findings 

how that the majority of the mothers were employed (36.5%). Others were either self-

employed or involved in some sort of petty trade (39 percent). Most of the women in this 

category reported that they run small business enterprises such as hawking second hand 

clothes shop/kiosk-keeping and groceries. Rough]y 1 0 percent of the mothers said they 

were unemployed and not invol ed in any income generating activity. This is a worrying 
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sttuanon b ause the worn n have families and children to feed yet th y have no 

mcom . It is disturbing th r fore hO\\ ti1 y meet the needs of their families. 

verall most of th mothers can b said to be relatively poor. Less than 12 percent o the 

mothers had a monthly income of Kshs. 10. 00 and abo e. Most of the mothers ( 1.4 

perc nt) had an income of less than 0 0. . shown in Table a large proportion of 

moth rs 29.7% earned less than Kshs. 1,000 a month. 

able 8: Di tribution of re pondents b monthJ. income 

Montbl income Ksh .) requeocy Percent umulati e 
freauencv 

I 000 and below 64 29.2 29.2 
2 000-1 000 50 22.8 52.0 
5. 000-3_,000 52 23.7 75.7 
9 000-6 000 27 12.3 88.0 
I 5_ 000-l 0 000 15 6.8 94.8 

20 000-15 000 8 3.6 98.5 
30 000-20 000 313 1.3 100.0 
Total 219 100.0 100.0 

ince most of the mothers were single (81.3 percent), one can observe that generally most 

ingle mothers in the sample were poor; a fmding that is consistent with some previous 

studie . This study confirms that most single moiliers receive low monthly incomes and 

e ·perience poverty in their families. Other studies that ha e made this observation 

mclude baabu 1982) Potash 1986) Onyango and Kayongo Mal 1991 Marsden 

1970 and Garfinkel (1986 . But \\ e should take note that not all single mothers are 

p or. There are many single mothers ho ha e prestigious positions in the Kenyan 

ociety and ha e been a role model and source of encouragement and inspiration to many 

13 The three women who earned Kshs. 20,000 and above included two graduates who 
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younger single moth rs. orne of the single mothers started in povert) but ha e worked 

vel} hard to ach1 e th ir goals in h e. . good example is the case study number on that 

is presented in this chapter. Thu , it \\ ould be erroneous to make the g ner lization that 

most single moth rs are poor without re ognizing those who have worked so hard against 

all odds to break the cycle of po erty that either they were born in or found th mselves 

oon after they b cam single mothers. 

Financial inadequacy/constraints in most single-mother families can be a source of 

distress and frustration for both mother and children. ost of the younger single mothers 

became pregnant perhaps while they were still in school. The had to drop out and 

without education or job had to settle dov.'ll to a poor life. The study showed that most of 

the single mothers bad less than form four level of education. In Kenya today people 

with Fonn Four education and without further technical training have no guarantee of 

formal employment. Thus the young women are forced to begin petty businesses, which 

bring very little income. Most of the income is used on meeting the most urgent family 

needs, even though the money can never be enough to do so. Kenya, unlike the 

developed west, does not ha e any social security system. 

Poor people have no go ernment support and single mothers have to rely on tbemsel es 

to raise their children and meet the family needs. Financial problems such as those found 

among families of single mothers can have serious negati e implications on the mother 

and the children, especially the female children. Lack of basic needs such as food might 

were professional women and one businesswoman. 
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lead to nutritional probl ms hile lack of es entials such as clothing and prop r h Iter 

might encourage de ·ant beha ior and i olation. When children are isolated they may 

become withdrawn and e. hibit further deviant and anti-social behaviors. Education of 

the children might be aiTe ted. From the FGDs with mothers thi study found that when 

faced with financial constraints, single mothers were more likely to educate the boy at the 

expen e of the girl. Lack of school fees may force the girl to drop out of school in favor 

of the brother. This will affect the girl throughout her life. he might be married early 

and when married early there is always a tendency for girls to break such relationships 

within the first year (Ahawo 19 1 . They may also get pregnant prematurely and 

become single mothers. In fact, a study by Garfinkel 1986) found that girls/daughters of 

single mothers were more likely than those from two-parent families to enter into sexual 

relationships early, get pregnant and become like their mothers. Of course we have to 

take exception here because there are many families where girls have turned out erywell 

and entered lasting marital relationships e en though their mothers were single. 

In view of the many demands that most single mothers experience in families it would be 

hard for most single mothers to meet the needs of their families with the relatively low 

monthly incomes they receive. 

4.1.7 hildren ocio-Demographic Characteri tic 

The total sample of children was 312 taken from both single-mother and two-parent types 

of farniljes and distributed as follows: Boys and girls from single-mother families were 12 

(6.5 p rcent and 173 (93.5 percent , respecti ely; while boys and girls from two-parent 
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p rformance. 

4.2.1 Enrolment of boy and virl 

Data on school enrolm nt was coil ted both from the schools and from the mothers 

themselves. ample nrollment data ~ ere taken from Central and anyatta Primary 

chools whose enrollment rates are sho n in Table 9. 

Table 9: nrollmeot rate - n tral Primary cbool 

Class Number ofbovs Number of !!iris 
Class I 50 70 
Class 2 76 72 

Class 3 75 65 
Class 4 43 42 
Class 5 48 50 
Class 6 43 49 
Class 7 44 47 
Class 8 26 28 

Field data collected in January 2000 

Contrary to the researcher's expectation. enrolment rates in most schoo ls were higher for 

girls in lower primary than for boys. The number of girls continued to be higher than boys 

through in Primary school but began to decline in secondary school. This shows that 

significant gains ha e been made in increasing enrollment rates for girls. The finding 

apparently contradicts what has been presented in most literature (CB 1972· Obonyo 

1994; MOE, 1994· EF, 1999) and agitated by gender activists such as Federation of 

Women Educationalists (FA WE . How ever it is important to note that this finding may 

not hold true in some parts of the country such as Kwale, Samburu Mount Elgon and 

orth Eastern djstricts where girls' education is still a serious concern. In these rustricts 

enrolment rates are likely to be much lower for girls right from Std 1 and the rate of drop 

out or wastage may be equally much higher due to the relatively less emphasis that these 
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ommuruues place on girls education OE. 1994) . 

• lan na Primary chool rates wer quite int resting in that they did bring to light a trend 

that JS not conunon: that in som cases there are more boys in lo\l er primary than girls 

and the tr nd gets re er ed by upper primary. This is shown on Table I 0. 

able 10: nrolment rate -. anyatta Primary chool 

Class Number of bovs Number of 2'irls 
Class 1 87 80 
Class 2 105 100 
Class 3 122 94 
Class 4 126 120 
Class 5 120 98 
Class 6 70 128 
Class 7 96 106 
Class 8 62 64 

Data collected in January 2000 

Mothers ' ere asked if any of their school going children were not in school. A surprising 

33.8 percent of the mothers (both single and married) said some of their children were not 

attending school. Most of those who were not attending school (79.2 percent) were girls. 

This points to the fact that even though enrolment rates have increased for girls, they still 

ha e to fight many odds to be enrolled and more girls than boys are staying out of school. 

The reasons for not attending school were given as follows: school fees problems· child 

refusal to continue with school; pregnancy· and lack of essential school items such as 

uniform. FGD participants gave the same reasons. 

· Our children cannot be in school because we ca1mot afford to pay school fees, bu ' 

uniforms and the other thing required for learning, '' a mother of six children reported. 

Her colleagues echoed the same in chorus in almost all the FGD sessions. Similarly 
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mo t of th children \\h m Lh } r orted staying at home were girls. especially tho e 

from \ idow d famihes. It was also reponed in a FGD \~ ith never married mothers ag d 

abo\ c 35 years that som of their daught rs \: ere not interested in school and thus stayed 

at home. 

To e tablish hether or not marital status of the mother had any effe ton th enrolment 

of th childr n further analysis " as conducted. The analysis on Table 11 shows that a 

larger proportion of children from the single-mother fami lies {94.6 percent than those 

from the two parent families (5 . percent) were staying home, e en though they should 

have been in school at the time of the study. 

able 11: ariation of enrolment by marital tatu of the mother 

ot attendin 
70 

The findings of this study suggest that suggests that there is likelihood that children from 

single-mother families are less likely to be enrolled in school compared to those from 

two-parent families. The findings show that generally. there were higher enrolment rates 

for girls than for boys in primary school. This howe 'er reveals a di ergent pattern from 

that featuring in most literature and purporting that enrolment rates are still much lower 

fl r girls compared to boys. However they are consistent with recent findings • CEF 

19 , which showed that Kenya now experiences higher enrolment rates for girls in 

pri mary schools. Enrolment rates are still lm er for girls in secondary schools and 
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be 'Ond. Th upsurge in enrolm nt rat for girls in primary s hools must attribut d to 

efforts by agencies su h as and Mini try of Education to encourage girls 

participation in education. as i e community education. awareness and sensitizati n 

campaigns were launch by these agencies in targeted districts and th se have borne 

ITuit. For instance, during the last five years. the Forum for African Women 

Educationalists FA WE in conjunction with other agencies launch d campaigns directed 

at increasing girls' enrolment in schools. They systematically tried to discourage culturaJ 

and other factors that constrained the participation of the girl child. popular musical 

campaign by the famou ".Musikly speaking' is still a fresh testimony of these efforts. 

Their pet campaign song • Take your girl child to school" has become a household song 

among children who are exposed to the media and those ' ho participated in the shows 

when the group loured s eraJ districts in the country. 

The other probable factors that have influenced a change in enrolment rates include 

increased gender education and advocacy acti ities that ha e also been championed by 

\! omen development activists ' ho ha e been campaigning for equity among the genders. 

Th international conferences in the last decade such as the International onference in 

Population and De,elopment CPD 1994 and the Beijing conference of 1995, both 

helped to keep the flame burning. The two conferences ad ocated for equity for men and 

women and urged governments to eradicate all forms of discrimination against women 

and the girl-child. Various on-Governmental Organizations GOs) took up this call 

and designed projects in arious parts of the country to promote gender equity. 
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Though man) determinants of enr lm nt affect girls equally, ther are some f; ctor that 

uniquely affi ct daughters of singJ mothers. The po erty situation cannot b o er 

emphasized. When girls ar forced to stay home most of the time when schools arc in 

ssion the los interest and lowly b gin to get in\'olved in other non-education 

act ivnies. ingle moth rs also engage their daughters in domestic v ork and som tim s in 

duties such as taking care .. of s1ck siblings. When this is done o er a prolonged period of 

ume, they are likely to consider abandoning schooL especiall if tb y do not ha e 

omeone to encourage and motivate them. Thus because thee girls don't attain higher 

tandards of education which can earn them better employment they are trapped in the 

same cycle of po erty that they inherited from their parents. 

The FGDs showed that son preference exists in the community where the st11dy was 

conducted. It was even found to be more common among poorer single mothers than the 

two parent families. Many of the mothers felt that in the event of financial difficulties 

and are unable to educate both boy and girl, they would stri e to educate the boy even if 

they have to beg or borrov . The girl is ah ays viewed in relation to another person - a 

husband. Many single mothers believe that the girl will be married and therefore, they 

don't ha e to struggle to educate her. The girl is viewed as a stranger' ho is in the family 

only temporarily. Thus many see her as someone not worth in esting on because she 

will only benefit the family to' hich she is married. The boy on the other hand is iewed 

as an investment for the mother and a security against old age. The mother belie es he 

' ill stay in the family and support her when she gets older. Those who hold these 

positions think traditionally. They do not realize how much and fast society is changing. 
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trls are incr asingl t king up p iti ns of authority and leadership. It has been proven 

th t when girl women ar en bl to go to school, they are likely to be go d man ger or 

leaders. They are also likely to support their parents, e en better than the boys. Thu , it 

is important that girls are given equal opportunities as the boys for this is the only ' ay 

the ' an effectively find a place in th fast changing and competitive society. 

Generally, there were e idently higher enrolment rates for girls than for boys in primary 

school. This re eals a divergent pattern from that featuring in most literature and 

purporting that enrolment rat s are still much lower for girls compared to boys. HO\ ever, 

Lh yare consistent with r cent findings CEF 1998 which shm ed that Kenya now 

experiences higher enrolment rates for girls in primary schools. Enrolment rates are still 

lower for girls in secondary schools and beyond. The upsurge in enrolment rates for girls 

in primary schools must be attributed to efforts by agencies such as EF and Ministry 

of Education to encourage girls participation in education. Massive community 

education awareness and sensitization campaigns were launched by these agencies in 

targeted districts and these ha e borne fruit. For instance during the last five years the 

Forum for African Women Educationalists (FA WE) in conjunction with other agencies 

launched campaigns directed at increasing girls' enrolment in schools. They 

S) tematically tried to discourage cultural and other factors that constrained the 

participation of the girl child. A popular musical campaign by the famous 'Musikl 

speaking" is still a fresh testimony of these efforts. Their pet campaign song 'Take your 

girl child to school' has become a household s,ong among children who are exposed to 

the media and those who participated in the shows when the group toured several districts 

in the country. 
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The other factors that have influenc a change in enr Jm nt rates includ increa d 

gender education and ad ocacy acti itics that have also b n championed by women 

development activists who have b n campaigning for quity among the genders. The 

international conferences in the last decade such as th Int mational onference in 

Population and De elopment (ICPD, 1994 and the Beijing conference of 1995, both 

helped to keep the flame burning. The tY. o conferences advocated for equity for men and 

' omen and urged go emments to eradicate all forms of discrimination against v omen 

and the girl-child. arious on-Governmental Organizations GOs) took up this call 

and designed projects in various parts of the country to promote gender equity. 

o doubt increase in literacy le els has also contributed to the enrolment rates. There 

are higher chances that educated parents will also educate their children. Educated 

parents are more likely to understand the need to educate the girl child than uneducated 

ones. That is why regions in Kenya that are stil1 characteristic of traditional lifestyles 

register much lower enrolment rates for girls than boys. It is common belief in Kenya, 

even among the poor that both girls and boys need to know how to read and write. For 

this is an important necessity in their life. If they don't attain higher standards of 

education this minimum literacy will help them both no and in the future. 

Though many detenninants of enrolment affect girls equally there are some factors that 

uniquely affect daughters of single mothers. The po erty situation cannot be o er 

emphasized. "When girls are forced to stay home most of the time when schools are in 
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session, they lo e interest and slowly b gin to get in olved in other non-educauon 

acu\·iries. ingle mothers also enoag their daughters in dom stic work and sometlm in 

dunes such as taking care of sick s1blings. When trus is done ov r a prolonged p riod of 

time, they ar likely to consider abandoning school esp ctall, if the do not ha e 

someone to encourage and motivate them. Thus because th se girls don't attain higher 

standards of education, 'i hicb can earn them better employment, they are trapped in the 

same cycle of po erty that they inherited from their parents. 

There are also other attitudes that may affect girls' enrolment. Some single mothers 

believe that girls are naturally not bright. If people hold such viev s they are likely to 

discriminate against the girl in fa or of the boy. They are more likely to educate the boy 

arguing that after all the girl is not bright For mothers to be able to educate their 

daughters, they need to build a positive image of the girls and provide suitable 

environment supportive of their education. Community attitudes can equally affect 

enrolment of girls from single-mother families. Community attitudes towards single 

mothers are negative, not less the education of their daughters. Children of single

mothers are ridiculed and abused by both adult members of the community and their 

peers. They are viewed as a result of immoral beha ior and therefore morally unclean. 

Such attitudes can affect the self-esteem of girls and influence them to stay away from 

school- from the source of their unhappiness. 

4.2 cbool dropout 

The study sought to establish the relationship between marital status and girls' 

participation in school It sought to find out whether or not daughters of single mothers 
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were likely to drop ut of school than girls from t\ o-par nt famili . Indeed hool drop 

out, especially or girls, ~ as found to b a common ph nom non. bout 1 .3 per ent of 

the mothers said their daughters had dr pped out of primary chool prematur ly (before 

completing standard 8 ; 9.1 perc nt had dropped out of s c ndary school. ost 77.5 

p rcent of the single mothers whos daughters had dropp d out were aged betv een 3 

and 49 years. 

4.2.1 t rminants of girl dr p ut from chool 

Several probable factors may explain the incidence of chool drop out especially among 

single-mother families. One of th d terminants that this study in estigated is teenage 

pregnancy. The study found that girls from widowed families "·ere more likely to drop 

out due to unintended pregnancy than girls from the other single mothers• homes. They 

are for instance almost twice as likely to get unintended pregnancy than the daughters of 

di orced mothers as shown in Table 12. 

Table 12: arital tatu and drop out due to unintend d pre nanc 

M arital tatu E er dropped out Drop out due to pr gnan 

Never married 4 2 (50%) 

Di orced 4 2 50% 

eparated 11 5 45.5%) 

\Yido' ed 18 10 55% 

Married 3 2 66.7% 

Total 40 21 

The last 1:\ o columns of Table 1 2 indicate that of the 40 mothers reporting that their 

daughters bad dropped out of school 52.5 percent had terminated their schooling because of 
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unintended pregnancy. Thus unintend d pr gnanq is a maj r d t rminant of ch ol dr p 

ut among girl from oth single and t\ o-parent famili . Pr 10u tudie have ho\ n that 

unintended pre ancy as among the major caus of sch ol dr p ut for girls in Kenya 

( f·erguson 19 · Okumu and Chege 1 94 . 

In- epth interviews v ith choolteache r \·ealed that pregnancy was one of the causes of 

rop out for girls. Almost e ery school had e ·perienc d a case of girls dropping out of 

s hool due to unintended pregnancy irrespecti e of the type of family they came from. The 

FGDs \! ith widowed separated and ne er married mothers also revealed that unint nded 

pregnancy caused drop out among their daughters. The amplications of drop out are serious 

fro girls, themselves their families and th economy in g neral. For the girl there is lo t 

opportunity to pursue a dream career and to hope for a pleasant future while for the family 

th in estments in educating the girl up to the point she dropped out may be considered a 

loss. For the e onomy drop out depres e the process of economic growth because the 

p rsons who would have contributed to growth have nothing or little to contribute. 

4.3 Performance of boys and irl in chool 

Education performance was a key ariable for this study. The study attempted to 

establish the performance of daughters of single mothers in relation to the son and 

children from two-parent families. Most FGD participants reported that their daughters 

performances were either a erage or below a erage. orne expressed their dissatisfaction 

with the p rformance and felt that their daughters could perform better. They pointed out 

that their sons performed bett r than their daughters for a number of reasons. Many of 
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th tr daughters ·fear' c rtain subject such as math matic . ph ics and chemistry in 

pnmary and secondary schools. Others satd girls hav to CarT) om many household 

chor s unlike their brothers and therefore often ha e les study time. They Is absent 

from school to take care of younger siblings. In some cases. the boys are gi en 

preference " hen there little or no mon y for school fi s. ost girls los inter st in 

education. The mothers explained that from td s ven, \\hen girls ar about 14 to I 5 

·ears old they begin to engage in boy-girl relationships which draw them away from 

thetr studies. 

Table 13 shows better performance for girls from two-p rent families over daughters of 

single-mother families. For instance while 87.5 percent of single-mothers' daughters had 

'below average perfonnance, only 12.5 p rcent of the two-parent daughters had a similar 

performance. 

Table 13: omparing performanc of irl from ingle and two-parent families 

Mother s marital Performance 
tatu /famil type Very good Good Average Below 

average 
ingle mother 32 26 31 28 

(53.3%) (56.3%) (88.6%) (87.5%) 

T' o-parent 2 _o 4 4 
(married) (46.7%) (43.5%) (11.4%) ( 12.5%) 

Total 60 46 35 32 

The schoolteachers who were interviewed confirmed that that boys generally performed 

better than girls. About 67 percent of the teachers noted that the boys performance was 

better than the girls whi le 22 percent thought that there was no difference. When asked 
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if there was a difference in perfonnance b tween girls fr m single-mothers families and 

two-parent families, 75 percent of the schoolteachers mdtcat d lhat girl from two-parent 

families performed better than their count rparts rrom sing! -mother families. Only I 8.2 

percent thought there were no differences. To explain their point the teachers said that 

girls from single parent families fac d a couple of problems that hindered th ir 

performance. These included lack of supervision at home - in ingle-mother famih s, 

inability to cope with all demands and responsibilities in th home; single mothers are not 

economically stable and may not meet the educational requirements of their cruldren; they 

rna also be unable to provide suitable environment at home for their daughters to study; 

and that girls from single-mother families find it di:fficu It to study at home because they 

have to participate in household work. 

All these responses point to an important necessity for girls' education: a supporti e 

env1rorunent both at school and at home and includes availability ofr sources required to 

suppon meir participation. Unfavorable school en ironrnents such as unfriendly teachers 

poor sanitary conditions, and gender discrimination may discourage girls from continuing 

'ith school. Similarly, a hostile environment at home that invol es abuse, excessi e 

labor, negative community attitudes and the lack of parental love and support may pose 

challenges for girls education and curtail their classroom performance. 
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4. .J Rea on for o-irl poorer p rformanc 

e\'eral factors " ere proposed b the mothers to be affe ung h ir daughters school

p rformance. Irregular attendanc of school was mentionc by 27.7 percent of the 

mothers as a factor contributing to the poorer performance of girls in school. As 

observed earlier girls were more likely than boys to be abs nt from school. They \\ere 

also more likely to be asked b ' lh parents, especially in the single-mother families to 

Sta) home to assist ' ith househol acti Illes when schools "'' r in se sion. Frequent 

ab ence from school either because of school fees or to perform household duties can 

hinder the ability of the girl to folio and absorb the content of the syllabus. About 6 

percent of the mothers said that their daughters were in olved in much housework that 

could al o affect their performance. 

The FGD results show that some mothers actually thought that girls were naturally not 

meant to compete academically with boys. They thought girls were inferior and naturally 

cannot perform better than boys in class. ''Girls are not like bo) S, you cannot compare 

gtrls vdth boys. Boy are always brighter. " an FGD participant said. This attitude " as 

also expressed by 6.8 percent of the mothers v bo responded to survey questions. Perhaps 

this is yet another reflection of cultural orientation. In most African communities v omen 

were traditionally considered inferior in terms of thinking ability. Such negati e attitudes 

can be very destructi e to the girl child especially v hen she has no one to motivate and 

encourage her. When such atti tudes prevail girls are more likely to be content with poor 

performance and measure themsel es only up to or even less the performance of the bo . 

hey are likely to be discouraged and to drop out of school. 
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bout 10.7 percent of the mothers said that poor teaching and hostile chool environment 

had contributed to their daughters poor performan e. The mothers aid that teachers in 

some schools had lost morale and w re not effecti\ in their teaching. They al 

complained about the school environm nt and teacher ' altitudes. Both m and outs1d 

classrooms their daughters were ridiculed, they said. uch ridicule demoralized many of 

their daughters and affected ability to do well. These findings correspond with previous 

studies on girl-child education by Wamahiu (1992a and Obonyo 1994). In these 

studies, the authors argued that hostile school environments coupled \1 ith negati e and 

discriminatory attitudes against girls v ere a major cause of girl s drop out from school. 

In many schools as reported by FGD participants 

"girls are asked to perform tasks such as fetching " arer and firewood for teachers, 
cleaning classrooms and teachers' houses. while the boys enjoy their recreation 
acti ities. " 

The girls neither have the opportunity to recreate nor to concentrate on thejr academic 

work. Tius is a great source of discouragement and obstacle to academic performance. 

Another possible factor is girls' in olvement in sexual relationships. orne mothers (4.4 

percent) reckoned that sexual relationships could adversely affect girls performance. 

When girls are not prop rly guided and educated about sexuality issues they are likely to 

be affected by boy-girl relationships in t\1 o ways. First· they may be so much emotionally 

in olved in the relationship that they spend so much time thinking about and/or trying to 

please the boyfriend; and they may also suffer stress when the relationship is not working 

too well or v hen it breaks down. As one key infonnant a mother of four children put it 
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"adolescent girls· involvement with older men ma b particular(v destn1cuve, a rhe 

girls may not be able to stop the men 's demands. " The pow r relations will ob,·iou ly 

work against the girls putting them in an inferior posiuon in th r Jationship. It is 

absolutely important for parents to talk to their children and prO\ ide appropriate guidance 

about sexuality in both single-mother and two parent famili s. It is pecially crucial for 

ingle mother to pro ide appropriate se uality education to their daughters. many of 

' hom may be predisposed to relationships at an early ag . nfonunately. as mentioned 

before many single mothers are preoccupied v.'ith earning a living for their families that 

the haYe no or little time to talk to their children about emerging se.·uality. In fact this 

study shows U1at 46.1 percent of the mothers don t talk to their children about sexuality or 

reproducti e health. 

Lack of parental in ol ement in the educational affairs of the child could be a hindrance 

to good academic perfonnance. During the FGDs mothers reported that some of them 

could not help with their children s homework. They said some mothers ~ ere either 

illiterate or had lower educational standards than their children and thus could not 

contribute much in their daughters' private studies at home. Others said that some 

mothers worked late and came home just before or after their children had retired to bed 

FGD for separated mothers aged 30-37 years . Som said they had acqujred the services 

of tutors and therefore did not want to get in olved. 

Panicipation in household work was mentioned as another factor that negatively affected 

the academic performance of girls especially from single-mother families. About 92 

percent of the mothers said that both their sons and daughters were involved in household 
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chores regularly. But as Table 14 sbO\ ·s. the girls se m to p rform mor work than the 

boys. 

Table 14: irl ·in ol ement in bou ebold and dom ti \\ Ork 

Participation in household Bo Girl 
activi ties/chores 
I. Washing clothes 83 48.8% 136 (71.2%) 

2. \ ashing dishes 94 55.3% 172 90.1%) 

3. Fetching v ater 97 57.1% L 67.0%) 

4. Cooking for family members 72 (40.1 %) 133 (69.3% 

5. Cleaning house and surrounding 108 (63%) 141 (73.8%) 

areas 

Apparently boys are equally in olved in domestic work. They are getting in olved in 

roles that ha e traditionally been set-aside for girls and \ omen. But the girls consistently 

do much more domestic work than the boys do. It's this excess labor they pro ide to the 

family that denies them ad quate opportunity to study as the boys do, which possible 

explains v by the boys perform better than the girls academically. Washing of clothes, 

dishes and cooking for family members is almost the domain of girls. The boys 

invol ement is very minimal. 

Son preference is another contributing factor to girls' poorer perfonnance. Mothers were 

ask d whom between a girl and a boy they would educate if they had limited financial 

ability. urprisingly, majority of the single mothers 67.1 percent) said they would not 

have preference in educating their children in case they faced fmancial limjtations. 

HO\vever, 20.7 percent said they would prefer to educate the boy if they did not have 

enough money to support both boy and girl. 
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Though there were no benchmarks to compare the prefi renee rates, it's belie\ ed that the 

findmgs of this study portra a much progr ssive picture in ducation of th girl child. In 

the past, there were open feelings in this community that educating a girl ould not be 

productive and would only benefit another family where the girl gets married. Thus, 

th re "''as a propensity towards educating the boy since it was seen as an in stment to the 

family and a security to parents in old age. Despite the progressi e indications there is 

much to be done to encourage the 20.7 percent (could be higher if we look data rural 

semog and interviewed a large cross-section of parents including fathers) to treat all the 

children equally. 

An analysis of marital status and child preference in education showed a statistically 

insignificant association between the two ariables (P:0.08528 P > 0.05). Though the 

association was insignificant there was a consistent tendency among the single mothers 

(never married, separated and widm ed) to prefer educating the boy as opposed to the girl 

as shown in Table 15. However, among the married (two-parent families the situation 

was a reverse of v hat was observed in the other groups. Most married mothers 80 

percent of those who said they v ould make preference) would prefer to educate the girl. 

Thus married mothers were likely to educate a girl while single mothers were likely to 

educate their sons than daughters. 
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Table 1 : Marital tatu and child pr fer nee 

Preference 
Marital _!tat'!! Boy Girl ~o preference 
Unmarried 43 22 1 9 

97.7% 84.6% 76.2% 
Married 1 4 34 

2.3% 15.4% 23.8% 
olumn 44 26 143 

Total 

Among the unmarried \ ho would make a preference, 97.3 percent said th y would 

choose to educate the boy while only 2.3 percent would educate the girl. There is 

ob iously a difference beh een the way married and unmarried mothers look at the issue 

of preference. Perhaps mothers from lhe two-parent families are assured of relative 

financial security from their husbands than their single counterparts who have to rely on 

their own efforts and ability to raise the required resources to sustain the family. The old 

fashioned argument that boys acted as security in old age could be playing a part in these 

mothers choice to educate their sons rather than daughters. uch stereotypes need to be 

continuously discouraged so that boys and girls can ha e equal access to a ailable 

opportunities . 

. ~ong the single mothers, never married (29.8 percent) and v ido-. s (23.5 percent) were 

more likely to prefer to educate Lhe boy. The study found Lhat unmarried mothers were 

roughly 75 percent more likely than married mothers to prefer one child to the other (boy 

or girl . Further analysis of those who ' ould have any preference in educating either a 

boy or girl revealed the unmarried mothers were roughly 75 percent more likely than 
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married mothers to edu ate a boy than a girl. 

The e findings are consistent with the FGD and key informant respons . For e. ample, in 

four FGDs with never manied mothers (less han 30 years and over 30 years) and 

separated (below and abo e 30 years three separate reactions emerged. ne group said 

the would not have any preference. This was the majority and the finding is consistent 

with what the quantitative survey results show: that about 67 percent of the mothers 

\ ould have no preference ln educating their male or female children. The second group 

said they would educate the child that seemed to be more promising interested in school 

and performing well in class 1 
• They did not discriminate betv. een the oy and the girl. 

Those who gave this option were not . ery many. But the third group said they would 

prefer to educate the boy- a good number of mothers were in this group and obviously 

outnumbered the former group. There was clearly no person or group saying they would 

prefer to educate the girl. Again the FGD results confirm the survey findings. These 

findings indicate that the girls are disadvantaged; in fact, their own mothers discriminate 

against them. 

L{)w educational and career aspiration are yet other factors that may affect girls' academic 

performance. Mothers were asked to sbar'e what le el of education they hoped or 

expected their sons and daughters to achieve and the careers they wished they would 

pursue. The mothers were asked to indicate their aspirations using two measures· highest 

14 Some participants who held this opinion added that e en though they would educate 
the more promising child they knew that boys tended to perform better than girls. This 
assertion suggests that these participants would be more inclined to educate the boy 
because he would perfonn better than the girl. 
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I vel of education and preferred occupation/profession. There w cJ ar idence that 

mothers had higher aspirations for th ir sons than their daught rs as sho ~·n in Table I 6. 

For m.stance 84.9 percent \ ant to educate their sons up to unive ity while 78.3 percent 

want to do the same for their daughters. Th.is could be a reflection of the gender-based 

stereotypes that favor the educational progress of the boy than the g~rls . 

Table 16: Mother education a piration for their dau ght r and on 

Education Mother's educational aspiration for their children 

Boy Girls 

University 146 ( 4.9%) 141 (78.3% 

Post high school college 9 (5.2%) 12 (6.7%) 

Form four 13 (7.6% 17 (9.4%) 

Standard eight 2 1.2%) 4 (2.2% 

Other 2 (1 .2%) 6 3.3% 

Total (n) n= l72 =180 

Lower aspiration for the girl as opposed to the boy, may greatly affect the girls rnoti arion 

to achie e academic exc lienee in her education. 

similar trend was also observed in the second measure where the mothers indicated 

better aspirations in careers for their sons than for their daughters as shown in Table 17. 
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Table 17: Moth r career a piration for tb ir dau ht r and on 

Career Mothers' career asouation for the1r chtldren 
Bo'{s Girl 

1. ~urse 8 (4.8%) 69 (3 1.5%) 
Doctor 71 (42.3%) 47 {25.3 -~) 

3. Teacher 16 (9.5%) 17 (9.1%') 
4. Pilot 9 (5.4%) 4 (2.2%) 
5. Politician 0 2 (.9%) 
6. Enf!ineer 30 (17.9%) 6 0.2%) 
7. Other 11 (5.5%) 11 {5.9%) 
8. Don t know 23 (13.7%) 30 (16.1%) 
Total (n) 168 186 

The results in Table 17 clearly indicate that gender role stereotypes still persist in this 

population. Mothers tend to aspire for their sons and daughters, car ers that have 

traditionally been associated \l ith each gender. For instance they want their daughters to 

b nurses and less so doctors and engine rs. E en the higher proportion of mothers 

indicating "don t know" may be is a manifestation of the fact that these mothers are 

likely to ha an aspiration for the boy but not the girl. here are fewer don t knows for 

boys . 

An analysis of the association bet\! ee marital status and aspiration was conducted. The 

results are contained in Table 18. 
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Table 18: arital tatu aod moth r career a piration for th ir cbildr n 

Marital status 
ever married 

Girls 
Bo s 

Divorced 

Separated 
Girls 

14 40%) 

Girls 23 
Bo s 3 

Married 

2 (25 .0%) 

E en though to a great extent lhe trends in parental aspirations reflect the general pattern 

in Kenya there are a few inter sting observations. The findings suggest that o erall single 

mothers have lower career aspirations 15 for their chjJdren in general but mor so for their 

daughters. For instance while 44.7 percent of married mothers ' ant their daughters to 

become doctors only 20.0 percent of the never married 22.9 percent of wide\: s and 20 

percent of separated \i ant their daughters to be doctors. It clearly shows that married 

' omen ha e higher career expectations/aspiration for their cruldren than single mothers. 

A similar trend was observed with educational aspiration. Married mothers seemed to 

consistently have higher educational aspirations for both their sons and daughters 

particularly their sons than unmarried mothers as shown in Table 30. For instance, while 

15 Career aspirations were determined using a list of careers that responses spontaneously 
mentioned during the interview. 
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9. ~ percent of marri d moth r \\ant their daughters to anain uni' rsity education, a 

smaller proportion of single mothers aspire the same for their daught r (69., rcent of 

never married, 74.6 percent of the" idows and 78.1 percent of eparat d mothers . 

Table 19: Marital tatu nd mother educational a piration for their children 

Educational as1 iration 
1arital statu oi er i Po thigh orm4 tandard 8 

scbooVcollePe 
Never married 

Girls 23 69.7% 3 9.1% 1 3.0% 1 3.0%) 
Boys 24 1 0.4%) 2 (6.9%) 1 f3.4%) 

Divorced 
Girls 8 100% - - --
Bovs 6 (] 00%) - -- --

Widowed 
Girls 53 (74.6% 4C.6%) 11 15.5%) 2 2. %) 
Bovs 54 (78.3%) 4 (5.8%) 9 (13.0%) 1 (1.4%) 

Separated 
Girls 25 (78.1%) 3 (9.4%) 3 (9.4%) 1 3.1% 
Bovs 26 (83.9%) 3 (9.7%) 2 (6.5%) --

~arried 

Girls 34 (89.5%) 2 (5.3%) 2 (5.3%) ---
bovs 34 (97.1%) 2 (2.9%) --

Ho" ever there ' as a surprisingly high expectation/aspiration among divorced women 

100 percent for both bo s and girls . Though the samples (n) are much smaller the 

findings could re.fle t the fact that the children ha e li ed in two parent families and thus 

still ha e high moti ation and expectations in their education. As already observed, the 

trend towards higher aspirations for boys than girls could be a refl ction of traditional 

beliefs that boys would support the parents in the future while the girls would be married 

to other families. At the same time the small differences in some cases and among 

Widows in particular could be a reflection of the general change of attitude that is 

occurring in society. 
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Educational and car r aspirations of children were equally analyzed. 1a lelland (19 0) 

argues that achie ement moti ation is positively correlated with ac d mic . 'CCII nee. 

This study sought to establish the effect of education and career aspirations on ch1ldren's 

academic performance. The children were equally asked to stat their ducation and 

career expectations. ost respondents (84.8 percent aspired to attain university 

ducation. Interestingly, th re \ as no significant differenc in education I aspiration 

between children from single-mother families and two-parent familie . For boys, 75 

p rcent from single-mother families and 5.7 percent from two-parent families had higher 

educational aspirations. Equally as far as girls ' ere concerned, those from the two 

parent families had higher aspiration than those from single-mother families. About 92.8 

percent of the girls from the two-parent families hoped to reach uni ersity, while 80.1 

percent from the single-mother families aspired for the same le el of education as shown 

in Table 20. 

Table 20: Girl educational aspiration b mother marital tatu 

:\1other ·piratioo in education Row 
marit al ta tu Total 

University Post high High Primary 
school school school 

Single mother 129 2 2 2 161 
(80.1%) (17.4%) (1.2%) (1.2%) 

Two parent 64 5 69 
(92.8%) (7.?%) - ---

Column 193 33 230 
Total (33.2%) (14.3%) -- ----

Table 20 indicates that some girls from single-mother fami lies had very low aspiration in 

th ir education. Four girls did not aspire to attain above high school leve] of education. 



The_ did not aspire to reach uni ersity. ompared to boys no one aspir d to attain 

anything less than post high school e ucation. v. hich in ess nc could b uni ·crsity, or 

oth r post high school training . 

. s far as career aspirations are concerned girls from single-mother families tended to like 

b ing engineer, pilot and doctor and accounted more or less the same care r choices that 

th ir counterparts from the two-parent families aspired to be in future. There were no 

marked differences in terms of the career aspirations between girls from single-mother 

famtlies and two-parent families. Asked what they would do to achie e their desired 

career choices, most girls said they would study to attain the highest level of education 

and study professional courses. 

Lack of open communication between parents and their children is another obstacle to 

girls academic performance. Open parent-child communication can be a useful way to 

enhance openness among children to share their feelings and concerns regarding their 

health and education especially when they approach teenage years. The issues of 

relationships and how to handle them become important to young people and can be a 

source of frustration and distress to many young people. Parent-child communication can 

be used as a vehicle to provide motivation to children's education and at the same time to 

address challenges they face in school. That is why the current study sought to establish 

whether or not communication on sexual matters played a role in academic achievement. 

Figure 1 sho\ s the issues that mothers discuss with their daughters. 
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Most mothers 94 p rcent) said that they normally ha e i cussions with th ir daughters. 

The results shov. that most mothers \ er more comfortable di cu sing g neral education 

1ssues ( 2.5 p rc nt rather than specific sexual and reproductive health issues that may 

negati ely affect the education of their daughters. 

f igure 1 illustrates that most parents are not comfortable talking about se ual and 

reproductive health issues. This is consistent v.ri th the findings of Okumu and Chege 

(1994) and Erulkar et al (1998 . In a pre ious discussion, it was noted that issues to do 

wi th relationships and HIV/A.IDS could affect the education of the girl-child. When these 

issues of concern are not discussed, gi rls are likely to be affected negati ely. The 

encouraging thing is that some mothers are in olving their children in discussing sc ua l 

and reproducti e health issues. The common issues discussed include boy-girl 

relationships pregnancy pre ention HIV I AIDS, menstruation and personal hygiene. 

These are illustrated in Figure 2. 
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Unfortunately. th r ar large proportions of mothers ' ho did not dJscu s an • o th 

1ssues listed in the chart at all I A refi rs to cases wher moth rs felt that th 1 sue in 

question did not relate to them). For instance question on menstruation only applied to 

g~rls and not boys or the mothers felt th ir children were till too young to talk about 

these issues. 

Discussion of sexual and reproducti e health issues is considered a taboo issue in most 

families. Parents shy away from such discussion and would rather have someone else 

discuss such issues with their children. Yet, sexuality has such heavy bearing on 

education of children, especially girls. Girls are more likely than boys to suffer the 

consequences of negative sexual outcomes and experiences. In h a-parent families it is 

assumed that both parents assist each other in communicating with their daughters about 

sexuality. Howe er, in a single-mother family the mothers had to do this alone. If single 

mothers are not keen to communicate ith their daughters about sexual and reproductive 

h alth issues, this could result in sexual experimentation that may have negative 

implications of the girls' education and future. 

The study sought to establish the relationship between age of the mother and hether or 

not she will communicate with her daughters about sexuality. Majority of th mothers 

(75.7 percent) who discussed sexual and reproductive health issues with their daughters 

were aged between 30 and 49 years. Mothers aged below 30 and above 50 years were 

much Jess likely to discuss sexual and reproducti e health issues with their daughters than 

those in the age bracket 30-49 years. There was also a statistically significant association 

between mother s age and communication over sexuality and reproductive health issues. 



The analysis showed that the older the moth r. the more th chances that she will di cuss 

exuality and reproductj e health (SRH) issues with her daughter. 

Perhaps discussion of sexual and reproducti e health issues IS much dep ndent upon the 

age and developmental stage of the child. It is possible that mothers begin to t lk about 

s ·uality and RH issues as their daughters grow and p rhaps as they approach puberty. 

That's why perhaps fewer younger mothers engage their daughters in communication 

regarding sexuality and RH issues than the older ones. Also it's possible that mothers 

discuss these issues with their daughters as they begin to emerge or when an opportunity 

appears that befits this discussion for example when a girl begins her menstruation, 

omeone disco ers he/she is positi e or someone dies of AIDS. These may be po sible 

avenues to begin RH discussions. 

When children participate in activities that are likely to take them away from schooh ork 

they may not be moti ated to apply maximum efforts in their work in school and their 

performance may be affected. The study attempted to establish the effect of children s 

invol ernent in domestic work on their class perfonnance. hildren's participation in 

household acti ities beyond a certain Limit can affect their growth and development and 

hinder academic performance. It is common practice for children to assist parents to carry 

out certain responsibilities. However some parents fail to draw the limits and overly 

engage the children especially girls thereby limiting their o portunities to put maximum 

effort in their studies. Children were asked to state the household activities they were 

in olved in, and what proportion of the entire household work did they do. 



Over 98 percent of the respondents srud they assisted therr par nt with domestic and 

hous hold work. bout 40 percent thought they did most of the hou ehold work, wlute 

19.6 percent and 21.5 p rc nt thought they did about half and less than half the work 

respecti ely. ineteen percent ither did nothing or very Little. A sex analysi of tho e 

who did most of the '\: ork sho ed that girls were more burd ned ' ith house\ ork than 

boys (30.4 percent against only I 5.2 percent for boys). Further. the analysis showed that 

girls from single-mother families' ere likely to do most of the hous hold work than their 

counterparts from the two-parent families 35.0 percent compared to onJy 2 . per ent of 

girls from two-parent families). 1ost likely these girls ha e to do more work than their 

colleagues do from the two-parent homes because they ha e to supplement the labor force 

at home. Most of the time their mothers are preoccupied with acti ities geared tov ards 

generating income to support and meet family needs. While doing so, their daughters are 

expected to cook for siblings, wash cloths and perfonn other day-to-day household 

chores. As a result of their participation in household ac6vities some girls indicated that 

they ne er find any time to study privately and quietly at home. Those mostly affected 

... vere girls from single-mother families. About 29 percent of girls from single-mother 

fami lies and 17.4 percent of those frpm two-parent families said they never had any time 

to study at home. Fortunately, about 60 percent of the girls from both type of families 

noted that their brothers sometimes assist with the work. But it is worrying that the 

remaining 40 percent do not assist. 

Invol ement in household work, therefore is yet another factor that can explain the 

disparity in academic performance benveen girls from single-mother families and those 
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from the n a-parent families. In adclition to affecting their c d mic performances o er

mvolvem nt in hous hold activities may also interfere '' ith th process of growth and 

de\·elopmem for these girls and might influence them to b gin taking par nlal 

responsibiliti s arly and prematurely. These findings are con istent with Garfinkel 

(19 6), jau and Wamahiu 1994) who argue that early initi tion of adult roles interfl r 

with girls growth and maturation . 

. egative attitudes of community towards single mother and their children can also afTect 

children's and particularly girls' p rfonnance. During the FGDs and in-depth interviews 

single mothers xpressed aried ie s regarding the attitude of the community towards 

them and their children, and women in general. The widowed participants said that men 

are generally thought to be superior to women. One woman said this to qualify their 

assertion "Men are the leaders right from the household to the national le el.' They 

noted that men usually look down upon women and see them "as foreigners ' meaning 

th y don 'L really belong to th ir homes. Vlben they are marri d to a home, they are seen 

as foreigner. Their own parental homes also view them as • foreigner because they are in 

those homes temporarily and will soon be married. The mothers added that men also see 

them as beasts of burden to bee ploited. In general they said women are discriminated 

against. That is why they ar not appropriately represented in politics leadership and 

promising careers. They\ ork so hard yet they ha e no right to own or inherit property. 

Regarding community attitude towards single mothers, the FGD participants said that 

community in general bas a negative attitude towards single mothers. They think that 

women/mothers li\'ing alone are promiscuous/prostitutes. (FGD with wido-. ed 
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parncipams . In a FGD with ne er married. panicipants pointed out that ' om n are only 

een to be successful ' hen tb y manage to secure a husband. Thus, single women are 

considered failures in life. In many fora 'single women ha e no oices en' hen the, 

express their opinion it s not Likely to be tak n.' (FGD participant-s parated). In a n er 

married FGD some participants noted that married women ne er want their husband to 

be greeted by single mothers perhaps emphasizing the point that th community views 

them as prostitutes, people who only want easy life. Thls group also noted that some 

people in communjty think that single mothers are a disgrace to their own families and to 

the society as a whole. While none of the women put a face on 'community" it is no 

doubt that the views expressed here include those maintained by the single women 

themsel es, because they are part of the community, and society has socialized them to 

believe in these attitudes. The society has put in them a road map or mental map which 

helps them to interpret the world around them. Thus, they use this road map to interpret 

what happens to them as single mothers and to interact with the world around them. 

It is important to note the potential damage such attitudes can create on single mothers - a 

damage of their self-esteem and creation of bitterness with the world around them. Such 

bitterness may reflect negati ely on the education and weJJ being of their cruldren and 

themsel es. 

Participants in the FGDs for never married, separated and widowed groups pointed out 

that children of single mothers were despised by the community. The children are viewed 

as the outcome of sexual immorality. They are seen as people from poor and unclean 

background/upbringing and are gi en derogatory nicknames such as ' lrimirwa" (Luo 
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word for illegitimate child . They are not popular am ng th ir p rs or playmates and are 

generally despised. The FGD for separated mothers was told that though the community 

discriminated against children of single mothers som of them turned out to be 

outstanding personalities. egative community attitude can be a real source of fTustration 

to single mothers and their children. hildren may reson to de iance as a result of the 

bitterness with the community and this will affect their e ucation. 

4. Possible wa to impro e girl performance 

ingle mothers were asked to state if there was anything they or others could do to 

improve the academic performance of their daughters. The mothers made a number of 

suggestions. Some of the suggested solutions are summarized in Table 21. 

able 21: Sugge ted olutions for improving girls performance 

_Suggestion Frequency Percent 
Regular attendance and 20.4 
provision of more school 28 
books 
The girl should concentrate 32 23.4 
and work harder 
Motivate encourage the girl 21 15.3 

' 
and improve school 
environment 
Provide guidance and - 3.6 
counselin~ to the e:irl 
Take her to a better (town) 5 3.6 
school 
Provide tuition and 39 28.5 
assistance encourage girl to 

L studv at home 
Improve facil ities and 7 5.1 l school environment and 
chan__g_e the curricula 

' Total 137 100 
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. s indicated in Table 24 most mothers thought that providing tuition 2 . p rc nt) and 

ncouraging the girl to concentrate and work harder (23.4 percent would be the two b t 

ways to improve the performance of their daughters. Unfortunately. the first option may 

not be affordable to most of the mothers, as we saw from a pre ious di cu ton where 

on1y 6.2 percent of the mother h d used the services of a tutor. 

:\ high proportion of the mothers said they v ere in olved in matters p rtaining to 

education of their children such as helping with homework, discussing their progress with 

teachers and girls themsel es. Howe er trus invol ement did not seem to be translated 

into improved perfonnance of their daughters. Over 72 percent of the mothers said their 

daughters recei ed assistance at home when they study 91.5 percent said their daughters 

stud at home . However, 77.9 percent of mothers actually provided some fonn of 

assistance to their daughters quring study time at home. In the single-mother families 

uncles (7 .3 percent were mentioned as a source of assistance to the girls at home. It is 

not clear who the uncles were - whether real or referring to the mother boyfriends. It is 

common for children to be told by their mothers that so and so are their uncles when they 

are actually the mothers boyfriends. Elder brother and sister were mentioned by 21.3 

percent. In the two parent families the father (9.0 percent) and tutor (6.2 percent) ~ ere 

mentioned. Ho\\ e er, mothers provided the most assistance to their daughters. The role 

of the father in supponing and rnoti ating education of the girl child seemed to be 

minimal. Thus, even though it is widely believed that the fathers play a significant role in 

the education of the children, this study has confirmed that it is the mother who plays a 

key role in the children s education. This implies that single mothers can still provide the 
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necessary support and em ironment for their children to x el m education as not d b) 

\ illiam 1963 Lamb 1978 William 1969 and chl sing r, 1 70 . 

The FGDs r vealed similar results. The FGD participants point d out th t creating a 

conduci e environment at horne that would encourage their daughters to concentrate on 

their academic work was one of the actions they could take to improve the academic 

performance of their daughters. They also thought that ensuring that their daughters 

actually studied at home by a aiding involving their daughters in excessive domestic and 

household work could help to impro e tb ir daughters performance. An FGD participant 

said, 'We mothers can personally pro ide assistance \ ith daughter's home\ ork, and 

ll here applicable contract the services of tutors to coach our daughters. " But the 

question is whether this is realistic gi en the low education le el of many of them. At the 

same time very few of the single mothers would afford to contract a tutor to help their 

daughters with their kind of incomes. The mothers reckoned that communicating openly 

\Vitb their daughters about issues th~t affect their education and taking appropriate steps 

to address these obstacles could be another way to help their daughters impro e 

performance. As already intimated few mothers openly discussed sensiti e sexuality 

issues with their daughters yet is much needed especia11y y adolescent girls. 

4.4 Ab ente i m of Childr n from cbool 

Absenteeism was considered an important determinant of both perfonnance and 

participation of children in school. The study attempted to establish bow absenteeism 

affected the academic performance and participation of girls in school. Children were 
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ked to state ho\\ oft n they had been absent from school the previous y r. On the 

gen raJ le el 86.2 percent of the respondents said they had b n abs nt from chool in the 

past. A remarkable 13.8 percent had not been absent at all. Most of the boys ho had 

n absent were from the single mother families 100 per ent for bo s) against 96.4 

p rcent from the two parent families. onversely for girls, most of those v ho h d been 

absent were from the t o-parent families (92.6 percent against 79.2 percent for the 

single-mother families). Howe er this situation reversed when respondents v ere asked 

to indicate how often they missed school. The rate of absenteeism for girls from single-

mother families went up. For instance those absent e ery week were 10.6 percent 

compared to only 3.5 percent from the two-parent families. Table 22 has details of this 

analysis. 

Table 22: Type of family and girl ab ence from ch 

Row 
T. pe of Famil E very Once a Twic a Once a Total 

week month month month 
Single (single mother) 12 10.6% 23(20.4%) 11(9.7% 67 59.3%) 113 

I 66.5 

Married (two parent) 2(3.5%) 11 19.3%) 8(14.0% 35(13.2%) 57 
33.5 

Column 14 34 19 103 170 
Total 8.2 20.0 11.2 60.6 100 

In some of the cases when children were absent from school, their parents did not know 

about it. Further analysis of the data showed that overall 11.2 percent ofthe children had 

been absent without their parents knowledge at least once. G1rls were found to be more 

like! than boys to be absent from school without parents• knowledge. For instance none 

of the boys from single parent families and 15.2 percent of girls from the same families 

said they had been absent without parental knowledge. It was further revealed that girls 
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from the single moth r families were more likel} than their counterparts from th two

parent families to be absent \ ithout parents knowledge 1 .2 p rc nt a ainst 7.9 

percent). Interestingly, two-parent families were more likely to discover that th 

daughters had been absent from school than single mothers ( 44.4 percent against 42.7 

percent). These findings ha e implications for parents' availability and keenness about 

what happens to their children when they go to school. Some of the reactions or mothers 

when they disco ered their daughters were absent suggest that the girls v er in olved in 

acti\ities that their parents v ere unhappy about. In olvement of girls in activities that 

their parents don't approve of can be a real source of disruption of their school life and 

their classroom performance. 

There are a number of issues such as the lifestyles of single mothers, en ironment at 

home coping mechanisms and perceptions of themselves vis a vi married women that 

the study could not uncover without applying further in-depth qualitative approaches to 

data collection. ase studies were therefore used to pro ide an opportunity to get to the 

depth of such issues without making the informants feel socially and morally invaded. 

4.5 a e tudy Re ul 

In this section of the thesis the researcher presents additional qualitative data through case 

studies that help to fill up some of the gaps that the survey did not address. Three case 

studies were conducted among single mothers from the study sites. Two of tbe single 

mothers were elderly and bad relatively succeeded in bringing up their children. They 

had, for instance taken their children through high school and college and supported 
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them to find employment. One of th case studies ' as condu ted with a ounger single 

mother hose children are still anending pnmary school. Th main reason for 

conducting these case studies as to find out and document the current and past 

experiences of single mothers regar~ing education of their daughters. The e e ·p riences 

and lessons learned by the mothers are used in the study to shed more light on the key 

findings especially those related to the objectives and research questions. The 
•. 

experiences of the mothers have also been used to show that contrary to what is argued in 

some literature Garfinkel 1986 and Marsden, 19970) single mothers can provide 

enabling environments that supports their daughters education and to show that not all 

single mothers and their daughters are disadvantaged poor people requiring mercy and 

support. In fact as the case studies show some of them are well- focused managers of 

their families capable of pro iding the basic requirements for th ir children and to 

motivate their daughters accordingly to perform well in school. 

4.8.1 Case tudy 1 

A single mother can be happy but the effect of father s absence on the way children turn 

out can be devastating. Grace thought she worked bard to provide most of the things her 

children needed but there was something she could not provide. Could she provide for 

the influence fathers have on children, even when they are only seen? The case study of 

Grace aitura provides some answers. 
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rae aitura - Mone. one i not tb olution 

Jorraduction 

Grace is a 48 year-old career teacher. he currently teaches at Manyarta Arabs primary 

hool \l h re she is the deputy head-teacher. Before moving to Manyatta Arabs, Grace 

taught at Agha Khan primary school for about 23 ears. he belongs to the K1sii ethnic 

community and currently li es in Kisumu town in a rented but fancily furnished house. 

Grac has a monthly income of Kshs. 20 000. In addition to her teaching job Grace is a 

businesswoman. She runs a shop in town and rents a maize farm in Sorik. he studied 

up to Form 4 and proceeded to Siriba Teachers Training ollege between 1972 and 1974. 

he is a single mother. Her husband deserted her about 20 years ago and married a 

younger woman (a widow . 

Family History 

Gr ce' as born in 1952 in Kisii District to a de oted Se enth Day Adventist couple. The 

father, Mr. Peter hief Maitura, was a Pastor and worked in many places in Kenya and 

ganda. The mother was a housewife and a small-scale farmer. Both her mother and 

father are alive. They are no\l fanners in both K.isii and Sotik having retired from 

service to the church a year ago. Pastor Mairura reached Form 2 in his education. Grace 

aid with a light touch, ' We actually went to school with our parents. " When Grace went 

lO secondary school in Kamagambo, the father ' ho then had become a pastor also 

enrolled for the Kenya Junior Examinations becaus he wanted to obtain a certificate, 

having dropped out in Standard Eight. 
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Grace has four siblings a brother and three sisters. She is the cld t in the family. Her 

rother is a busin sman in al'11IU, while her sisters work in Kis1i, ak.'Uru and Kisumu. 

Grace herself has fi e children, three. sons and two daughters. he r nts a room for two of 

her sons but lives with her last born son. Her daughters are both workmg, one in akuru 

with alley Hospital v hile the other works in airobi with frica on Line an lntemct 

enice pro ider. Her eldest son is a graduate of Kenya Polytechnic, and is currently 

unemployed. ccording to Grace, this young man drinks alcohol uncontrollably because 

of frustrations and bad company from other estate boys. The second son helps her with 

the shop business in Kisumu town. He is a Form Four-drop out but bas an interest in 

business. The last-born completed Form Four last year, from airobi school. he is 

planning to send him to the United tates of America for further studies. Thus, all of 

Graces children ha e attended school. one of them dropped out before Form 4. 

Challenges of a Single Mother 

Before she became a single mother grace was a happily married woman. The hu band 

owned a construction company which was doing ery well, and he managed all the 

family needs. uddenly a lot of things began to change in the family. The man's 

business began to perform poorly he became an alcoholic and unfaithful and used the 

family money to entertain mistresses. In an effort to salvage the situation, Grace took a 

bank loan and opened a shop for her husband to run. The shop was run down within a 

few months and Grace was left in debt. The bank loan generated interest; four times the 

borro\ ed amount and she had to painfully work hard to pay it back. When the 

consouction business finally collapsed. the man was so ashamed with himself and 

deserted her to go and li e in their rural home \1 ith a younger\ om~ a widow. 
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Grac admits tha single motherhood is not an easy way of life, but with detcnnination 

and bard work it is possible to make significant achievements in life. As a single mother, 

be bas had to pay school fees for all her children cloth and fe d them. he said "It is 

cenainl not easy for a school teacher whose monthly salary is very little." Her husband 

deserted her when her children ere very small. They were attending Agha Khan 

primary an expeosi e school in Kisumu town. She bad to transfer some of the children 

ro cheaper schools because she could not afford to pay for all of them at Agha Khan. A 

couple of times Grace bad no money to pay school fees and her children would be sent 

home. She would borrow from friends or take loans and pay back when she got her 

monthly pay. 

Fonunately Grace had many friends, especially from the Indian community who taught 

at the Agha Khan, same school where she was teaching. She says her friends helped her 

uite a lot whene er she experienced difficulties. Her parents were equally supportive 

and kept sending her food and sometimes money to support her children's education. 

Grace realized ho difficult life had become with the departure of the husband but was 

determined to make a future for her children. he decided to venture into business. 

Howe er Grace admits that initially it was not her own idea to start a business. Her 

Indian colleagues at the Agha Khan school realized the difficulties she was experiencing 

and advised her to start a small shop. They offered to stock the shop for her and allowed 

her to pay slowly. This is the business that has made me and my children who we are,'' 

she said. 
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The biggest problem Grace has experienced in her life, as a single mother is lack of 

chool fees. he notices that other single mothers in her neighborhood also experience 

the same problem. But, she adds that there is another equally demoralizing pr blem she 

experiences. This is to do with public ridicule of hers If and her childr n. "The 

community attitude towards single mothers is not good, " she says. She adds, "Even if 

rou are morally upright, they will still tell bad things about you, sometime in the 

pre ence of your children. " Grace says she has been called names such as • Malaya' 

(prostitute). They say, 

Where does a single l·voman like this get money to buy a car, rent a good 
house, and nm a business? She must be a thief or a prostitute eating from 
other women 's husbands16! Others say to the children, how come your 
mother is so rich yet she is on! a teacher, what does she do. Yet others 
say, this woman should be investigated; she mu I be having some shady 
deals. Such talk really affects me. 

The children are affected as well. ot only do they hear \! hat the community says but 

they also have their own share of the. statements. Grace says, their playmates v ere often 

reminding her sons that they did not have a father, that their father was a failure a 

drunkard, and an irresponsible man. She found it difficult to explain to th children why 

she was not living with their father yet he is ali e. But she tried to tell them the truth 

and some of them understood. Grace says that the children witnessed the suffering they 

endured when their father deserted them. They lacked school fees ate poorer food and 

16 Grace has worked very hard. She ovms a car, a shop and rents a nice bouse. With a 
primary school teachers salary many people find it hard to believe that she can afford to 
do all these things. However, she explained that she bas been farming for the last few 
years and God has blessed her work. She has maize egetable and potato farms in Sotik. 
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used poorer clothing. Grace narrates a painful incidence wh n the fath r of th children 

showed up once. The last born son as so happy to learn that lu.s daddy h d finally 

shown up though be could not recognize him the father b cause he lefi ' hen the boy 

was only a few months old. He went and told his friend to come to their house and see 

his father. He made sure he told all his friends about his father, and begged him to stay 

with them permanently. The father was kind enough to stay for two days. Grac laments 

It is from that day that I realized how important a father is in tlze life of a 
child. Sometimes it is better to go through separatiOn, but it is really SCid to 
part. With much biaerness, Grace adds. " Ol I am facing another 
problem. The father wants to take m children. It is really painful to 
remember what he put us through. He does not hww what I wenl through 
to educate the children to the levels they have reached. 

Grace's advice to single mothers is that they should eek to be honest, trustworthy and 

prac tice chastity. Knowing that they are the only providers in their families single 

mothers should work hard to meet the needs of their children. Grace says, 

It is a big challenge in life, but I do not regret it. I think I have enjoyed it, 
because I am a boss of my own, no one bothers me. If I was married, may 
be we would be having many problems, may be we would not be happ_ , as 
we had started to be before the man left. I have taken my status positively 
and I am proud of my family and myself 

. sked what she would do if she were to start life a fresh, Grace hastened to say 

I would not get married and be tied down by a man. I would remain single, 
and perhaps become a single mother, because !love children. I belie e it is 
possible to be an organized single mother and be proud about it. If I were 
to start life over again, I would further my education, and not just stop at 
Form 4. 

Chi ldren s education and behavior 

Even though Grace experienced financial difficuJties, she never discriminated against any 

of her children. She considered all of them male or female the same, with equal rights. 
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he wanted each of them to received the best education, and r ch the highest ]e el they 

\\anted. Ho~ ever. Grace reckons that there are families in her neighborhood who 

d.Jscriminate against the education of girls. 

Grace spent time to supervise her children's education, although she reckons sh could 

have done a better job if she had a resident partner. h would stay late in school 

providing tuition to other kids. This' as a source of additional income for her. h us d 

some of that time to tutor her own children. All the same, all her children were above 

average in their schoolwork. Two were average while three were abo e average. One of 

her daughters performed ery well but the other was only a erage. She did not notice 

any marked differences between the performance of the boys and the girls. 

Grace wanted her children to reach the highest possible le els m their education. 

However, she is being cautious. 

I didn 't want to force them to do l•.'hat they did not 1 ant to do. I wanted 
them to have freedom of choice of subjects and careers and supported 
them in pursuit of what they thought they wanted to do." Grace says she 
supported her children at all time, "And prayed God to give me longer 
life so I could live to take care of my children. 

In terms of character Grace says, 

My girls are very l ell behaved, even more than the so1zs. They have 
never disappointed me. None of them has ever been pregnant. 
Whenever they want to do something, they will come and ask me. They 
will come to me to ask about boy-girl relationships and things like that. 

Ho\\e er, she fears that what their father did may affect them in future. One of her 

daughters has told her repeatedly "Mom if this is l hat men do, I would better remain 
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unmarried. " he is afraid that the daughter may not get marri d. But she con ole 

herself by saying, 'If she can" ork hard nov and secure a ben r future I have no-. orri s, 

because she will be independent and' ill not rely on a man to me t her daily needs." Th 

bo rs were equally good when they were young two have remained very disciplined. But 

her first son wonies her. He drinks a lot and has no job. he fears he might b come 

reckless and be a failure in life. He has very bad company. Grace thinks the boys 

behavior' ould not be this bad ifhe had a father. he adds that in the process of trying to 

sustain the family by working extra hard she forgot to bring up the children in a Christian 

way. Grace say regrettably, 

I never took them to Church. Every Sunda I would be busy in the 
shop and the children would be playing on their own with friends in 
rhe neighborhood. She a s. 

he reckons that the presence of a father (paternal authority) is a crucial aspect of the 

growth and development of children. She says when the father is absent the children 

may follow wrong role models picked from the neighborhood. 

Since Grace was determined to create a better home for her children, she employed a 

house-help who has worked for her for 24 years. Asked how she managed to keep the 

house girl for this long. Grace said. 

If ou believe that no human being, including 'Ourself is perfect, then 
you can learn to admit and cope with people's weaknesses. That is 
what I have done and that is why m girl has stayed with me for these 
many years. " She adds, "This woman has taken care of all my 
children. Most of them were born when she was here, so she has 
developed a good relationship with them. She is a like a real Auntie 
to them. 
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Grace s children were in olved in minimal household chores. Th house girl did most of 

he\! ork. That is ho~ she was able to en ourage them to stud 

Discussion of sexual issues 

Grace discusses sexual issues with all her children. "/am the on( parent so J have to 

ra/k 10 my children about these issues." In the past, Grac has discussed issues such as 

bo '-girl relationships. ex HIV I AID , safe sex and protection. Her children are open and 

discuss with her free! . Grace admits howe er that her first born on is not as open as 

the others and often does not want to participate in such discussions. Grace reckons that 

these discussions ha e helped to model the behavior of her children especially the 

daughters. 

What we learn from this case 

This case study looked at the life of a ' oman who was deserted by the husband and left 

with the responsibility of taking care of her children alone " ith a primary school 

teacher s salary. At the time of desertion her salary was no more than Kshs. 2000. But 

she worked hard to gi e them what she thought was a reasonable education, especially for 

lhe children who v ere interested in school. This case study points out that the absence of 

a father bas several negative implications on the children. The father's absence affects 

children's personality and educational performance. The mother is happy with her 

position as a single mother but is ery uncertain about the behavior of the cruldren. 1l 

eems even the mere presence of a father means a lot to the children. They would like to 

be identified with someone a s father. At the same time they would like are protected 

from abuses and ridicule by their play mates from the two-parent families 
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4 .. 2 a e tudy 2 

If one decided to become a single mother. would her destiny and that of h r children be 

pre-determined? Would she end up being poor? Would her daughters perform poorly in 

hoot? Would th y drop out of school marry early and separate soon after? This case 

chaUenges the popular notion and illuminates the prospects of daught r of single 

mothers e en when they gro up and live through a life of economic deprivation. 

Pa chalia Opan - fighting all odd for the ake of children 

Tn!raductjon 

Paschalia Opany Akech is a ret ired schoolteacher and administrator. She is 62 years old 

and belongs to the Luo ethnic group. She currently runs a personal business ~ hich 

brings her about Kshs. 16 000 per month. She lives in her own house in Kisumu City. 

Paschalia and her husband parted "many years ago when my children were teenagers. ' 

Family History 

Paschalia v as born in 1940 in yangoma, Siaya District. Her father was a butcher but 

the mother was a housewife. The father died when she was only two years old. After her 

fath r's death the mother did not remarry as required by the traditions of the Luo people 

at that time. E en though the community put pressure on her to do so, she felt it was not 

necessary for her to remarry. Paschalia had three siblings, t\: o sisters and a brother. Her 

brother currently works in 1airobi, while the sisters are businesswomen dealing in Fresh 

Fish in Western Kenya. 
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Paschalia went to school in yangoma ogelo in giya in 1950. In 1955 she ., ent to 

'giya boarding school for the rest of h r primary school e ucation. On completion he 

was admitted at giya Teachers Coli g . During those days it was in order for one to go 

to college after primary school. Ho .e er, they were only allo'l ed to pursue a P3 cour e 

ince PI course was reserved for Form Two or Kenya Junior graduates. he completed 

her training as a teacher in 1959 and \! as immediately posted to Ramba primary school as 

an assistant teacher. Pascbalia bas since then taught in several schools in iaya, Kisumu. 

and Eldoret. These additional qualifications earned Paschalia a number of Promotions 

including her last position as a chools Inspector. 

Paschalia was a hard working teacher and had a passion for further education. In 1970 

despite having married only a few years, she enrolled for the Kenya Junior Examinations 

as a pri ate candidate and passed. ncouraged by her performance she went further to 

nroll for th Kenya Certificate of Education Examinations which she equally passed. 

Finally she nrolled for Kenya d anced Certificate Examinations in 1977, but did not 

do ery well. be attributes her relatively poor performance in this examination to 

responsibilities at home and 'disturbances' by her husband. he later separated with the 

husband after what she terms persist nt domestic violence, drunkenness and infidelity. 

Paschalia says she did not pursue a eli orce because she did not want her chiJdren to grow 

up without a father. The husband " orked in airobi ·th Kenya Breweries before being 

transferred to Kisumu, where he adopted the violent and unchaste behaviors. She recalls 

I constantly and repeated! 1 ran away from this man and returned 
home ro my parents. But, my mother a/~ ays ad ised me to return for 
the sake of my children. I had to endure the abuse, beatings, and 
horrible behaviors of an alcoholic. My mother told me not to nm 
away. If I did, my children would become Like their father because 
there would be no one to provide proper role modeling. I even 
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developed ulcers in the process 

Paschalia e en involved the Police at one time when the iolence reached its p ak. Her 

husband would come home and beat her and the kids ruthless) for no reason. He v ould 

ven '·beat us for finding us asleep when he rerumed from 1he bar. " 

Paschalia has fi e children, a daughter and four sons. All the four sons except one who 

rudies in the nited States of America are working. He is tudying Business 

Management. The daughter is currently a housewife after getting married in Botswana, 

but she worked for a Business Firm in America prior to her marriage. 

Children's Education 

All of Paschalja's children have done very well in school. Four of the five have 

university degrees while one has a Diploma in Accounting. Paschalia has educated all 

her children single handedly since they were in ursery school. She admits that even 

though her children have been successful in their education it was not an easy task. Her 

greatest difficulty was in providing school fees and clothing for the children. This was 

particularly intense immediately after she separated. Feeding was not a problem because 

Paschalia recei ed much support from her mother. The mother was subsistence farmer 

and had much food in her store most of the time. Asked hO\ she managed to take all her 

children to school Paschalia says 

I did what I could afford. I did some business besides m job. Above 
all I had faith that I could do it well. I made sacrifices, lots of them. 
I bought cheap clothes for my children and myself and saved for their 
education. 
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Pas halia had no gender preference while educating her children. he treat d all of them 

equally. Three of her children ' ere average in primary and secondary school. But 

afterward they perfonned very well. T"' o of her children were above a erage right from 

the b ginning. The daughter is among the two who ha' e consistent! p rforrned well. 

T\ o of her children \ ere affected by the iolent behaYior of her husband before the 

parted. Paschalia helped her children with their homework and coached them as much as 

she couJd. he had the ad antage of being a teacher. 

Paschalia provided much moti ation for her children. She discussed with them all the 

time and encouraged them to work ery hard. 

I discussed with them and they all promised to become graduates and 
not to let me down. They have actually /wed up to their words except 
for one, but he is still pursuing further education, and hopefully will 
have a degree soon. I wanted the children to have more education than 
I had myself My mother refused to send me to school because she 
wanted to educate my brother and not me, a girl. J was offered a 
chance at Alliance Girls High School. I was the only one from our 
school, but I could not attend. 

PaschaJia believes that her children would have performed much better, if she had not 

been married at all. "I would have been more organized and planned m life without 

relying on someone else. " he says her former husband s beha ior and the separation 

disorganized ber family and initially negati ely affected the education of her children. 

Obstacles to_girls education 

Pascbalia admits that girls particuJarly those from single-mothers families face many 

obstacles in education. These include negative peer influence negative parental attitude 

towards education of girls hostile school en ironments, lack of school fees, lack of 
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parental support and supervision and exc ssi e cruel of some parents. 

What we learn from this case 5h1dy 

Th case ofPaschalia demonstrates that it is possible for a single poor mother to\! ork 

hard to achie e the best for her family and herself. he separated from her abusive 

husband and had to \ ork had to feed and educate the children. Her efforts ha e paid off. 

he is a good e ·ample of a single mother whose children turned out well. Though sh 

and her children grown through economic depri ation. her children performed -. ell in 

school and are responsible people today. This case shows that single mothers can still 

make a difference in their li es and that of their families and the way children tum out. It 

disproves the popular notion that children of single mothers often perform poorly, engage 

in early sexual relationships and probably marry early or separate soon after marriage. 

4.8.3 a e tudy 3 

Do poor less uneducated single mothers experience similar or different challenges as the 

educated and well to do? How do their children tum out compared to other single 

mothers? The case ofMary Obat explains the differences. 

la bat- It hurts to be poor 

Introductiao 

Mary Obat is 30 years old. She is single\! ith thre children and has not been married 

before. he belongs to the Luo community and is self-employed working as a trader in 

the market . Mary earns between Ks~. 1 000 and 2000 every month. She left school 
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after completing td Eight. 

Family History 

. 1ary was born in Gem Kathomo iaya District in 1969. She went to a primaJ) school 

m Kathomo but was unable to continue ~ ith her education. he became pregnant at an 

early age and her parents refused to . take her back to school. he stayed for a while but 

soon got invol ed in a sexual relationship that did not work ery well. 

\fary' s dream career was to become a doctor on completing her studies but this was not 

to be for she terminated her education quite early. She therefore started selling farm 

produce at Kisumu's Jubilee Market having failed to go to the university to study 

medicine. 

Mary has three children two girls and one boy. She however, neither owns a home nor a 

farm in Kisumu City because she cannot afford it. Mary's relationship with her relatives 

living in the neighborhood is cordial. She relates well with them by discussing together 

and giving each other assistance where necessary. 

Children ' s Education and Welfare 

.Mary's three children attend school although she bas problems in paying their school 

fees. She says 

It is really difficult to support myself and my family in terms of giving 
them food, shelter and clothing and even education. 

This is because her income from the business she runs at the Jubilee market in Kisumu 
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Cit} is not enough to cater for all these n eels. All the thre children anend primary 

school. Last year, she paid a total of Ksh . 9,5 for the education of her children h 

had a problem paying this amount of money because her m nthl income is much le s 

than the fees required. 

If she was to choose 'V hom to educate berv een her daughters and on m case of limited 

financi al ability, Mary says she ' ould prefer to educate her son as opposed to her 

daughters. According to Mary, 

Leaving the boy child without taking him to school would expose him 
to numerous problems such as negative peer influence, drug taking, 
getting in olved in ear~v sexual activities, among others. On the 
other hand, Mary argues that the girl child even if not educated by 
the parents is not a big problem since she will be marned elsewhere. 

one of Mary's children have ever dropped out of school because of pregnancy. Her two 

daughters are still young. either ha e they dropped out of school due to problems with 

school fees in-discipline or refusal to go school. Mary assists her daughters with their 

schoolwork. She helps them with athematics and English homework which sh says 

she was good at while in school. he also makes follow-up in order to ensure that her 

daughters are up to date with hat was taught in school everyday. She spends about two 

hours everyday after supper in order to assist her daughters ' ith their homework work. 

he feels this time is usually enough because at the end of the two hours usually they do 

co era lot. 

According to Mary the performance of daughters in school is good. This is because they 

usually get between position 1 and 5 in their end of tenn examination. She is satisfied 
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with her daughters performance. She is satisfied because th y have up to dat shov.'n 

some consistency in their performance despite the problem of school fees. Howev r, she 

feels that their performance can be further improved by buying them school t xtbooks 

that they currently lack, paying for them school fees in time gi\ ing them e tra coaching 

by a trained tutor and providing them with a conduci e atmosphere at home and 

providing new school uniforms. Mary has one son. Her son s performance in school is 

equally good v hen compared to that of her daughters . 

.Yfary does not usually prevent her daughters from attending school for any reason. The 

major reason that bas often caused her daughters not to attend school is lack of school 

fees. Wbene er her children are sent home for fees she has to work extremely hard and 

ometime borrow from friends and relati es to send them back. 

Mary would like to educate all her children up to the uni ersity. This is because she 

hopes that her children may be able to achieve ber own cherished dream of becoming a 

doctor, whjch she failed to realize. Secondly, she feels that after going to the university 

her children will be able to li e a far much better life than her current life. 

Mary reckons that there are lots of obstacles to girls education in her community. These 

include: 'involvement in activities that distract them from education;' in the e ent of 

limhations in finances/school fees boys are given first priority over girls; girls are given a 

Jot of overwhelming domestic activitie chores to perform at home; girls are in ol ed in a 

lot of play that some times distract them· girls like 'walking around' looking for male 

companion at an early stage· use and abuse of drugs; and negative peer-group influence. 
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he reckons that some of the e obstacles not only affect girls but also boys. he notes 

that these obstacles can be resolved by: pro iding constant guidance and coun eling to the 

girl child; responsibilities at home should be shared equally by both girls and bo s o as 

not to over burden the female gender alone· enough time should be created for th girl 

child to study both in school and at home; \ here possible girls should e taken to 

boarding schools to enable th m to concentrate more on their academic work· and the girl 

child should be helped to de clop self esteem. 

Challenges of a Single Mother 

Mary attributes her being single to her boyfriend who was unlo ing, uncaring and even 

irresponsible after she became pregnant with her first baby. Her boyfriend disowned her 

and refused to take responsibility for the pregnancy. He also refused to take care of the 

child when she was born. In order to take care of the baby, Mary got into another sexual 

relationship with the hope that the man would provide for her upkeep and probably marry 

her. She was disappointed because soon after the man had deserted leaving her with 

another pregnancy. Mary became disillusioned with men and maniage. She felt that she 

had been cheated and used. Asked what she would do if gi en a fresh chance to start life 

again, Mary says she would think of marriage but would fear for her life given the higl1 

HlV AIDS incidence in this area. he says she would be ery cautious if it came to 

choosing a husband to start life a new. Mary reckons the importance of having a husband 

who could care for her and her children. 

It is so hard to be a mother and a father in the home. If I had a husband, 

I would have someone to assist me financially and also to bring up the 

children. It is hard when the children are depending on one person. My 
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son needs a father to play " ith, but he IS no"1'here to be found. 

Mary is comfortable being a single mother especially because she can make all d isions 

on her O"\\'TI '> ithout ha ing to look for consent elsewhere. sh is not coerced to do thmgs 

which she does not believe and she is not invol ed in a lot of unnecessary quarrel and is 

free from domestic violence. How er she notes that there are arious problems that she 

faces as a ingle mother in terms of bringing up and education her children. These 

include problem of paying school fees, providing for family needs (food clothing. sheller 

and health and bringing up children in the absence of a father. The attitude of the 

society towards single v omen is another problem that Mary has noticed "Many people 

look doYm upon us thinking we are rebellious and morally weak" She believes that 

society can help single mothers to o ercome most difficulties they face by supporting 

them rather than look down upon them and that GOs could also come in to support 

single mothers. Mary adds that society should be sensitized to know that single 

parenthood might not be ones' liking or making. orne single mothers are victims of 

circumstances. Hence society should be more understanding and accommodating rather 

than condemn single mothers. 

The community's attitudes towards single mothers are negati e. Community views single 

mothers 'as not living an upright kind of life.' Their attitudes towards children (both 

boys and girls) of single parents is also negative. This attitude is expressed in a number 

of ways: children of single mothers being gi en nick names children of single parents are 

mocked, 'for instance that they have different fathers · and 'in the estate play grounds 

other children do not interact with single mothers children freely. 
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Discussion of sexual issues 

Mary usually talks with her children about sex and their em rgmg sexuality. he 

specifically discusses HIV I AID pe onal hygiene boy girl r lationship and other 

family life issues. he usually discusses with both her son and daughters. How ver, she 

discusses with the daughters and son separately. This is becaus there are certain issues 

such as personal hygiene of the girl that she believes the bo. n ed not know about. 

What we learn from this case study 

This last case reflects the experiences of a typical single mother. With Jess education, no 

job and no money the youthful single mother is faced with real challenges. Her case 

confirms what is popularly believed about single mothers: they are poor uneducated and 

have no or little income. The case points to the importance of having a spouse or father 

not just for economic survi al but also to support the de elopment of children and 

security for the woman. Mary Obat confirms that ha ing a man in a home or family is 

important. he belie es that some of the problems she is facing in bring up children 

would not be there if she had a male spouse. Surprisingly her children are doing ery 

well is school. which disproves popular belief that children of single mothers always 

perform poorly in school. One can be a single poor and uneducated but still manage to 

inspire her children to perform " ell in school. 

4.8.4 An al si of the a e tudie 

The three case studies reveal inter sting findings, some of which did not emerge from the 
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FGDs or the IDis. Each case repre ents a oice and feelings of single mothers who are 

determin d to raise good families despite numerous obstacles at the famil: and ocietal 

le el. The thr e agree that life is not just about having spouses, rather, it is about sening 

goals. planning the family and taking e' ef} opportunity to offer the best for on s self and 

hildren. 

The example of Grace and Paschalia is an indication that single mothers who ha e the 

vision for their families can provide good education for their daughters. Hard work and 

commitment is what matters not fatalism. Many single mothers begin from a wrong 

footing. orne believe that they cannot manage because they ha e no education, are poor 

and ba e many children. Therefore, they think that whatever they do they cannot 

succeed. While education is crucial for a mother as in the case of Paschalia and Grace, 

the dri e to educate girls must be paramount. Once the goal to educate is set the single 

mother would ha e to find ways to achie e the goal. But often the problem is that they 

do not set the goal in the first place. Perhaps cultural orientations stop most single 

mothers from doing so. The society thinks they are failures, which affectS their own self

esteem and they begin to belie e that they are failures. This does not have to be because 

the fact that one is a single mother does not mean that her destiny is already decided. 

The two single mothers who went ~ough separation indicate that there is a significant 

difference in life before and after separation. The most important difference is a shift in 

the Jiving conditions of the family. While previously the family enjoyed a comfortable 

home good food, pleasant clothing and attended good schools, these may not be the case 

after separation. 1n most cases fathers shoulder most of the family responsibilities. 
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Vb n separation occurs mothers ha e to make significant adjustment to cop with the 

hortage created. Tills may affect the children in many ways. The · may be dissatisfied 

with the efforts of the mother and think she is the problem. Because certain n c ssities 

and niceti that they enjoyed may not be available some children may begin to beg or 

frequent other homes rather than their own leading to possible adverse b ha ioral 

changes. The children may ha e to change schools as in the case of Grace, or stay home 

while the mothers looks for money to pay their fees. Staying out of chool may be 

destructi e for the girls particularly. Being idle is one of the worst things t enagers, 

especially girls should experience. It is at this time that they may lose inter st in school 

and develop interest in the opposite sex. The children may also go hungry either because 

there is no sufficient food or the food they frequently ate in the past may be too expensive 

for the mother to afford as she tries to adjust her spending. All these outcomes may affect 

the performance and participation of children in school. The result can be worse for 

teenage girls whose unique needs may be affected more than the boys. Fortunately for 

Grace and Paschalia. the separation happened when their children were small and so ti'1ey 

did not experience this problem. 

The three case studies reveal that single mothers are uniquely discriminated by society. 

Th are viev ed as morally liberal, especially in matters related to sex. Married women 

think single mothers are capable of taking their husbands away while men think they 

(sirlgle mothers are available to be used for sexual needs. ingle mothers are iewed 

itb much suspicion. The older v.ridows receive a rather different treatment than the 

younger ones. They recei e sympathy from almost al segments of society perhaps 

because they are older and less sexually anractive. The society is unfair in making such 
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generalizations about single mothers. There are many young single moth r wh are 

determined to li e an upright life, especially in these days of H and AID . Th y are 

guided by the commitment to li e and take care of their children until they are able to b 

on their own. It is wrong for such mothers to be lumped up " ·ith others who may not e 

moral upright. These oegati e attitudes are not only express d against single moth rs. but 

to their families in general. Their children are abused and ridiculed. In some cases, the 

gt rls are thought to be li 1ng like their mothers. This affects their s lf-este m and 

relationships with other children, and .if th yare in school affects their concentration and 

mhibits their performance. 

There is some evidence in literature that daughters of single mothers have the propensity 

to become single mothers themsel es (Marsden, 1970· Garfinkel and MacLanahan~ 1986; 

Lamb 1978/1976). Both Grace and Pascbalia said they observed attitudes in their 

daughters that would easily ba e convinced them to stay unmarried. Their daughters 

were very sympathetic '-"'ith their mothers for what their fathers did. They wondered why 

anyone would get married to a man if all they would end up with is maltreatment and 

desertion. ucb experiences can easily influence daughters of single mothers not to 

marry. o wonder, the theory of reasoned action wruch is part of our theoretical 

framework emphasizes the potential roles of significant others and past experiences in 

determining ones' behavioral choices and outcomes. Daughters of single mothers have a 

strong role model in the name of a mother. As they grow up they model after their 

mothers and they are convinced by the experiences they ha e gathered that they can be 

successful single mothers. But becoming single mothers is not the problem. The fear is 

that once they become single mothers, then the cycle of poverty and djscrimination 
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rep ts itself and their own daughters r main uneducat d, at 1 t for a majority of single 

mothers. Of course some think in the contrary. The negativ experiences of enial and 

scarcity may pro\ ide ery strong influence against the choice to become a smgle par nt. 

Though two of the three cases noted they did not discriminat against their daughters in 

education, the omen did point out that they kne\ several families in the neighborhood 

where girls had either dropped out of school or repeated classes so that the boy would go 

first. This happens despite the fact that some of these girls perform better than the boys 

they have to give way for. Though such discrimination as observed in community 

generally the women noted that single mothers were among the worst abusers or 

discriminators of their own daughters because of their w ak financial abilities. All the 

three mothers interviewed knew of single mothers who had treated their boys fa orably at 

the expense of the daughters. It is sad, that single mothers themselves play a part in 

perpetuating this negati e practice instead of standing up for the girl child. Forced 

discrimination of the girl child in education is therefore one of the most important 

obstacles to the education of girls among single-mother families in IGsumu ity. 

Another observation that emerges from the three case studies relates to the issue of child 

discipline. The three women belie ed that with a father at home child in-discipline could 

be minimized. They recognized the crucial role of a father in providing discipline to the 

children. In two cases, incidence of in-discipline including use and abuse of drugs was 

mentioned, and the mothers belie e that such things would not happen if the father was 

li ing with the children. In fact the very strong desire of the children to see and live with 

their father is an indication that something misses in the socialization of children by 
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ingle mothers. o "onder, Sigmund Freud (19 4) attaches great imponance to the 

Oedipus complex and modeling. The way a father relates with the daughter is not the 

same way the mother does. Therefore, where the mother is the sole socializ Lion agent, 

the girl's affinity to the father is denied and she may not b completely responsi e to the 

mother's instructions. This may lead to cases of in-discipline. rebellion including dropout 

from school and early marriage. 
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~.0 Introduction 

In chapter four the findings of lhis study \1 ere presented using descripti e statistics. In 

this chapter we undenake an in-depth analysis of data in relation to core ariables of the 

study and to gen rate major findings and conclusions. The findings analyzed in this 

chapter are compared to pre ious studies on single motherhood and girls' education. The 

applicability and rele ance of the theoretical framework is equally discussed. The key 

measurements used in analyzing the data include the chi-square test of independence or 

significance, which is used to test the study hypotheses and contingency coefficient 

which is used to measure the strength of association between the k y ariables. The study 

hypotheses are as follov s: 

H,. The mothers marital status is likely to determine ' hether or not the girl child 

drops out of school. 

H2. There is a positive correlation between marital status and educational perfonnance 

of the girl child. 

HJ. There is a positive correlation between single mother s income level and the girl 

child's educational performance. 
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H4. There is a positi e correlation b tw n single moth r' 

girl child s educational perfoi-man e. 

I of educ tion and th 

The core independent variables to b anaJyz d in this chapter include marital status, 

mothers age education. income and 1 1 of education ' •hile the dependent vanables 

mclude girls enrollment class performance, and drop out. [I w intervening variable 

such as girls in ol ement in household work, sexual acti ity, and absenteeism are also 

are also analyzed to determine the extent to hicb they affect gul's education g nerally 

and school performance in particular. 

• .1 cbool drop out among girl 

chool drop out v as one of the key ariables in this study. The educational achie ement 

of children depends on their ability to stay in school. Dropping out often implies that 

they will hardly e er have the opportunity to continue schooling. This study attempted to 

m estigate the pre alence and factors associated with school drop out among daughters 

of single mothers. As we ba e pointed out in chapter Four, drop out was a common 

phenomenon among daughters of single mothers. The first hypothesis for this study was 

based on this ariable. 

· .1.1 Testing H potbesis 1 

Hypothesis 1: The mother's marital status is likely to determine whether or not the girl 

child drops out of school. 
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The relauonship between marital status and girls drop ou from s ho 1 \!·as a major 

cone m for this study. The .findings show that girls from singl -mother's hom are more 

hkel} to drop out of primary school than the ones from two-parent families. For instance, 

of all the 40 report d cases of drop ou~ daughters of smgl mothers accounted for 9-.S 

percent while daughters of married mothers accounted for only 7.- p rcent. This 

therefore suggests that the phenomenon of drop out is more widespread among single 

mother families than in two-parent families as shown in Tabl 23. 

Table 23: Mother marital tatu and oirl cbool dr pout 

Marital_s_tatus No dro_p out Drooped out Row total 
138 37 175 

Single mothers 78.9% 21.1% 81.5% 
78.9% 92.5% 

37 3 40 
Married mothers 92.5% 7.5% 18.6% 

21.1% 7.5% 
Colwnn 175 40 215 
Total 81.4% 18.6% 100.0% 

(P = 0.0998 DF:4 P<0.05) 

The analysis showed a strong association between marital status and school drop out 

(contingency coefficient of 0.916). Th association is statistically significant (P=0.0998). 

Table 23 indicates that girls from single parent families are more likely to drop out of 

chool than girls from th~ two-parent families. Further analysis of the data showed that 

daughters of single mothers are almost five times more likely than daughters of married 

mothers to drop out of school. Therefore the null hypothesis (Ho) which states that there 

is no correlation between. marital status and girl's dropout is rejected. The study 

hypothesis number one is accepted. The analyses re eal that daughters of single mothers 

are likely to drop out from school than their counterparts from the two-parent families. 
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Therefore, we could conclude that single motherhood indeed affects girl ' participation 

by mcreasing drop out rates from school. 

This finding is consistent with the studies conducted by Garfinkel ( 1986 • which pointed 

to a similar trend. It has been argued that girls from singl -mother families recei e 

hmjted supervision and motivation to continue with schooling. Unlike the two parent 

fami lies it is argued that the mother in single-parent families has less energi s to in est 

on supervision of children because most of their energies are spent looking for money to 

feed, cloth and house their children. Thus at adolescence when the children need their 

guidance more, they are not available. This may lead to girls particularly, dropping out 

either to elope or get married early. 

The study attempted to establish the relationship between the single mother mother s age 

and the rate of girl s drop out from school. This association is shown in Table 24. 

Mother s aged between 30 and 49 were more likely than those aged below 30 and over 50 

years to ha e daughters who dropped out of school. For instance, 77.5 of the mothers 

who had girls who dropped out of school were aged between 30 and 49 years. 
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abl 24: 1oth r age and hool drop out (girl 

Mother 's aQ'e No dronned out Dronoed out Total 
l _o-_9 4517 2 47 

95.7% 4.3% --.1% 
I 26.0% 5% 
I 30-39 78 13 91 

5.7% 14.3% 42.7% 
45.1% 32.5% 

40-49 3 18 56 
67.8% 32.2% -6.3% 
22.0% 45% 

-0+ 12 7 19 
63.2% 36.8% .9% 
6.9% 17.5% 

Total 173 40 213% 
81.2% 18.8% 100.0 

(P: .00127 DF: 6 P < 0.05 

The analysis of these findi ngs show that daughters of mothers aged 20-29 were 5 percent 

Jess likely to ha e daughters who had dropped out of school than the daughters of 

mothers aged 50 years and above. Daughters ofmothers aged 30-39 years were 1.5 times 

more likely than the 50 and abo e year olds to drop out of school. And fina lly the 

analyses show that daughters of mothers aged 40-49 years were roughly 1.5 times more 

likely to drop out of school than daughters of mothers aged -o and abo e years. 

ge of the mother therefore is a significant determinant of girls' drop out from school. 

Th table indicates a statistically significant relationship between mother' age and level 

of girls' drop out from school. The younger women (below 30) years and older ones 50 

17 The three statistics in each of the cells in the 2 middl e columns plus the rest presented 
in the same way in this section represent CO T (FREQUE CY) ROW PER E T 
and COL PERCENT respecti ely. The last column represents the ROW COUNT 
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ears and abo\ e are less likely to ha e children dropping out Perh ps. the fact that th 

younger women are not old enough to ha e children in the upp r cl sse e. plam th 

lower drop out rates, while th old r' omen (50 years and above) are I ss likely to hav 

chool-going children. But the middle-aged women are likely to have many school-going 

ltildren, thus increasing chances of drop out. Therefore we can conclude that mothers 

ged between 30 and 40 years are more likely to have children dropping out of school 

!han the others. 

An attempt was made to establish the effect of mother s occupation on girls' of school 

drop ouL The study found as a statistical! significant relation hip between mother's 

occupation and the level of girls drop out from school (P: 00949; P < 0.05; DF:4) as 

shown in the Table 25. Dropout rates were higher for the self-employed/petty traders (70 

percent). In contrast drop out rates among the employed (15 percent) and the 

unemployed (7.5 percent were quite low. This finding suggests that self employed 

mothers and petty traders may not be providing a suitable environment and moti ation for 

their daughters to participate in schooting. Perhaps being traders. they may be out of the 

home more often or e en long hours and the children could take the ad antage of their 

absence and lack of supervision to participate in non-school acti ities. These may lead 

eventually to drop out. 

(fREQUE Y) and ROW PERCE 
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able 2 tb r occupation and girl drop out from primary b ol 

Occunation No droo out Dron out Ro'"'' total 
Emplo ·ed 73 6 79 

I 
92.4% 7.6% 36.9% 
42.0% 15.0% 

elf employed/petty trade 2 10 
73.6% 26.4% 49.5% 
44.8% 70.0% 

Unemployed 18 21 
85.7% 14.3% 9.8% 
10.3% 7.5% 

Other 5 3 8 
62.5% 37.5% 3.7% 
2.9 7.5 

Column total 174 40 214 
81.3% 18.7% 100.0% 

(P= 0.000949 P < 0.05 DF: 4) 

An analysis of association between occupation and drop out showed that employed 

mothers were 62 percent less likely than unemployed mothers to have girls who had 

dropped out of school. imilarly self-employed mothers were twice less likely than 

unemployed mothers to have daughters " bo bad dropped out of school. Most of U1e self-

employed mothers interviewed included shopkeepers, egetable and fish businesswomen 

and traders in clothing. These kinds of businesses can be quite challenging to single 

mothers. It might make child supen 'sion difficult. Also the income generated from 

such trade may not be ad~uate to take these children through school, thus leaving room 

for drop out. s will be seen presently whene er mothers are faced with financial 

difficulties many times it is the girl child who suffers. 

The study sought to establish the relationship between income levels of mothers and girls 
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I vel of drop out from s hool. cho I drop out rates were particularly high r for moth rs 

with incomes of less than Kshs. 30 0 compared to mothers ' hose income ~ r higher. 

For instance, 87.2 p rcent of drop out cases were found among moth rs who e income 

was less than Ksh. 3000. Among th mothers with incomes of at least Ksh. 10,0 0 drop 

out rates fell drastically to a mere 5 percent. Though there" as a statistically insignificant 

association ben en income and drop out. There seem to be an observable tend ncy of 

more girls from poorer homes to drop out of school than girls from the relati ely 

economically stable families. There was a statistically significant association between 

mothers income and girl's drop out from primary school. Table 26 shows this 

association. 

able 26: Moth r incom and !!irl le el of drop out 

Income No dron out -- DrQJU:ted out Row total 
10, 0 and above 2218 4 26 

84.6% 15.4% 12.3% 
12.8% 10.2% 

9 000-6 000 25 1 26 
96.2% 3.8% 12.3% 
14.5% 2.6_% 

5 000-3,000 4- 7 52 . 
86.5% 13.5% -4.6% 

I 
26.2% 17.9% 

I 2 ooo-1 ,ooo 40 9 49 

I 1.6% 18.4% 23.2% 
23.3% 23.1% 

I 00 and b low 40 18 58 
69.0% 31.0% 27.5% 
23.3% 46.2% 

Column 172 39 211 

Total 81.5% 18.5% lQO.O% 

(P= 0.0166 P< 0.05 DF: 6) 

The three statistics in each of the cells in the 2 rnidd.Je columns plus the rest presented 
in the same ay in this section represent COUNT (FREQUE C ROW PERCE T 
and COL PERCE T respecti ely. The last column represents the ROW COUNT. 
(FREQUE and ROW PERCE 
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. 
The analyses of the data showed that daughters of moth with 5000- 0 .,. re 71 19 

percent more likely to drop out of school compared to daught rs of mother ·ith tncomes 

ofKshs 10000 and abo e. Those with 3000-5 00 le el of income v.ere 0 p rcent more 

likely to drop out; those with incomes ranging between I 00 20 0 and less than Ksh. 

1000 were 66.3 percent and 60 percent more likely to drop out of school respecti ely, 

compared to daughters of mothers with incomes of K.sh. 1 0,000 and above. Therefore, 

level of income is an important determinant of girls' level of drop out from school. The 

findings show that the higher the income of the mother the lower the likelihood that her 

daughter will drop out of school. In almost all the GDs and some IDis " ith key 

informants. participants said they had daughters who had dropped out of school becau 

they could not pay their school fees. 

Mother's education was found to be an important determinant of school drop out. The 

findings of the study indicates that drop out rates increased with lower le els of education 

for the mother. For instance 86.5 percent of mothers with at least Form Four level of 

education reported that their daughters had dropped out of school compared to less than 

15 percent of the mothers with at least Form Six level of education as shown in Table 27. 

19 These statistics are generated by calculating the percentage differences between two 
variables being compared. 
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abl 27: other' ducatioo and irl drop out 

)fother o drop out Dropp d out Row total 
education 

9 1 10 
·niversity 90.0% 10.0% 4.6% 

6.3% 1.4 
19 2 21 

Diploma college 90.5% 9.5% 9. Yo 
13.3 2.7% 

22 5 27 
Teachers college 1.5% 18.5% 12.4% 

15.4% 6.8% 
3 1 4 

Fonn 6 75.0% 25.0% 1.8% 
2.1% 1.4% 
49 24 73 

Fonn4 67.1% 32.9% 33.6% 
34.3% 32.4% 
41 40 81 

tandard 8 and 50.6% 49.4% 37.3% 
below 28.7% 54.1% 

P=0.00138 P< 0.05 DF: 5 

Further analysis of the data shows that daughters of mothers with at least Std 8 Je e) of 

education accounted for more than SO percent of all drop out cases. This was the highest 

for any of th four school level categories. E en though each category of mothers had 

experienced a drop out, the rates are obviousl higher for mothers with Jess education 

than those with higher Je els of education. There was a statistjcally significant association 

bet\1 een mother's le el of education and girl's drop out (P=0.00138 P< 0.05 OF: 5). 

Perhaps mothers with higher level of education are better able to provide for and 

participate in the girl s education than are the mothers with less education. 
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Furth r anal sis of the data sho ed that daught rs of mothers with p t- econd ch ol 

education ' ere about 79.5 percent less likely to drop out of chool than w r daughter of 

mothers with primary school education. imilarly daught rs of mothers with econdary 

ool education were 74.4 percent less likely to drop out of chool than wer daught rs of 

mothers with Primary school education. Therefore v e can conclude that mother's I vel of 

education is a determinant of whether or not her daughter i LJ drop out of school. 

Th relationship be~ een mothers marital status and girls drop out from school v as a 

major concern for this stud . In fact the first hypothesis of the study was based on the 

relationship between these two ariables. The hypothesis number 1 states: The mother s 

marital status is likely to determin whether or not the girl child drops out of chool. A 

Pearson-chi-square test of independence was used to determine the correlation as shown 

on Table 28. 

Table 28: other marital ·status and irl drop out of chool 

Marital status No droo out Droooed out Row total 
138 37 175 

Unmarried 78.9% 21.1% 81.5% 
78.9% 92.5% 

37 3 40 
arried 92.5% 7.5% 18.6% 

21.1% 7.5% 
Column 17 40 215 
Total 81.4% 18.6% 100.0% 

(P=0.00998 P < 0.05 DF:4) 

There was a statistically significant association between marital status and girl s drop out 

from school (P:0.00998 at 5.0 percent Je el of confid nee. The association between 

marital status and girls drop out from school as measured by contingency coefficient, 

was found to be strong (0.8942). The findings indicate that girls from single parent 
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families are mor likely to drop out of school than girls from th two-parent families. For 

mstance, 92.5 percent of single mothers compared to only 7.- percent of married mothers 

reported that their daughters had dropped out of school. This therefore suggests that the 

phenomenon of school drop out is more widespread among daughters of single mother 

families than in t\ a-parent families. The findings of this srud · sho\\ that girls from 

ingle-mother s homes are more likely to drop out of primary school than the ones from 

wo-parent families. 

These findings are consistent with the studies conducted by Garfinkel 19 6), v hich 

pointed to a similar trend. Garfinkel 1986) argues that girls from single-moth r families 

receive limited supervision and moti ation to continue with schooling. Unlike the two 

parent families it is argued that the mother in single-parent families has less energies to 

m est on supervision of children because most of their energies are spent looking for 

money to feed cloth and bouse their children. Thus at adolescence when the children 

need their guidance more they are not available. This may lead to girls, particularly, 

dropping out either to elope or get married early. The participants in FGDs confirmed 

Lhat many times they find it difficult to spare time to talk to their girls and provide 

guidance on education and sexuality issues. In one FGD with mothers who have 

eparated, a 40-year-old participant said, 

We are often in the market late and when we return home, \ e have to 

prepare food for the children. It was not on/) the girls who are affected, 

even the boys dropped out of school. Some of them start by abseming 

themselves without the mother 's knowledge and eventually withdrawing 

from school. But in my opinion girls drop out more than boys. 
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.1.1 Determinant of cbool dr pout among girl 

important determinant of girls drop out from schools is teenage pregnancy. This study 

a empted to in esrigate the factors that explain the incidence of teenage pregnancy and how 

it affected the girls' future. The analyses sho\i that number of families had e pen need 

pregnancy outside marriage whetb r or not they were in school. Again, higher rates were 

ob erved among widowed and separat d families. The rates for married homes remained the 

same while that for single-mother families increased from 40 to 53 32.5 percent . 

The incidence of pregnancy outside marriage among the widowed mothers ( 46.4 percent) is 

particularly disturbing. It is possible that perhaps men are likely to take ad anlage of girls 

from these families after the death of their father. The loss of a fathers Jove might force 

gtrls to look for a replacement causing premarital sexual activities and unintended 

pregnancies. 

E\ en though there is a new policy within the Ministry of Education MOE) that girls who 

rapped out of school due to pregnancy should be re-admitted, this did not seem to be 

appli ed in most of the schools visited. Few of the girls who got pregnant e er returned (1.4 

percent) to school and none had returned to their previous schools. The key informants most 

of whom were bead teachers and school masters/mistresses said they supported the idea that 

gtrls should be re-admitted after they deliver but they admitted their concern for tb 

influence such a girl would have on other girls. They pointed out that currently the 

community, as a whole did not favor the re-entry policy which had affected the attitude of 
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g1rls \ bo would be willing to return to school. Many girls were therefore discourag d and 

d -moti ated to return unless they had ery supporti e parents or guardians. nintended 

pr gnancy has negative implications both for the girl and her famil . 

T ·enage pregnancy has occupied the minds of educationists and planners for se eral years. 

Umntended pregnancy is indeed common in both primary and secondary schools. just as 

previou studies ha ·e found Fergusson, 198 · ~ jau, 1993· 'jau and \ mahiu, 1994). 

Young teenage girls are forced to terminate their education because of unintended 

pregnancy. According to Fergusson 1988) about 10 000 girls dropped out of primary and 

secondary schools due to unintended pregnancy every year. Five years later in 1994, jau 

and W amahiu (1994 estimated it to be 13 000 girls per year with about 36 girls dropping 

out everyday. At this rate the implications are serious because within one week, a girls' 

school could be closed down because it will not have students. 

In this study a drop out rate of 18.3 percent was found. Drop out rate due to pregnancy 

among single mother families is almost three times higher than the drop out rate among 

rwo-parent families. Most single mothers are ery busy most of the time looking for 

mone to feed their family. They leave early in morning for work or business and most of 

the tune retum \ hen their children are either asleep or about to sleep. Thus they hardly 

find opportunity to talk to their children about sexuality and pro ide appropriate 

guidance. The mother in a two-parent family has a partner who can compliment her role 

or who shares in some of the family responsibilities. But being alone, the single mother 

only has herself to do everything in the family. In the process of trying to do e erything 

some thjngs either do not get done very well or are not done at all. The supervision and 
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~ ·dance of children may be the first culprit since it bord rs with dtscuss1on o e. uality. 

which many parents feel uncomfortable talking about. 

Thus their daughters may easily fall pray to negati e peer pressure to get involved in 

premarital sex or to older men who entice them with goodies and niceties to get exual 

favors. The fact that most young people are least aware of contracepti es is well 

documented dau 1993; Ajayi 1991; Ok."Umu and Chege, 1994). Even those who are 

aware or knowledgeable about contraceptives do not use them during se ual encounters. 

They don't use them because most times those encounters are unplanned and take place 

'ery fast. They never plan to have sex and those who do have negative attitudes towards 

us of contracepti es. E en if they wanted to use contraceptives the power relations 

b tween girls and boys (women and men) often favor the men. Women have no pov er in 

sexual relations to determine when how and whether or not a contracepti e should be 

u ed. Therefore, the chances of these girls getting pregnant are much higher than for 

older women. 

Most of the girls who drop out of school due to pregnancy never retum after their babies 

are deli ered. It has been estimated that only 14 percent of theses girls returned (Njau 

and Wamahiu 1994) and that even those who returned most did not go back to their 

schools they looked for new schools (Warnahiu and Kirea, 1996 . This study found 

consistent results with those in previous researches. For many years girls' return to 

school after delivery has been the center of a prolonged ctiscussion between the Ministry 

of Education (MOE) and gender acli ists and female educationists in Kenya. Coupled 

with negati e community and schools' administrations' negative attitudes the return to 
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school of a girl who had dropped out because of pregnancy was very difficult. In the 

community she is se nasa failure and an embarrassment to her famil and at cho I she 

is a bad example to the others. he is seen as a girl who cannot control her sexuality. 

be is viewed as a laos woman. But nobody thinks negatively about the boy or man 

who caused the pregnancy. He is probably most likely to be seen as a hero. uch double 

tandards are still entrenched in the society and they actually make girl education ery 

difficult. 

Unfortunately e en with this supporti e policy in place ery few girls across the country 

return to school after deli ery. There are four major obstacles to girls' return. First the 

re-entry policy was ne er properly disseminated to communities and to schools. In many 

parts of the country, people still believe that the MOE does not support girls' re-entry and 

orne schools ha e maintained the pre-policy attitudes that girls who get pregnant must be 

e pelled from school. This has always been the response for most schools and the action 

serve as punishment to the girl not the boy) so that other girls can be deterred from 

being pregnant. But punishment of the ictim cannot discourage the incidence of teenage 

pregnancy in schools. If anything it completely destroys the future of the innocent girl. 

egative attitudes of mothers tm ards education of girls could be yet another 

determinant. Key informant and FGD participants reported that negati e community 

attitude towards education of single mothers their children and education of girls from 

these families was yet another factor. The preference for education of the son rather than 

Lhe daughter can equally discourage and frustrate girls who would - gi en a chance -

perform ery well and attain higher educational standards. Many girls drop out not 
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because they are not good in class. ut b cause the prevailing environment at home 

hool and community ar not conducive to their education. Tf th so iet • think th y 

hould not be in school, it would be ery difficult for them to stay in sch ol. howe er 

hard they try. 

The incidence ofHIV/AID affects fami)jes and more so education and development of 

chi ldren. HN AID has reduced life expectancy not only of K.isumu District but K nya 

as a whole. It has terminated the education of many children especially girls. The 

smgle-mother families ha e been se erely affected by AID . Girls have had to drop out 

to take care of their mother or sister suffering from AID . Traditionally. the society 

e pected women to be caregi ers or care takers of the young, aged and sickly. Thus in 

the event of a family member fal]jog sick, the girl will most likely be asked to stay home 

and look after the sick. The boy on the other hand is seen as the one that will support the 

family if the mother dies. He is thus allowed to go to school. In some instances the girl 

may c en be taken away from her own borne to take care of a relati e (an auntie cousin 

or ni ece). It should also be borne in mind that a number of girls same age as our 

respondents bad personally been infected with the AID virus. According to A COP 

( 1999) girls aged 15-24 years were almost four times as hkely to be infected than boys. 

The girls are more vulnerable because the older infected men are infecting them. Most of 

the older men who might be infected but are not aware th yare infected think it is safer 

for them to have sex with the younger school girls because th y are thought to be cleaner 

or virus-free. Yet they do not know that many other men including the infected think 

along the same lines. The result is that these innocent girls get infected and have to 

termmate their education leaving the mother even poorer having invested in their 
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education and now have to incur further expenses on health care. 

Po erty leading to inability of most sing! mothers to pay the1r d ughters' school fees 

could be another contributing factor. In an economy that is g tting wor e by the da 

many single mothers cannot cope with high cost of li ing that prevail . ost of them 

ha e been forced out of formal and informal employment due to retrenchm nt. Those 

wbo have been doing business can no longer make meaningful profit margins, others 

have despaired and closed businesses and those who ba e been relying on support from 

relati es and friends can no longer expect much from these people. The end result is that 

single mothers are pushed further and further to the bottom of the poverty scale. Po erty 

not only has negative serious ramified complications for girl-child's education it affects 

health care, and basic needs relationships and self-esteem. Drop out is more common in 

poorer single-mother families. When the mother is too poor to provide for the family's 

immediate basic needs, the education of the girl-child is the first to suffer and the girls are 

'ictims. Payment of the girl's fees especially in secondary school becomes an 

·'unnecessary expense' that can be avoided. 

But perhaps one of the things that single mothers need to think about immediately they 

ha e a child whether a son or daughter is saving for education. As e ident from 

interview with most mothers very few plan for their daughter's education. By the time 

their daughters are going to school, they have no money set aside to pay their fees and by 

books and other requirements. This situation could be a aided if the mothers began to 

save some money once their children are born so that by the time they are going to 

school they are in a position to pay for most of the requirements. 
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The other determinants of girls drop out of school could be the negati c attitude of the 

schools administration who maintain that girls who be orne pregnant ar a bad xample 

and may negati ely influence innocent girls into pr marital sex and increase rate of 

pregnancy in the school. Of course this ha not been proven to be true and is only based 

on administrators' values and assumptions. In fact, her return may be ale on for other 

girls to learn from, rather than a negati e influence. They may actuaUy identify v.~th the 

problems girls' experience when they become pregnant while in school and learn to 

restrain themselves. They are also more likely to begin having open discussions 

regarding teenage pregnancy which is a healthy way towards finding solutions to the 

problem of teenage pregnancies in schools. The third and fourth obstacles are personal in 

nature. The girl may refuse to return for fear of ridicule and stigmatization. She may be 

isolated and may no longer have friends. These fears may discourage her from going 

back to school FinaUy in most cases, girls may not find someone to take care of their 

babies. The re-entry policy only gives them a one-year break. Therefore. they cannot 

take care of their babies for more than a year and still get re-admitted. If they hope to 

return to school they ha e to find someone whom they can trust with their babies. 

One of the most commonly mentioned causes of girls' drop out from school in this study 

was lack of school fees. 0 eraU 14.6 percent of aU mothers married and single) observed 

that their daughters bad dropped out of school because they could not pay fees. As indicated 

before, most of those who could not pay school fees were single mothers with monthly 

incomes lower than Kshs. 5000 per month. Since these were the majority school fees 

therefore is a major P.roblem in these families. In all the FGDs school fees was apparently a 
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maJor concern for the mothers. orne cases ' ere more desp rate than others ·as 

. pressed by a lady in a FGD for the eparated mothers. 

''My rwo daughters completed standard 8 but could fiOt 

proceed ·with their education because of lack of school f ee . " 

This lady added that one of her daughters actually got pregnant while staying at home and 

lamented that had she been able to pay school fees, her daughter would not ha e been 

pregnant. All these point to the po erty situation that most single mothers find themsel es 

in. Most of the children of those mothers were attending primary and secondary day 

schools within the City. Most of these were public schools whose fee requirements were 

not ery heavy, especially for primary schools. Howe er despite the low cost, most 

mothers were still unable to pay. Lack of school fees therefore does not only lead to drop 

out but may also cause unintended pregnancy for girls who are forced to stay home. Such 

girls are also likely to get married early. The data shows that 1.4 percent of the mothers 

whose daughters had dropped out e entually got married early. 

When children are often sent av ay for school fees they begin to lose interest in their 

education and may actually drop out because of this reason. About 3.2 percent of the 

mothers said that their children dropped out because of disinterest. 1n a FGD for never 

married women aged 35 years and above a mother said 

" .. . One of my daughters, however, lost intere tin school because of 
being sent home persistently for lack of fees. " 

One of the things that single mothers could do to a oid the unnecessary termination of their 

daughters' education is to p1an and save for their education. If single mothers were able to 

saYe consistently once their daughters were born, they would not Jack money to take the 
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_1rls to school. If the " ere able to sa e any money receiv d from th ir childr n 's fathers, 

lh y would ha ·e a sure m eslffient in their daughters' education. A mother from the t" o-

arent famjly said this when she was interviev ed ..... If I was a single moth r. I \C.'ould 

tnYest on my daughters education. Most single mothers are caught unawar "·hen the 

d mands for children s education creep in, but for some proper planning can help a great 

deal to reduce the magnitude of this problem. For others, the choices for economtc survi a1 

are so limited that they do not think much about the future and v hat it holds for them and 

their families. 

Parents were asked if they knew of children who had tenninated their education because 

one or both of their parents had died oflllV/AIDS. 0 er 51 percent of the moth rs said 

they knew a family where children had been forced to drop out of school because their 

parents either had HIV or had died of AIDS. As pointed out earlier the incidence of 

HIV/AIDS in Kisumu district is high and this is likely to cause many problems with 

education of children. In many cases as observed before it is the men who die first but 

then women left behind may be too sick or emotionally unstable to support the education 

of the children. She may also not be able to provide motivation to the chi ldren leading to 

disinterest and drop out. 

.2 cademic Performance 

Academic performance of the children was one of the key dependent variables for the 

study. The study attempted to establish the academic performance of daught rs of single 

mothers vis a vis boys from the same type of family, on the one band, and boy and girls 
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from the two-parent type of family on th other. During field~ ork childr n w re asked 

to indicate their class positions for arious terms20 betw en 1 7 d 1 9 an . 

5.2.1 Te ting ypotbesi 2 

The study sought to establish the relationship between marital status and performance of 

the girl-child. To do so a hypothesis was used to determine whether or not the two 

rariables were correlated. The hypothesis read: 

Hypothesis 2: There is a positive correlation between marital status and the girl child's 

educational performance. The null hypothesis (Ho used to test the alternative hypothesis 

maintained that there is no positi e correlation between single mother's income and the 

girl-child's performance. The analysis was conducted as shown in the Tables 29. Term 

one of 1999 was selected randomly for this analysis. 

20 Each year bas three school terms, in some schools e ·amination were only done twice 
thus not all students ga e their positions for all the terms. An average size of class was 
worked out and categories used to grade students where they belonged to facilitate easy 
and quick analysis. Average size of a class was 50 students. The students performances 
were graded as follows: Positions 1 - 10 ery good· 11 - 20 good· 21- 30 a erage; and 
over 31, below average. 
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abl 29: farital tatu and girl academic p rformanc 

1otber· marital Performance Ro \ 
tatu /famil • type ery good Good A erage Below otal 

averag_e 
ingle mother 32

21 
26 31 - 117 

27.4% 22._% 26.- % 2" .9°10 67.6% 
53.3% 56.3% 88.6% 87.5% 

T\ o-parent 28 20 4 I 4 -6 
(married 50.0% r.7% 7. 1% 7.1% 32.4% 

46.7% 43.5% 11.4% 12.5~10 

Column total 60 46 35 32 173 
34.7% ?6.6% 20.2% 18.5o/t 1_0_0.0 

<P=O.OOOll P < 0.05 DF:3) 

Ther was a statistically significant association between marital status and girl·child's 

educational performance (P:O.OOO 11 0). The association between marital status/type of 

family as measured by contingency coefficient as very strong (0.9875 . The analysis 

showed that daughters of married mothers were more than two times likely to perform 

better than daughters of single mothers. The three analyses showed a consistent 

corre lation between marital status and girls academic performance. Therefore, the 

hypothesis that there's a positive correlation between marital status and girl child s 

educational performance is accepted. The null hypothesis is rejected. 

The fmdings showed that the performance of girls from single-mother families was much 

less than the performance of girls from the h o-pareot families. For instance while 50 

and 35.7 percent of girls from the two-parent families had very good/good performance, 

only 27.4 and 22.2 p rcent of the girls from single-mother families had similar 

11 ote: The three statistics in each of the cells in the 2 middle columns plus the rest 
presented in the same way in this section represent COUNT (FREQUENC , ROW 
PERCE IT and COL PERCE 'T respectively. The last column represents the 
RO CO 
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performance. imilarly. while 23.9 percent of girls from single-moth r familie 

performed belo average only 7.1 ofth girls from the two-par nt famili had that ktnd 

of performance. In addition, while only an average of l_ percent of daughters of sm le 

mothers had between average and b low a erage performance, about 6 p rcent of the 

daughters from single-mother families had a similar performance thereby onfinning that 

daughters of single mothers consistent! performed poorer than daught rs of married 

mothers. 

The differences in performance bet\: een girls from single mother families and those from 

£Wo-parent families are therefore quite apparent thereby confirming that daughters of 

single mothers consistently performed poorer than daughters of married mothers. Type of 

family/marital status therefore is and important determinant of girls academic 

performance. However one can observe that a large proportion (27.4 percent) girls from 

single-mother families achieved a ' ery good ' performance, which shows that even 

though generally they tend to perform poorer they can equally put up a good 

performance. 

The cross tabulation and chi-square test for Hypothesis 1 re ealed that girls from single

mother fami lies performed poorer than their colleagues from the two-parent families. 

There are se eral factors that can explain this disparity. The theoretical framework used 

in this study attempts to explain this incidence. The psychoanalytic perspective maintains 

that paternal presence is necessary for cognitive development of the child - both boy and 

girl. Though paternal authority is uni ersally understood to be positi ely correlated with 

child performance (Lamb 1976) this study did not establish an appreciable paternal 
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influence on educational participati n and enrolment of lh girl-child. Ho ~· '" r. it is 

important to note that there ar likely to be salient charactenstics within th ather that 

may positi ely encourage educational performance of the girl child. In ddition, it is 

possible as explained by the psychoanalytic perspecti es that due to id nt1 ficauon and 

modeling proc sses the father may ha e more influence on cognitive d elopm nt and 

performance of the son than the daughter. This ho" e er may not b apparent. 

5.2.2 e ting H poth i 3 

The third hypothesis for the study was also related to the performance of th girl-child 

H3: There is a positi e correlation bet\ een single mother's income level and the 

girl child's educational performance. The null hypothesis used to test this hypothesis 

stated that there is no positive correlation between the single-mothers income level and 

the girl child s educational performance. The test is shown on Table 30. 

T ab le 3 : Moth r incom and airl academic performance 

' Mother in com Girl' s Performance Row 

I I Good rage Below otal 
avera2e 

I 19 18 5 42 
Middle 45.2% 42.9% 11.9% 24.1% 

29.7% 29.0% 10.5% 
45 44 43 132 

Low 34.1% 33.3% 32.6% 75.9% 
70.3% 71.0% 89.6% 

I Column total 64 62 48 174 
36.8% 35.6% 27.6% 100.0 

(P=0.03300 P<O.OS DF:2) 

The analysis showed a contingency coefficient of 0.341 indicating that the association 

b tween mothers income and girls' performance is ery weak. However analysis 
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mdicated a statistically significant P:0.03300 association be~ n single moth r' 

mcorne le el and girl child s performance
22

. Therefore the hypoth sis is accepted and 

the null hypothesis is rejected. This shows that the income of the mother IS likcl to 

determine the perfonnance of the daughter. More specifically, the higher the income of 

the mother, the better the class performance of the daughter. 

-.2.3 T ting h potbesis # 4 

lt is assumed that parental education is a determinant of good performance irrespective of 

the type of family (MOE 1994; UNI EF 1999 . This s 1dy attempted to establish the 

effect of single mother's education on academic performance of her daughter. The 

hypothesis used in this analysis sought to establish whether or not there was a correlation 

between single mothers education 'Je el and the girl child's educational perfonnance. 

The hypothesis stated that: 

Hypothesis 4: There is a positi e correlation between single mother's level of education 

and the girl child s educational perfonnance. The null hypothesis used to test this 

hypothesis stated that there is no correlation between single mother s level of education 

and the girl child s educational perfonnance. Table 31 suggests that daughters of 

mothers with higher education le els performed better than those with lower levels of 

education. For instance, while 68. percent of daughters of mothers with at least Fonn 

Four level of education had a 'good performance' onJy 31.3 percent of daughters of 

mother with Jess than Std. 8 le el of education bad a 'good' performance. Howe er for 

~ . 
- ote that the cells were collapsed to reduce nwnber of mpty cells and mcrease the 
Yalue of e ·pected frequencies. For the purposes of our analysis in this study all income 
abo e Ksbs. 5 000 per month was grouped under middle income while all those below 
JCsbs. 5,000 were categorized under low income. 
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·ayerage performance daughters of moth rs ' ith less than td. 1 el of education 

eemed to be more r presented (38.7 percent than daughter of mothers ilh s ondary 

and post-secondary education (37.5 and 27.4 percent, rc p cti ely. The differences 

however seemed to be quite minimal, therefore suggesting that education of th mother 

may not have much effect on girls' academic performance. 

Table 31: Mother education and oirl academic performance 

1
M ther level of Performance R v 
education Total 

Good Average Below average 
22 17 7 46 

Post-primary 47.8% 37.0% 15.2% 26.4% 
34.4% 27.4% 14.6% 
22 21 18 61 

Secondary 36.1% 34.4% 29.5% 35.1% 
34.4% 33.9% 37.5% 

Primary school 20 24 23 67 
29.9% 35.8% 34.3% 38.5% 
31.3% 38.7% 47.9% 

Column total 64 62 48 174 
36.8% 35.6% 27.6% 100.0 

P=O.l8512 P>0.05 DF:4) 

There was a weak association between mother's education and girls' academic 

performance contingency coefficient of 0.1792). The analysis showed a statisticalJy 

insignificant association between the two ariables (P:0.18512). Therefore, the fourth 

hypothesis is rejected. The null hypothesis is accepted: that there is no positi e 

correlation between the single mother s level of education and the girl child s educational 

performance. These findings imply that children can perform weJI irrespective of 

parent s (mother in this case) le el of education. Perhaps children whose parents ha e 

Jo, education try to work hard to accomplish that which their parents did not achieve. 

Perhaps the environment at home may encourage them to work hard to break the poverty 
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eye I or the lower social status associated with people whos le els of education are lov.. 

~.3 n olvement in exual matter a a determinant f perf rmaoc 

Involvement in sexual activity can draw teenagers away from schoolwork if they do not 

receive guidance from parents and guardians. Youth invol ement in sexual matt rs can 

be a critical determinant of their participation and school perfonnance. The respondents 

were asked to state sexual activities they had participated in. The study attempted to 

establish the ffect of girls' involvement in sexual matters on their education 

(participation and performance . This issue as of great interest for this study, especi Uy 

given the e idence in some literatur that involvement in sexual activity may affect girls 

academic performance particularly during early adolescence OE 1994; Garfinkel 

1986). The concern of this study was therefore to establish the relationship between 

sexual involvement and school perfonnance. 

Figure 3 indicates that the young people were already in ol ed in various sexual 

activities though this involvement was minimal. It shows for example, that 9.2 percent 

of the respondents bad been pregnant and 15.9 percent had already initiated sexual 

activity by the time of the study. 
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A larger proportion of children from the sing! -mother family 29. p rc nt} 

compared to only 20.3 percent from the two-parent familic had initiated sexual 

a tivity by the time of the study as sho\vn in Table 32. 

Table 32: Proportion of girl who were ually e 'P rienc db. type of family 

Type of famiJ Se~'llal exnerience Total 
No Yes 

Single-mother 113 (70.2%) 48 (29.8%) 161 
Two oarent 55 (79.9%) 14 (20.3%) 69 
Total 168 62 230 

The study showed that a larger proportion (29.8 percent) of children from the single-

mother family were sexually experienced compared to their counterparts (20.3 percent) 

from the two-parent families. Some of the sexually acti e youth had initiated coital 

activity quite early. The study found that 17.2 percent respondents who were sexually 

experienced had initiated coitus as ectrly as 9 years. 

An attempt was made to establish the effect of early initiation of se ·ual activity on 

girls' academic performance. Further analysis of the data showed that girls who 

initiated sex before age 9 years were about 48 percent likely to perform poorer than 

those ~ bo initiated sex at 15 and above years. It also showed that girls who initiated 

sex between 10 - 14 years were roughly 2.3 times more likely to perform poorer than 

those ho initiated after 15 years of age. These findings therefore show that age at 

first sex is an important determinant of academic performance of girls from single-

mother families. 
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An anal is of the association benveen mother's marit 1 tatus and daught (s a~e at 

first sexual intercourse showed a statistically significant as ociation for the females 

(P:0.03953) as shown on Table 33. 

Table 3 : other marital tatu and age at fir t exual activi (in t rcour e) 

I loth r marital ge at exual in volvem nt Row 
statu otal 

Below 9 years 10-14 vears Over 15 years 
5 28 II 44 

ingJe mother 11.4% 63.3% 25.0% 75.9% 
50.0% 87.5% 68.8% 

Married two parent 5 4 5 14 
35.7% 28.6% 35.7% 24.1% 
50.0% 12.5% 31.3% 

Column 10 32 16 58 
Total 17.2% 55.2% 27.6% 100 

(P=0.03953 P< 0.05 DF: 2 

The findings indicate that most of the sexually active girls had initiated sex by age 14 

years. For example 75 percent of the girls from single-mother families and 64 percent 

from the two-parent families had experienced sex by 14 years. This is quite a young 

age for young people to be invol ed sexually. But mor disturbing is the fact that 11.4 

percent from single mother families) and 35.7 percent (from two-parent families) of 

the sexually experienced girls had initiated coital activity by age 9. The data shov s 

that those from the two-parent families were more likely to initiate ex by age 9 than 

their counterparts from the single-mother families. This suggests that problems with 

sexuality are not only common among single-mother families, they are equally 

prevalent among the two-parent families. Howe er as you move on to the 10-14 years 

age group there was a sudden upsurge in the proportion of girls from single-mother 

families over those from two-parent families (63.6 percent against 28.6 percent). This 
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suggests that even though Lhe o types of familie p nenc probl m of young 

people invol ing in sexual acti ity the rat s o erall r high r among children of 

single moth rs. 

Involvement in premarital se can ha e negative implications on the education of the 

girl child. They can get pregnant and drop out of school or their performance may be 

affected by their in olvement in a relationship. Children from single-m ther families 

are likely to be more affected because the mother may ha e less time to discuss sexual 

matters with her daughter. Thus these girls unlik their colleagues from the 1\ o

parent homes are more disadvantaged and are more like! to suffer the consequences 

of negati e sexual relationships. 

5.4 onclusion 

In concluding the discussion on this chapter ~ e observe that type of family income 

and education level of the mother, cbjJd and mother's aspirations and motivation, as 

we]) as a myriad of societal factors play an important role in either enhancing or 

depressing education of the girl child. On the one band these factors can provide the 

required en ironment for girls to excel in their education but on the other band these 

same factors can work against the education of the girl child. Since there is evidence 

that a large proportion of girls from single- mother families actually do well in school 

thjs study concludes that girls will not only perform poorly because their mothers are 

single or by virtue of the type of family they come from. Rather they v.rill perform 

well because a suitable enviromnent that promotes learning and academic pursuit exits 
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at home and school. 

Th re are obviously other factors such as the intelligenc of the child that were not 

co ered in the study but \ hich this study recognize as pertin nt and c u1d p ssibly 

play a part in determining the p rformance of a child. This could therefore b an area 

that future researche may venture into to establish th extent to \ hich int lligence 

ffects child performance in school. 
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Dl 

6.1 ummary of in ding 

Thi section of the thesis summarizes the key findings of the study drawn fr m both 

chapters four and fi e an attempts to provide a further understanding of the me ning 

and implications o these findings. It looks at the results obtained from mothers and 

how they re.late to those obtained from their children on the one hand and ho\ this 

relationship affects the girl's educational achie ement, on the other. 

.1 .1 chool nrolment for girl 

The study fi und that in general, there were evjdently higher enrolment rates for girls 

than for boys in primary school. This reveals a divergent pattern from that featuring in 

/ 

most literature and purporting that enrolment rates are still mueh lo\J er for girls 

compared t boys. However they are consistent \ ith recent findings· 

I 99 ), which sho\ ed that K nya now experienc~s higher enrolment rates for girls in 

primary sch ols. Enrolment rates v ere still lower for girls in secondary schools and 

beyond. The up urge in enrolment rates for girls in primary chools must be attributed 

to fforts by agencies such as CEF and Ministry of Education to encourage girls' 

participation in education. 
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h other factors that may ha e influenced the ch nge in enr lmcnt rate include 

mcreased gender education and advocacy acti ities that have al o een ch rnpi ned y 

omen de lopment acti ists who have been campaigning or quity among the 

genders. Thi study looked into the differences in the enrolment bel\ 'een girl from 

ingle-mother families and those from the two-parent families. It ' as found that girl 

from single-mother families had 10\ er enrolment rates than tho e from the two-parent 

families. 

It i important to note U1at some factors affecting enrolment may apply to girls equally, 

1rrespecti e of whether or not they come from single-mother families. Howev r, there 

are some factors that uniquely affect daughters of single mothers. he poverty 

situation in some single-mother families cannot be over emphasized. When girls arc 

forced to stay home, most of the time when schools are in session they Jo e intere t 

and slowly begin to get involved in other non-education activities. ingle mothers 

also overly engage their daughters in domestic work and sometimes in duties such as 

taking care f sick siblings. When this is done over a prolonged period of time, they 

are likely to consider abandoning school, especially if they do not have someone to 

enco urage and motivate th~m . 

The study revealed that the practice of son preference to the girl in terms of school 

panicipation is still evident. bout 21 percent of the single mother reported that they 

v ould prefer to educate a boy if they had to choose between a boy and a girl. The girl 

JS a lways ie' ed in relation to another person - a husband. Many single mothers 
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belie\ed that the girl ' ould be married and therefore they didn t have t tru le t 

educate her. Th girl is iev ed s a strang r who is in the family only t mp rarity. 

Thus, many see her as someone not worth in esting on because she will nly b n fit 

the famil to which sh i married. The boy on the other hand 

mvestment for the mother and a security against old age 

6.1 .2 cbool drop out am ng gir l 

This research found out that chool drop out especially among daughters of ingl 

mothers,\ as indeed common. While only 7.5 percent of the married mother reported 

having had a girl who dropped out of school prematurely, among the single mothers 

school drop out h d been e perienced·by 24 percent of them. 

everal factors were suggested to explain the incidence of school drop out, specia lly 

among single-mother families. orne of them include negative attitudes of community 

towards education of girls girl s participation in household labor including care for the 

ick, and economic d pri ation. Teenage pregnancy was Is reported by single 

mothers as a contributing factor to school drop, especially among single dau ht r of 

ingle mother . 

. 1. irJ a ademic p rformance 

The study r vealed that daughters of single mothers perfonned p orer in school than 

their counterparts from the two-parent families. The Pearson's tests of independence 

hawed that girls from the single-mother families perfom1ed poorer than their 
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counterparts from the h a-parent famili s. They were bet\ een 1.2 and 1.5 time lik ly 

to perform poorer than girls from the t\vo-parent families. Howe er " e should note 

that the analyses also show that a good number of girls from sing! -mother famili s 

performed ery well. This suggests that being a daughter of a ingle mother does not 

necessarily mean that a girl will perfonn poorly in school. Perhaps th mother is able 

to provide a good enviromnent needed for her daughter's education. If such an 

environment is lacking in two-parent families th~n children from such families may 

equally perform poorly. Therefore we can conclude that und r supportive 

en ironments girls from single-mother families are able to perfom1 better than many 

girls from the two-parent families. 

Mother's income and was found to be positively correlated with good perfonnance of 

girls. The tudy showed that daughters of mothers with middle level income were 1.5 

times more likely to perfonn better than daughters of mothers with lo\i er income. 

Surprisingly mother's education did not have any appreciable effect on performance. 

Whtle it was expected that the higher the education of the mother, the better the 

perfonnance of her daughter, the study found a statistically insignificant association 

bet\! een these two variables. This implies that children can still perform ery well in 

school even if their parents had little ~ucation. 

The observed poorer performance of girls from single-mother families is attributable 

to several factors. Lack of motivation and negative attitudes towards girl's education 

can be great hindrances to girls' perfonnance. Some single mothers belie e that girls 
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are naturally not bright and ha e much lower educational and career e pectati n than 

for their ons. They are not likely to provide encouragement and motivation, which 

girls requir in confronting the many challenges that they p rience m their 

education. already noted earlier, a large proportion of single moth rs rep rted that 

they were too busy to supervise their daughters education and were therefore unable to 

know whether or not their daughters were making good progress in chool. 

Girls' participation in domestic and household work and absenting from school on a 

regular basis are other constraints on the performance of girls. It has been noted 

before that girls are expected to pro ide care in the family and a sist with household 

chores, most times hen the boys are either studying or playing. ecause the girls are 

unable to study at home, they are ah ays behind other students and hence cannot 

perform as expected. 

6.1.4 Role of the father 

Results of the qualitative srudy show that even though U1e father may not be taking 

much time to supervise the chi ldren's schoolwork, his influence in chjJd personally 

growth and building of self- st em was found to be enonnous. Even though many 

single mothers were comfortable with their single status, they were disturbed by the 

many issues that they felt only a father would do to and with the child. 
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6.2 onclu ion 

The objective of this study ' as to detennine the impact of single motherhood on 

education of the girl-child. The study has brought to the fore various factors that affect 

the education of the girl child from single-mother families. ingle motherhood is a 

challenging experience an can bring about disappointment and frustrations if mothers 

don t gi e it a careful thought and take appropriate action to combat possible negative 

consequences and outcomes. But it can be a source of joy and moti ation if single 

mothers realize their unique position in society and Jearn appropriate mechanisms to 

cope with the challenges and realities they face within their families and from the 

community. Single mothers and their children can li e happy and satisfying Jives 

contrary to the common belief that they are unhappy and frustrated lot. But the mother 

has to be focused and provide both the nurturing and motivating environment for their 

daughters in order to bring their academic performance to the same level or even better 

than the performance of children from the two-parent families. 

The study makes a significant contribution to the sociology of the family. H is the first 

attempt e er made to re-define the African family and to look at the girl child from an 

academic perspecti e. The study has shown that the understanding of single mothers 

and their families cannot be achie ed from a purely social change perspective but 

rather through a combination of social change and behavior change perspectives. As 

much as urbanization and industrialization have been the major causes of single 

motherhood, indi idual factors such as experience and relationships with significant 

others ha e equally played part. The final contribution of the study is in the area of 
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m thodology. This study has conftnned that researching single motherh od and the 

girl child r quire a combination of qualitati e and quantitative meth d Jog1e . o 

much is un oken that questionnaires cannot unveil. The use of key informants and 

case studies are a effective ways to complement quantitative data. 

tuhiple factors rather than single motherhood alone presents serious challenge to the 

education of the girl child. Familial and community factors obviously affect girl child 

education - perfonnance, aspiration and achievement motivation. The relati ely less 

moti ating family environment coupled with excessive labor and limited opportunities 

fl r studies are a major obstacle to girls' education in most single-mother families. The 

negati e parental and community attitudes equally play a key role in destabilizing 

girls' school enrolment and continuation opportunities. The widely pervasive po erty 

in most single-mothers' homes has led to the withdrawal of many girls from school. 

Though enrolment rates are generally said to be higher for girls in primary schools, 

tho e for single mothers' daughters is comparatively lower and efforts have to be made 

to ring this to parity. The girl child from single-mother families has also consisten tly 

perfonned poorer than her counterpart from the two-parent families. This is not due to 

any factors within the child but in the environment in \ hich she grO\ s. The 

environment is less supportive, at home, school and in the community. The girls 

should be treated like other children because it is not their mistake to have been om 

in such a family. They need understanding and encouragement from the community 

and parents have a responsibility to build their esteem and aspiration. 
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Parental in olvement and intere t in the education of girls is an imp rtant det m1inant 

of gtrls' positiv educational perfonnance. The important role parent play in 

motivating performance and achievement cannot be over-emphasize 1. In single

mother families, moU1ers are ofien o er-committed to the search for livelihood for her 

family and in many cases the development of a career. Little or no time is set aside for 

supervision of children's education and girls are the immediate victims given the 

man obstacles they have to contend with both at home and scho I. 

The lack of proper parental guidance counseling and supervision for girls is a major 

obstacle to girls' educ tion in single-mother families. At adolescence the girls 

experience rapid physical, social and emotional growth which create many demands 

and feelings. These feelings must be expressed or handled in ways that are socially 

acceptable and that will not result in negative outcomes such as unintended pregnancy. 

This is the time when the girls need their mothers to provide guidance on sexuality and 

consequences of negative sexual behaviors. Because most single moU1ers are busy and 

a\ ay from home most of the time, the girls don t recei e this guidance and may easily 

be mislead. They may suffer emotional stress leading to poor performance in school, 

disinterest in education and may get in olved in sexual activity leading lo unintended 

pregnancy an school drop out. While recognizing that these issues also affect girls 

from the two-parent families, this study has established that girls from single-mother 

families are much more affected than their counterparts from two-parent families. 
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bsente i m, inability to study t home and njoy recr ation po e serious ch llenges 

to girls' performance in school. requent absence from chool is a great hindrance to 

good performance of girls from ingle-mother famili . What cr the r 

absenteeism these girls are ob iously disad antag d and c nnot be exp t d to 

compete equally with girls from the two-parent families. Their invol ement in 

hou ehold work affects more than educational performance. hildren need time to 

gro\ and develop. They need to play and discover themselves. When th y are 

exposed to adult roles much early and engaged in more demanding' ork than they can 

cope with their opportunity to develop cognitively, physically and emotionally is 

curtailed. This affects her aspirations and achievement moti ation. 

But all is not lost for single mothers and their daughter . fn fact, daughters of single 

mothers could be highly motivated achievers not only .in academic circles but other 

spheres oflife as" ell. They can perform b tter than children from two-parent families 

can if the mother provides a supporti e and conducive environment for their learning. 

If single mothers could enable their daughters to attend school all the time, study 

participate in recreational activities, and be available to discuss her emotional, social 

and academic concerns then there is absolutely no reason as to ' hy the girls cannot 

perform well in school. Thus, much as there are society obstacles to the girl-child's 

education tremendous gains can be achieved if single mothers recognized girls' 

disad antaged position and played their part in providing friendly environments at 

horne and responding to girls' emotional and social needs. 
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.3 R comm ndation · 

Based on th key findings of the study and the realization of the uniqu chall nges 

faced by ingle mothers and their daughters in education a couple of r commendations 

are made. It is there earcher's hope that these recommendations v ill b t ken up by 

the ppropriate authorities to impro e both the well being and ducation of the girl 

child especially those living in single-mother families. Consideration should be gi en 

to the folio\: ing: 

6.3 .1 timulate cad mic P rformance among girl 

fn iew of the relatively poorer academic performance of daughters of si ngle mothers 

the Ministry of Education (MOE) should be explore ways to promote academic 

performance fir t for all students and secondly, realizing the special circumstances of 

girls from single-mother families work towards addressing the major obstac le to their 

performance. or instance the MOE should provide a policy guideline instructing 

chools to pay more attention to children in especially difficult circumstances 

including those from poor and single-mother families. Teachers should sp nd more 

time ' ith children especially girls from single-mother families particularly those that 

seem to perform poorly. Through the PTA, school teachers should set up a forum to 

address the unique challenges that daughters of single mother e perience and assist 

their mothers to initiate meaningful responses and actions towards the challenges. 
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. . 2 ddre negativ attitud tO\ ard ingle-mother famili 

This study revealed that negati v societal ttitudes towards single rn th rs and th ir 

children play a key role in suppressing girl's academic perfom1ance. In iew of this 

finding th finistry of Educ Lion should heighten c rnpaigns gainst such 

discriminatory practices in schools. The Ministry through the Keny Tnstitute of 

Education should in m-porat ingle-mother family as one of the emerging types of 

families in it curricula and te tb oks. Thls will help school children to recognize and 

respect children from single-mother families. At the same time the ministry working 

closely with the department of gender should latmcb national campaigns to advocate 

for the recognition of single-mother families and respect for the mothers and their 

children. 

6.3.3 Promote Poverty Reduction Acti ities 

The researcher recognizes the fact that it is impossible for a country like Kenya to 

eradicate po erty and that et orts must concentrate on reduction rather than 

eradication. ingle mothers should be identified as a unique economically 

und rpri ileged group that should benefit from the current poverty reduction efforts. 

The Mirustry of Physical Planning should work closely " ith that of Home Affairs, 

ulture and ational Heritage to identify appropriate mechanisms for supporting 

mothers to be more self sufficient. Financial institutions such as Kenya Rural 

Enterprise Program (K-Rep) and Kenya Women's inance Trust (KW should set 

aside resources to suppot1 underprivileged groups such as single mothers provide loan 
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and credit facilitie a ' ell a technical support to enable them implement m 11 cale 

micro-cr dit nterpri es. 

6.3.4 Impr e cbo I nr lim nt for girl 

\'hil appreci ting tb efforts made thus far by the inistry of Education in promoting 

chool enrolment for the girl child, additional energies mu t be spent n impr ving 

enrolment for girls from single mother families, both in primary and se ondary 

chool . D liberate attempts should be made to impro e enrollment rates or 

daughters of single mother especially those who are economically depri ed. The 

Ministry of ducation should put in place mechanisms for encouraging and motivating 

girls' enrollment, while at the same time addressing obstacles that still prevent the 

enrolment of girls from single-mother families. Perhaps, a free education policy for 

low-income families should be introduced. Though this would improve enr llment 

rat s in all families, it would greatly benefit girls from single-mother families who are 

not in school because their mothers cannot afford the fees required by schools. 

6. . Promot retention of girl enrolled in chool 

While impro ing enrollments would be a desired goad, this cannot pro eed 

success fully without mechanisms for encouraging girJs continuing participation. The 

chools should be instructed to promote conducive environments for girls' learning. 

Through the PTAs, parents should be ad ised to address conditions that encourage 

girls to drop out of school such as household labor and provision of educational 

requirements. chools should follow up girls\ ho drop out to establish cause of drop 
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ut and to sist thegtrls to return to school. The Mini try of ducallon should u e the 

a ailable bursary funds to support girls and boys v ho drop out of chooJ due to lack of 

fees. At the same time PTA hould be ncouraged to set up the1r O\ n funds to 

upport n edy children . 

. 3.6 Pro ide exuality Educati o to girl and bo in cb 1 and at home 

Lack of parent-child communication on sexuality may contribute to s me of the 

challenges girls from single-mother families face in education. Parent - child 

communication musl be the first step towards assisting girls to identify their n eds and 

find appropriate solutions to them. Parents should understand that f: mily life 

education is their responsibility nd other institutions are only serving as a backup. 

Though most parents are not equipped to provide adequate sexuality infonnation to 

their children, they can learn t be more open about issues and to create a suitable 

en ironment for such discussions. Parents should b encouraged by re ponsible 

go emment departments such as Ministry f Education and religious institutions to be 

more invol ed in se uality education for their children. exuality education should be 

availed to both boys and girls. ingle mothers, in particular must be reminded that 

their daughters need them as th y experience the challenges of puberty. Relevant 

agencies including governm nt mu t take an active role in designing and 

implementing sexuality education programs for young people. The Ministry of 

Education should work closely with other rele ant agencies lo implement school 

programs that provide education on sexuality and reproductive health. This is the only 

way the incidence of teenage pregnancy and resultant school drop out will be curbed. 
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6.3.7 tri for quit in hildren edu ation 

Girls, particularly daughters of single mothers experience a wide range of hall ng 

that deny them access to opportunities for enhancing their educational chievcments. 

Because some single mothers prefer to educate their sons rather than th ir d ughters, 

the inistry of Educati n must heighten its campaign for quity fl r both boys and 

gi rls . The Mmistry should particularly pay attentjon to disadv ntaged groups uch as 

single mothers nd encourage choolteachers to offer equal opportunities to both girl 

and boys. econdl chool ' administration through the Teacher-Parents' 

ssociation, should enc urage m thers to treat their children equally and empha ize 

each child's right to educ tion an health care among other things. 

6.3.8 Prevent the pread ofiDV/ IDS 

HIV I ID affects families qually. Howe er it has further neg ti e implications for 

ingle-mother families. The girls from such families may be taken away from sch 

to take care of a sick mother, sister or relative. Single mothers should realize that this 

is a contravention of the rights of the girl child. They should explore other options of 

pro iding care for the sick and encourage the girl to go to school. HI /AID 

education efforts must e trengthened to reduce the currently high incidence in 

Ki sumu. he many organizations currently in olved in HfV/AID interventions, 

including government should combine forces and implement programs that will have 

impact. urrent efforts are segmented and less effective. hey ha e managed to 

increase lev I of awareness but the behavior of communities is least changing. Thus, 
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the e group should re-think their trategies and promote approaches that will cr ate 

havioral change. 

6. . Pro id Rot Modelin and upport for ing le motb r 

Progressive single mothers who ha e succeeded in bringing up and educ ling their 

children to highestle els should come out and educate younger single moth rs. They 

should openly discuss their experiences with younger mothers and inspire them to 

educate their girls. They should champion the cause of poor single mothers and help 

them to explore opportunities fo r support. It is recommendeq th t such mothers 

should help to register as ociations for single mothers that would provide 

opportunities for younger and poorer single mothers to le m hov to cope with 

challenges that they experience and link them up with groups and institutions that 

could offer social suppott. 

6.4 Recommended area for Future Research in ingle Motherhood and 

du ation of the Girl hild 

hile e ery attempt was made to add new knowledge in the area of single motherhood 

and education of the girl child, the researcher recognizes a few themes that other 

researchers may want to address or in estigate. This study was not able to venture into 

the folio\! ing areas due to limitations in funds and scope: 

• The effect of sexuality educatiop. on performance of girls from single mother 

families. This will require a controlled study. 
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• ingle fatherhood is on th increase e en though it is less di cussed. study 

hould be conducted to in estigate the implications of single f: therho I on the 

education of the girl child. gain a controlled study would b needed. 

• The actual role of a father in educational performance is not clearly under to d. 

This study found that few fathers play an acti role in stimulating the girls' 

performance. This should to be studied further to e tablish to what extent the 

absence or presence of the father in a home would affect th education of the girl 

child. Is it just the presence of the father in a home or are there qualities that a 

father may exhibit that will help to stimulate a girl's performance? What Jllali ties 

can thes be? 
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APEENDIX # 1: QJ JESTJOJSNAIRES I QUESTION GUIDES 

APPE 1 JR OR P RE 

Serial umber: -----------------------------
arne of Intervi wer: ------------------------
tan time: -------- n time: -------------

0 IO- 0 0 II RAPIDC ARIABL 

1. Age: 

20 - 24 years ------------------------------
25 - 29 years-------------------------~------------
30 - 34 years ---------------------------------
35 - 39 years ---------------------------------------
40 - 44 years ------------------------------------------
45 - 49 years -----------------------------------------
50 - 54 years -------------------------------------
55- 5 years---------------------------------------
60 years and abo e----- -------------

2. Ethnic group: 

Luo ----------------------------------------
Luhyi a -----------------------------------
Gusi i ---------------------------------------
Kalenj in -----------------------
Akamba-------------------------------
Other (specify)----------------------------------

3. Marital status: 
Never married -------------------------------------------
Divorced ----------------------------------------------------

eparated ----------------------------------------
Widowed -------------------------------------------
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4 umber of childr n: -------------------------------------

Boys ---------------------- (}iris -------------------------

5. Occupation: 

Employed -----------------------------------
Self employed -----------------------------------
Unemployed -----------------------------------
Petty trade ------------------------------------
Other (specify) --------------------------

6. A erage monthly income: 
Kshs. 30 000- 20,00 --------
Kshs. 20 000 - I 0,000 --------------------
Kshs. 10,00 - 15,000 -----------------------
Kshs. 9 000 - 6 000 ------------------
Kshs. 0 0- 3 000 ------------------
Kshs. 2 0 0- 1 0 ------------------------
Kshs. 1 0 and below _______ :_ ___________________ _ 

7. Highest level of Educat ion attained: 
n i versit y -----------------------------------------------

Di p allege------------------------------------------
eacher college----------------------------------
onn 6 ---------------------------------------------

Form 4 ---------------------------------------
td and below -----------------------------

CHILD P RTI IP TIO ED CATIO 

8. How many of your children are going to school? 

One -------------------------------
lrw ---------------------------------------
Three ---------------------------------
our-------------------------------
1 ve --------------------------------------

Six and above -----------------------

9. Is any of your school going age not attending school? 
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Yes ----------- 0 ----------

10. If ye . how many? Boys ----------------- trl -----------------

II. What are the reasons for not going to school? ---------------------------------

J_. Are the reasons the same for boys and girls? 

Yes---------·------------ 0 ----------------------------

13. If no, please explain ' hy? -----------------------------------------

14. Are there times v hen your daughter(s) do not go to school? 

Yes --------·---------- 0 -----------------------

15. If yes, what are the reasons? 

ickness ------------------------------------------------------------------------
ent home for school fees---------------------------------------------------------

Mother asking them not to go to school-----------------------------------------
Daughter refuses to go to school---------------------------------------------------
Daughter attending to household chores --------------------------------------------
01 hers (specify) -------------------------------------------------------------------------

16. Who pays your children's fees? 

Myself----------------------
Father ------------------------
Friend ---------------------
Relative ----------------------

17. In the event of financial di rticulties which of these children would you prefer to 
take to school? 

Boy ----------------------------

<Jirl ----------------------------
0 preference -----------------

18. xplain the reason for the abo e answer--------------------------------
-----------------------------------------------------------------------

19. Has any of your daughters dropped out of school before completion of: 

Primary School 
econdary chool 

Yes-------
Yes --------
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20. What w were the rea onts for droppmg out? 

Lack of fees ---------------------------
amage ------------------------

Teenage pregnancy-----------------
Disinterest ---------------------------

xp ulsi on -------------------------------
ther (specify) -----------------------

_J. What was your reaction\! hen·the child left school? (Please explain)-----
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~-----

22. Has any of your daughters e er become pregnant outside marriage? 

Yes --------- 0 ---------------

_J. If yes, what was your reaction to this incidence/s? 

24. Was your daughter/s in school when this happened? 

Yes ----------------- o --------------------

25. Did she/they drop out of school to deliver the baby? 

es ---------------- o --------------------

26. Did your daughter/s return to school after delivering the baby? 

Yes ------------------ o ----~----------------

27. If not please explain \1 hy? -----------------------------------------------

28. Do you know of children \ ho terminated her education because the parents 
were infected with HN/ ID ? 

Yes ---------------- . 0 ----------------

29. If yes, how many: ----~ 

Boys ---------·- iris ------------------------
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BTLD ED 

30. What is the general per formanc of y ur son s in school? 

S on # E xcellent _£atisfactorv Good Fair Poor 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 

31 . Are you satisfied wi h the perfonnance of the child(ren in question? 
] 
Yes ------- o ------------

32. If ye explain why. -------------------------------------------------------

33. Do you think hi /their performanc can be impro ed? 

Yes--------- () ------------------

34. How can it be improved: ----------------------------------------------------------

35. What is the general performance of your daughter in school? 

Daue:hter # _Excellent Satis.factorv Good Fair Poor 
I. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 

J 6. Are you satisfi d ith the p rfi nnance of the child(ren) in question? 

Yes ----------- No ---------------

37. If no explain ' hy?-----------------------------------------------------



3 . Jf ye , explain \ hy? ----------------------------------------------------------
-------------------·---------------------------------------------------------

39. Do you think her/their performance can be improv d? 
Yes--------- o --------------

0. Pie se explain your ans-. er: ---------------------------------------------

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

41 . What do you think has pre ented your daughter from perfonning excellently 
(you may number i~ order of significance if more than one reason ? 

lrregu Jar attendance of school -------------------
Girl is not bright -------------------------------------
Lack of books------------------------------------
Inadequate teaching at school ------------------
Too much work at home-----------------
Girl plays a lot ---------------------------------
Involvement with a boy friend~-------------------
Oth r (specify) ----------------~-----------------

-l2. Do your children study at home? 

Yes -------------------- 0 -----------------

-l3. If, yes,-. hen they study do they get assisted? 

Yes --------------- o --------------· ----------

44. If yes, who assist them? 

Mother --------------------------------------
Father --------------------------------------------
Uncle --------------------------------------------------

lder sister or brother ------------------------------
Tutor -----------------------------------------
Other ------------------------------------------

45. D your daughters receive the same assistance as your sons? 

Yes ------------------------ No ----------------------

46. Do your children participate io household work? 

Yes -------------------------- 0 -------------------------
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4 . Ifye Wh t kind of household work do they d ? ( he k alllhat apply) 

HOUSEHOLD ACTIVITY SONS ·- DAlJGHT'L Rs_ 
W ashine: Clothes 
W ashine. dishes 
Fetching Water 
Fetching fire~vood 

J}arden work 
Cookine: for family_ members 
Cleanine. house and surrounding areas 
Other (soecifv): 

48. p to what level of would you like to educate your son/sand daughter/s? 

EDUCATION LEVEL BOYS GIRLS 
_University 
Post High school Colle~e 
Form Four 
Standard Eight 
Other (soecifv): 

49. Please explain your answer?---------------------------------------------

50. W1 1at wou ld I 'Jd t b . futur ? vou 1 e vour c 11 ren o em e. 
ASPIR.ATI BOYS GIRLS 

A B c D A B C D 
_N_urse 
Doctor 
Teacher 
Pilot 
P<tlitician 

.En.aineer 
_Qther (soecifv): 
I don't know 
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HI D 

·1. Do you normally have any discu sions' ith your children. 

Yes---- 0 ----------------

·2. If yes what is the nature of such discussions? 

Educational affairs--------
exual and reproductive health issues----------

Family issues-------------------------------------
one of the abo e ----- ----------

Olher (specify --------------------------------

3. Have you e er discussed sexual and reproducti e health ts ues with your 
children? 

Yes -------------------- 0 ------------

• 4. If yes, what particular issues ha e you discussed? 

Boy-gi r I relationships----------------------------------------------
Pregnancy prevention-----------------------------------------

filr\f/}\J[[) ------------------------------------------------------------
MenstnJation------------------------------------------------------
Personal hygiene--------------------------------------------
Physical and emotional changes in adolescence-------------------
Other (sp ci fy -------------------·----------------------------------

55. Do you discuss the above is ues with daughters only, sons only, or both? 

Daughters only--------------------------
ons on I y-------------------------------------

Both------------------------------------------

6. If you discuss with daughters only or sons only, please e plain v hy? ---

-------------------------------------------------------------------

-7. Whene er you discuss sexual and reproductive health matters, who initiates the 
discussion? 

Moth r ---------------------------
Fath r -------------------------------
0 i rl ---------------------------------
Boy ------------------------------------
Other specify)---------------------------
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PPE HTLDRE R . 

erial umber: --------------------------
. arne of Interviewer: ----------------------

tart time: _____ _ nd time: ----------

oao- D 10 PHI RJ B 

I. Age: 

Less than 10 years---------------------------
Between 11 and 15 years -------------------------
Bet' een I 6 and 20 years-------: __________ _ 
Above 20 years--------------------------

lass: 

td.5 -------------------------
td . 6------------ ---------------_ _. ______ -------------
td. 7----------------------------------------
tcl.8 --------------------------------------------

3. ex: Male---------------- Fern le --------------------

-L Religion: 

6. 

7. 

Protestant ------------------------------------
atholic ----------------------------------------

Islam ------------------------------------------
lher (specify)-----------------------------

Birth position in the family: 

First ------------
1rllircl-------------

i fth------------

econd ---------
Fourth-----------
Sixth ---------------

Is your father ali e? Y ----------------- 0 --------------------------

ls your molher alive? Yes -------------------- 0 --------------------
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Whom do you li e \i ith? 
Mother --------------------------------------------

ather ---------------------------------------------
other and Father -------------------------------------

Relative (specify -------------------------------------

SCHOOL PARTICIPATION 

9. Has any of your elder or younger sisters or brothers dropp d out of school 
before completion of: 

Primary school? 
econdary school? 

10. If yes, how many? 

Yes --------
yes--------- No ----------

Brothers----------- Primary----- Secondary---------) 
isters ------------- (Primary--------- Secondary--------

II. What was the reason fi r drop out in the above cas s? 

chool fees ---------------------------------------------------
Pregnancy-- ----------------------------------------------------

he abandoned ------------------------------------------------
Illness-----------------------------------------------
Don't know----------------------------------------------
\Vas married -------------------------------------------------
Other (specify)---------------------------------------

12. o you have a friend ' ho has e er dropped out of school pre- maturely? 
Yes -------------- o ------------------

13. If yes what was the reas n for dropping out? 
Pregnancy ------------------------------------------------------
1 II ness ----------------------------------------------------

lvfaiiia~e -----------------------------------------------
Abandoned ---------------------· ----------------
Other (specify ------------------------------------------

14. Have you yourself ever c nsidered droppin~ out of school: 

Yes ------------------ o ---------------------
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15. lfyes, why? 

T achers \ ere unfriendly-------------------------
Lack of school fees -------------------------------

idn t like going to school ------------------------------
ouldn't cope with school work----------------------

Other (specify -----------------------------------------

16. Ha e you e er dropped out of s hool at any time during your e ucation? 

Yes -------------- o -----------------

17. Ifyes, why? 

Teachers\ ere unfriendly------------------
Lack of school fees ---------------------
Didn't like going to school----------------

ouldn't cope with schoo l work-------------
Other (specify) -----------------------------------

PAR ICIPATJO 

18. What were your class positi ns during the following terms? 

CLASS POSITIONS 
YEAR TERM 1 TERM2 TERM3 

1997 
1998 
1999 
2000 

REMARK 

1 . Do you think you could ha e performed better? Ye ---------- o --------

20. What are the problems that affect your performance in school? (rf possible 
number in or er of importance? 

Lack of textbooks -----------------------------------
Lack of ee --------------------------------------
Lack ofTuition ----------------------------------
Inegu Jar attendance --------------------------------
Limited shtdy time at home----------------------------

one of the above ----------------------------------------
Other specify) -----------------------------------
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IIOOL ElM 

_J. Are you ever absent from school? Yes------------

12. How often are you absent? 

Every" eek --------------------------------
Once a month ----------------------------
Twice a month ---------------------------
Once or twice a tem1 ----------------------

0-----------------

23. If you have been absent from school, what is lhe most frequent reason for being 
absent? 
illness -----------------------------------------
When sent away for fees --------------------
When mother is away -------------------------
When I don't want to go to school ----------
Other (specify ---------------------------------

24. When you are/were absent, did your parent (s) know about it in advance? 
Yes ----------------- o ---------------------

25. If yes what was their (her) reaction? (Please explain----------------------------

26. When you are/were absent do/did your parenls get to know about it later? 
Yes ------------------ o -----------------------

27. If yes, what was their 01er) reaction? (Please explain) ------------------

PARTI IP TIO HO HOLD HORE 

28. Do you help your mother wiU1 the household work? Yes-------

29. How much of the household work do you do? 

Most of the Work ----------------------------
More than Half the work ------------------
Less than half of the work ------------------
Very little ---------------------------------------
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30. In your view ' hod es most of the household' ark? 

Myself-------------------
Mother--------------------
Elder sister-----------
Elder brother-----------
House servant-----------
Other (specify) ------------

31. In the absence of the person above (if not you who does most of the work? 

Myself----------------
Mother-------------------
Elder ister------------------
Elder brother-------------
House Servant-----------
Other specify) ------------

32. Do you have enough time to st1.1dy a!ler doing your household rk? 

Yes --------- 0 ------------

33. Do your brothers assist in the household work? es ----- 0-----------

PRE T GUID ND P RVI 10 

34. Does your parent assist you with your home\: ork (assignments) or studies in 
general? es ------------- o -----------

35. Do you ever ha e anyoC~iscussions v ith your parentis? 

Yes---------- 0 ----------

36. If yes, what is the nature of su h discussions? 

Educational affairs -------------------------------
exual and reproducti e health issues 

·ami I y issues -----------------------------------
one of the above --------------------------------------

Other (specify) ---------------------------------------
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w 

Which of the following issues are you familiar with? 
rssue Source (learnt from who ) 

I. Teenage pregnancy---------------------------
2. xual intercourse-------------------------
3. Kissing ----------------------------------
4. Fondling------------------------------

leeping out ----------------------------------
6. Dati11g ------------------------------
7. Falling in love-------------------------------

Boy/Girl friend-------------------------

38. Indicate in order of frequency which of the abo e you have been invol ed in 
(use numbers l. 2 3 ... ? etc, with l being the most frequent) 

39. 

1 . Teenage pregnancy -----------------------------
2. exual intercourse---------------------------------------
3. Kissing---------------------------------
4. Fondling-------------------------------------
5. Sleeping out-----------------------------------------

Dating--------------------------------------------
7. all ing 1 n love ---------------------------------------------
8. Boy/Girl friend ------------------------------------------

Have you ever been in ol ed in sexual intercourse? 
has indicated this above don't ask again.) 

Yes------- 0--------------

ote: if the respondent 

40. How old' ere you when you first had sexual intercourse? 

Below 9 years--------------
1 0 - 14 years---------------------
15 and above ------------------------

41 . \Vhat \! as the age of your partner? 
ounger than me------------
a.me age as myself---- -----
lightly older than me-------------
uch older than me--------------
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·L. Hav you heard a out H ? Yes --------- 'o --------

.t3. Do you know anybody who has e er suffered or currently uffering from 
HIV/ fD ? 

es ------------ . o ---------------

44. Do you know anybody ' ho dropped out of school because they had 
HTV/AID ? 

Yes ----------------- o --------------

5. If yes ho\! m ny do ytlu know? Boys----- Girls-------------

46. What level of education ould you want to reach? 

University---------------- -----------------
Post high school college--------------
High school --------------- --------------
Primary school--------------------

47. Why do you want to reach the educational level you have stated above? 

To become prosperous ----------------------------
To be like my parentis --------------------------
To be Like my brother/sister ---------------
Don't want to continue with school --------------
Other (specify) -------------------------------

8. What would you like to be when you complete your education? 

Pi lot --------------------------------------
Politician--------------------------------------
Teacher ---------------- ---------------------
Doctor ------------------ --------------

urse ------------------ -----------------------
Engineer ----------- --------------------,-
Businessman/woman------------------------

ocial worker ------------------------------------
Accountant-----------------
Other specify ----------------------------
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9. Why would y u like to ----------- ' hen you complete school? 

Want to be like my father mother--------------------
It i pre tigious -------------------------------------
1 want to b like my brother/sister ------------------------
1 like doing the work they do ------------------------

0 reason ---------------------------------------
Other specify)----------------------------------

:0. What \ ill you do to become who you want to be\ hen y u grow up? Please 
tick any that apply) 

ttain the highest education le el ------------------
Study professional courses----------------------------
Begin practicing what I want to become ---------------
Learn from role models ---------------------------------
Venture into business --------------------------
Other (specify) ---------- ----------

I. What would your parents want you to become when you grow up (in future ? 

Pi I o t ------------------------------------------------------
Po I i tj ci an --------------------------------------------------
Teacher -------------------- -------------------------------
Doctor ---------------------- -------------------------------

urse -------------------- ---------------------------
Engineer -------------------- ---------------------------
Businessman/woman --------------------------------------

ocial worker ----------------------------------------------
ccountanl ----------------------------------------

Don t Know ----------------------------------------------
Other (specify --------------------------

_ 2. What are your parents doing to ensure that you become what they want you to 

be? 

Paying school fees -----------------------------------
Insist on excellent performance------------------
Pro ides encouragement and motivation------------
Interested in my school "' ork ----- ------------
Other (specify ---------------------------
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p 1 

Name 1: ----------------
am rd 

tarl ---- End 

8 K R n n TRITI 

I. Wh n was this chool ounded? -------- ------
2. Who is the p nsor f the s hoot . 

o emm nl ----------------------------------
hurch -----------------------------------------------

Pri le indi idual ---------- -------------
ommunity members --------------------------------

3. Is this a primary or s ondary school? Primary---------- econdary ------------

4. Js this a mix d sch ol? Ye --------------- 0 ----- ---------------

R LM T 

5. Ho\i many pupils/ tudents are in this school? Girls: ------- oys ----------

Please pr ide th num cr of students per class by sex in the table below? 

CLASS/FORM BOYS GIRLS 
Class 1 
Class 2 
Class 3 
CJass 4 
Class 5 
Class 6 
Class 7 
CJass 8 
Form 1 
Form 2 
Fonn 3 
Fonn4 
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7. How would you d cribe the p rfonnance of your ·ch ol? 

cry good --------·------------------
air --------------------------------

Poor ----------------------------

re you satisfied with th1s p rfonnance? Yes------------- 0 -------------

9. PI ase explain your an -.: er: ---------------------------------------------------------

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

I 0. Between the boys and girls. who perform bett r in clas ? 

Boys ---------------- Girls -----------------

11 . Berween the girls from the inglc mother families and those from l'> o-parents 
families, ~ ho perform better in cia s? 

iris from Single mother familie --------------------------
Girts from two-parent families----------------------------------

0 differences --------------------------------------------------

l2. If there are any differences, please explain why? ---------------------------------

13. s an administrator in this school have you noticed any preferences m 
education of boys and girls. Yes---------- o --------------

14. lf you ha e, what preferences have you observed? Girl ------- Boys ---------

15. What are some of the bstaclc to girls' clas perfom1ance? ----------------------

--------------
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ID: D 11 HER 

My name t ams n Rad ny. I am a Ph. 
f atr i. I am currently conducting m) field re arch or my dt ·crtati n (the ts). The 

t pte of my tudy ts " mgle mo h rh and tis imphcati n 1 >r th cduca t n of the girl 
hild. study m Kisumu ity. ' I " uld like to dt u wtth y u 

educati n of grrls and boy m thi · c mmuntty ance y u are th · pl '" h hv and mteract 
with the irl and b y clo ly I am relym on y u to a 1 t in • n rutmg the mformation that 
I require. The finding f my tudy wtll be u eful to our poh ·y maker nd educationi tn 

1mpr mg the educati n of th trl chtld. 

First let me introduce my colleague. Ilis/her name is----. He/she is a sisting me to 
collect the data. I will no' giv you a ch nee to introduc yoursel cs. Please tell us 
your age religion, where you come from, and what you do. Th infonnation you 
provide will be treated confidentiaJiy, nd will not be used [; r any ther purpose olh r 
than my studies. I therefor urg you to discuss fre ly and p nly. If you ha e any 

uestions please feel free to a k t the end of the group di cu ton. here are no right 
r wrong ans\ ers and so you ar free to expre s your opinion. 

We would like to tape record this dis ussioo. Before we go ahead with that we would 
like to have your permis ion to tape record. Do you Uow us lo do so? At the end f 
th session we will give you a chance to listen to' hat you ha e been saying during the 
discussion. 

' arm up qu tion 

• \l bat are th han taking place toda in tb t a hin pr fe ion. II a e 
thin banged iu tit Ia t d ad •. 

• What are your gr at t chall og in our ' ork a t ach r ? How do ou 
addre the chall n 

I. What are your designations in the school? 

2. What\! ould ou ay j the general class performance of female students in 01is 
school? Ho\ doe thts compare with the perfonnance of oys? Why? Probe 
further. 

3. Since you started working as teachers have you notice any preference between 
the education of boys and girls? If so, what have you observed? Who is 
preferred sons or daughters? Why is there a preference for one gender over 
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th other? How can th 

3. p rfonnance o 1 mal stud nts from 
with the girl from l~ o-

4. nerally hov d e the per~ nnance of girls mpar \ ith that of boys in th1 
sch ol in the nation I c aminati n ? Why do y u think this is happening? 
J low can the perfi rmanc of girl b improved'J 

Is l enage pregnancy apr lem within the ity? If o, ho\ common is it? It i 
a c mmon problem in y ur cho I? If so roughly h w many girls are affected 
per year? Do they rop out of chool to deli er . 0 they return to the ch ol 
after d li ery? Are they allowed to return to the ch ol aficr d li ery? Pleas 
explain why? 

II w many girls actually r tum to school? What type of families do they come 
from? ingle mother? o arent family? an you remember how many came 
from each of the t'\1 o typ of famtlies? 

7. Hov would you de cri he at 1rudes of the local c mrnunity/people towards 
education of girls? Wh t d y u think is the reason for the attitudes? 

8. How would you descri e th, community attitudes tow rd education of childr n 
from single-mother familie '! I thi the same or differ nt for girls and boys from 
this type of fami ly? lfdifli rent, hov? Why? Prob fu•· h r. 

Many thanks for your co-operation 
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pp 

y name 1 

First, let me introduce my c JJ ague. His/her name is --. Helsh t asst tmg me to 
collect the data. f will no\ gi e you a hance to introduce your I e . PI ase t Jl us 
your age religion " here you come from. and v hat you do. I he information you 
provid will be treated confidentially and will not be used for any other purpo other 
than my studies. r therefore urge you to di cus freely and openly. If you ha e any 
questions please fe 1 free to ask at the end of the group discussion. There ar no right 
or wrong ansv ers and so y u are tree to expre s your opini n. 

We would lik to tape re ord this discussion. Before we go ahead with th l we would 
lik Lo ha e your pem1ission to tape record. Do you allow us to do o? At the end of 
these sion we will give you a chance to listen to what you ha e been aying during th 
discussion. 

Rapport building (Warm up questions) 

• \Vbat kind of con mi activitie are you urreotl engaged in. 
• h ld acti itie ? Wbo do mo t of the ' ork in th 

• 
chan 

ro • 

in bringing up our hildren? Ha thi 
d the am . 

I. Ho v many f y u ha e children going to school? Do ou have children of 
school going age w h are not attending school? If so, why? What is the sex of 
this child(ren ? 

2. Hov much school fees do you pay for your children in primary and secondary 
schools? Do you al ys afford to pay school fees to your children? If no, v by? 

J. Does you community have any preferences in educating girls and boys? If so, 
v ho is preferred and ' hy? Does this affect the community in any way? Do 
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th hoi community or j ust m families practic thi prdi r nc ? \Vhat 
kinds of famalies or p pi ha\ pra lice son pr fer c '! Pr for educallon, 
rcJigion tc. 

4. I las any of our daughter - dropp c.l out of school bef r com 1 ting primary or 
econdary education. If o, what v as the reason for tlr pping ut? 

o you assist your d ughter \l ith their academic homework or studie ? ff 
you do, in what' ays do you a ist? Jfyou don't' h tare the reasons? 

6. I lo~ often do you a ist our daughters with their home\ ark. 

About ho' much time do y u spend each time assisting your daughters with 
their choolv ork? 

What is the general performance of your daughter s) in school? Are you 
satisfied with this performance . If yes, why? If no, why not? How does this 
performance compare with that of your sons? How do you explain the 

ariation? 

9. o you think her/their perfonnance can be improved? How can this be done? 

10. hat do you think has prevented your daughters from performing excellently 
(you may number in order of significance ifmore than one reason)? How can 
you o ercome these onstraints in yam daughter ' education? What support 
do you need to do thi ? 

IJ. If you had too little money to take all your children to school, which one would 
y u take, the boy or the girl. 

12. Do you ever pre ent your daughter (s from attending school for any reason? 
If yes for what reason d you do this? 

13. Do your children participate in household work? lf s , what kind of work do 
they do? Do the girls d the same work as the boy or do you have some ort 
of division of labor. 8 tween your children who does most of the work. the 
boys or the girls? \ hy? 

14. p to~ hat le el of\\ auld you like to educate your daughter? Why? 

15. p to \l hat le el of education would you want to educate your sons? Why? 

16. What are some of the obstacles to girls' education in this community? Why 
do you think these are ob tacles to girls' educati n? Probe: Do these only 
affect the girls or e en b ys? How can these obstacles e rerno ed? 
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17. D single mother in bringing up and educating their children ( p cially 
daughter face any diffi ultie ? Jf so which ones? What can b done to 
all iat thes pr blem ? In your opinion, who should be responsible for this? 
Why this per n (s ' 

I . What, in your OJ'llllion, is the community's attitudes towards women? What i 
the community attitude 10\ ards women who are single mothers? Why does 
community ha e this attitude? 

19. How about th ir allitud towards daughters or sons of single mothers? Are 
their altitudes the arne or different for boys and for girls. lf ye , why? Why, 
in your opini n d th y hold such attitudes? Prob : Is the community's 
attitude toward bo the same as for girls? Why? 

20. If you were to tart life all ver again, what are the t\: o most important things 
you would do? Why th se thing? 

Thank a lot for our c operation 
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L 1 R 

My name 1 am on Radcny. I am a Ph. tudent m the partment f 1 I gy, lly 
of airobi . I am currently c ntlucting my field r earch for my d1 ert. ll n (th i ). J'he 
topic o my study 1 " 'mgle m th rh od nd it JmphcaliOn [I r th due ll n o the g1rl 
ch1ld. A study m Kt umu C'Jt}' ." l WCluld Ilk t dis u s \ tth y u me 1 ue r I ted t th · 
education f girl and b y 1n th1 c mmumty. ince you are the pc pic 11 h live and mteract 
\ nh the gul and b y cl ely, 1 am relymg on you to a s1 t m generatmg the mft rmat1 n that 
I require. The findmg of my tudy wtll b u eful to our pohcy maker· and educat1 ni m 
1mproving the educall n fth g•rl child. 

First let me introdu my colleague. His/her name is----. H he i assisting me to 
collect the data and v 111 be takmg notes. I ' ill no\ give you chanc to introduce 
yourself to us. Please tell us your age religion v here you come from, and v hat you 
do. The information y u pr ide will be treated confidentially, and \ ill not b used 
for any oth r purpose other than my studies. I therefore urge you to discu with us 
freely and openly. If you ha e any questions please feel free to ask. here are no right 
or wrong answers and y u are free to express your opinion. 

OCIO-D M PHI II RA TERI TI 

• What is your age? 
• What is your ethnic group? 
• What is y ur marital talus? 
• What is your occupation? 
• What is your average monthly income? 
• What is the highe t I el of education you attained? 
• TeJJ m about your life history," here you \ ere born. wh r y u vent to school 

and the career that you cho e? 
• How many children do y u have? Hm many are boys? Ho\ many ar girls? 
• Do you own a farm here? Hov big is it? How did you acquire it. id you buy it? 
• Do you have relative ' ho li e around here . Hov would you describe your 

relationship with them. 

0 RE 

I. Do you have children f school going age who are n t attending school? lf so, 
why? What is th sex fthis child? 

2. s a mother, can y u tell me how you manage to feed clothe and educate your 
children? 
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3. How much school fl d ou pay or ~our children in prim ry and c ndary 
schools? Do you ah: a ' afford to pay school fi s or our children. If no, 
why? 

4. In Lhe event of finan ial difficultie , which of your children ' ould you be 
willing to take 1 sch ol? Why? 

5. Has any of your daughters ever dropped out of scho I pr -maturely? What 
were the reason ? What was your reaction? Did h return t school 
thereafter? 

1. Do you as i t your d ught rs ' ith their academic homework or studies? Jf 
you do, in what' ay d y u assist? If you don't what is the r ason? 

8. Hm often do you as ist y ur daughter(s with their homework? Why? 

9. About hov much time do you spend each time assisting your daughters with 
their school\! ork? Do y u think this is enough time to help your daughter v ith 
her schoolwork? If y , -. hy? If no, why not? 

10. What is the general performance of your daughter s) in school? Are you 
satisfied with this perfonnance? If yes, why? Ifno, why not? 

11. Do you think her/their performance can be improved? How can this be done? 

12. What do y u think has prevented your daughter from performing excellently 
(you may number in rder of significance if more than one reason)? 

13. Do you have ons? Jf yes, ho" to you compare the performance of your 
daughters)' ith that of your son (s)? 

14. Do you e er prevent your daughter (s) from attending scho I for any reason? 
[f yes, for what reason do you do this? What other rea ons have ever caused 
your daughter not t attend school? Why? 

15. Up to what level ofv vuld you like to educate your daughter? \Vhy? 

16. Up to what level w uld you want to educate your ons? Why? 

17. What are some of the obstacles to girls' education in this cornmtmity? Why 
do you think lhe e are obstacles to gjrls' education? Prob : Do these only 
affe t the girls r even boys? How can these obstacles be removed? 

I . Can you tell me about the process that led to your becoming a single mother?. 
How did you become a single mother? Probe for di orce unmarried, and 
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' ·dowhood? Would you cons1dcr marrying if you had a ch n e? Why? V hy 
nol. 

19. HO\ do you [i I about being a ingle moth r? Why? 

_0. Ar th re any ifficulties ingle mothers like you experience in t rms of 
bringing up and educating your children (e pecially daughters ? If so, " hich 
on s? Ho' can the s ciety help single mothers too ercome th se difficulties? 

21 . What, in your pinion, are the community's attitudes tO\! ards sin le mother ? 
How about ltitude to\ ard daughters or sons of single mothers? Why, in 
your opinion, do they hold such attitudes? Prob : Are the community 
attitude to\ ards boys the same as for girls? Why? 

_2. Do you ever ha e di cus ions ' ith your children? What, usually is the nature 
of these discussions? What in particular do you discuss? Do you di cuss \i ith 
son alone or daughters alone? When you discuss, are they usually tog ther or 
do you do its parately? Why? 

23 . Tf you wer to start life all o er again what are the two most imponant things 
you would do. Why these thing? 

Thank a lot for our op ration 
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